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Abstract 

 

Since the first MOSFET (metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor) 

device was developed in 1960, the scaling of MOSFET devices has been rapidly 

progressing. The performance of the nanoscale MOSFET device, which has 

been developed in earnest since the early 2000s, has been dramatically 

improved by the material innovations such as mobility improvement through 

strain engineering and reduction of EOT through the introduction of the high-k 

gate oxide, and the development of new structures such as fully depleted silicon 

on insulator (FDSOI), FinFET, and Gate All Around (GAA). Nevertheless, the 

decrease in the energy efficiency of MOSFET operation due to the rapid scaling 

of the device has recently emerged as a severe problem. The energy efficiency 

of MOSFET device operation can be improved by reducing the supply voltage 

Vdd and the magnitude of the off current. For this, ultimately, the slope of the 

on-off switching of the MOSFET device, the subthreshold slope, should be 

maximized. One solution to increase the threshold slope is to increase the 

capacitance of the gate oxide. Since 2007, high-k metal gate (HKMG) 

technology in which an amorphous HfO2 thin film is used as a gate oxide has 

been applied, reducing the equivalent oxide thickness (EOT) to 0.8 nm.  

However, there is a material limitation in that the reduction of EOT through 

HKMG technology is challenging to achieve below 0.5 nm due to the inherent 

SiO2 thin film between the channel Si layer and the high-k oxide. 
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Furthermore, even if the EOT is ideally reduced close to 0 nm, since the 

electrons of the source have a Boltzmann distribution in the subthreshold region 

due to thermal fluctuations, more than 60 mV must be applied to increase the 

gate current tenfold at room temperature. This fact means that no matter how 

much EOT is reduced, the reciprocal value of the subthreshold slope cannot be 

lower than 60 mV/dec at room temperature, which is called the Boltzmann limit. 

Therefore, the Boltzmann limit acts as a fundamental obstacle to improving the 

energy efficiency of MOSFET devices. 

However, in 2008, Salahuddin and Datta argued that the Boltzmann limit 

could be overcome if the capacitance of the gate oxide is negative. If the 

capacitance of the gate oxide is negative, the increased amount of the gate 

voltage is not divided into the gate oxide layer and the channel layer, but rather 

the voltage applied to the gate oxide is reduced so that the channel voltage 

increases faster than the gate voltage. The voltage amplification is induced by 

the negative capacitance (NC) of the gate oxide. Therefore, a MOSFET with 

the gate oxide having NC, called negative capacitance field effect transistor 

(NCFET), will overcome the energy efficiency problem. To realize this idea, 

Salahuddin's group proposed that ferroelectric materials could be a proper 

candidate for the gate oxide with the NC effect. 

In this dissertation, a theoretical study was conducted on the fundamental 

mechanism of the NC phenomenon in ferroelectrics. The conventional theory 

of the NC effect on ferroelectrics is based on the Landau-Ginzburg-Devonshire 

(LGD) model. However, this NC model is a phenomenological model that 
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describes the 1-dimensional (1-D) free energy of ferroelectrics. The core of the 

theory lies in the assumption that a homogeneous polarization exists as the 

single domain (SD) in the ferroelectrics. Therefore, this 1-D model neglects a 

multi-domain (MD) structure commonly found in actual ferroelectric thin films. 

In this respect, this study introduces a new model that fully considers the effect 

of the MD structure and reveals that even in the general case where the MD 

structure is formed in a ferroelectric thin film, the NC effect can be realized in 

the ferroelectric (FE) – dielectric (DE) bilayer structure.  

In 2014, Khan et al. presented the transient voltage drop phenomenon while 

charging a single ferroelectric layer serially connected to an external resistor as 

direct evidence of the intrinsic NC effect in the 1-D LGD model. However, 

according to the classical switching kinetics theory of ferroelectric thin film, it 

is well known that switching occurs through nucleation and domain wall (DW) 

motion of the reverse domain, not the homogeneous switching. In this respect, 

this work showed that the transient voltage drop is caused by the delayed 

nucleation of the reverse domain, not the intrinsic NC effect, by applying the 

classical kinetics theory. This work also presented a quantitative model for this 

phenomenon. Furthermore, a double pulse experiment was devised, revealing 

that the 1-D LGD model cannot explain the experimental results. 

Second, this study presented a fundamental mechanism for NC stabilization 

of the FE-DE stacked structure in the presence of the MD state. The previous 

concept of the NC stabilization in the stacked structure was based on the 1-D 

LGD model, which is merely a phenomenological model without considering 
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the MD structure. This work was initially aimed to investigate whether the 

polarization – voltage (P-V) curve of the FE layer can exhibit an S-shaped curve 

in a quasi-static manner even when the MD structure is considered. For this 

purpose, a phase-field simulation was implemented to reproduce the classical 

switching kinetics in the MD structure numerically, and as a result, it was found 

that the quasi-static NC phenomenon appears in the FE-DE stacked structure. 

Furthermore, to reveal the fundamental mechanism for the NC effect occurring 

in the MD structure, the analytical model for the NC effect in the MD structure 

was derived from the Bratkovsky-Levanyuk model, a previous study on the FE-

DE stacked structure with the MD structure.  
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direction in the schematic domain. Black dashed line denotes the 
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a half left filled mark denotes 𝑷𝑫 − 𝑽𝑫 curve, while the blue line 

with a half right filled mark denotes 𝑷𝑭 − 𝑽𝑭 curve. The dotted 
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curve for each ramp rate is computed from the compact model. 

LGD polynomial (S-shape 𝑷𝑭 − 𝑬𝑭  curve) from the one-

dimensional Landau model is plotted as the reference (solid pink 

line). The slope of MD NC is saturated to the static value for a rise 

time 𝒕𝑷 less than 10 𝛍𝐬. 

Figure 4.23. Multi-domain structure of the 2nd order ferroelectrics in MIFIM 

structure with 𝒕𝐅 = 𝟏𝟎 𝐧𝐦, 𝒕𝐃 = 𝟕 𝐧𝐦. (a) Free energy diagram 

(𝑼𝒇 − 𝑷 ) of the 2nd order ferroelectric BaTiO3. (b) Polarization 

profile for hard domains at 𝑻 = 𝟑𝟎𝟎 𝐊  (c) Polarization profile 

for soft (sinusoidal) domains at 𝑻 = 𝟔𝟎𝟎 𝐊.  

Figure 4.24. Multi-domain structure of the 1st order ferroelectrics in MIFIM 

structure with 𝐭𝐅 = 𝟏𝟎 𝐧𝐦, 𝐭𝐃 = 𝟕 𝐧𝐦. (a) Free energy diagram 
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(𝑼𝒇 − 𝑷) of the 1st order ferroelectric BaTiO3 used in the TDGL 

simulation. (b) Polarization profile for hard domains at 𝑻 =

𝟑𝟎𝟎 𝐊 (c) Polarization profile for depoled state (𝑷 = 𝟎)  at 𝑻 =

𝟒𝟎𝟎 𝐊. 

Figure 4.25. Single-harmonic approximation model of the sinusoidal domains 

in the MIFIM structure applied to BaTiO3 with the DE layers. 𝐭𝐃 

is fixed to 7 nm, and the results were calculated at 𝑻 = 𝟑𝟖𝟎 𝐊. 

Blue dashed lines denote the sinusoidal domain state, and black 

dashed lines denote the homogeneous domain state for the 

reference. (a)  The free energy of the BaTiO3 with the DE layers. 

(b) Apparent 𝑷 − 𝑬𝟎 curves of the MIFIM structure. (c) 𝑷 − 𝑬𝒇 

curves of the BaTiO3 thin film in the MIFIM structure. 
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1. Overview and Issues on Negative Capacitance 

 

Ever since the invention of the MOSFET in 1960, a supply voltage (Vdd) of 

the metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect-transistor (MOSFET) has been 

scaled drastically to achieve low power consumption in the integrated circuit.[1] 

Nevertheless, the supply voltage (Vdd) must be greater than the threshold gate 

voltage required to turn on the MOSFET. Therefore, to reduce the supply 

voltage, a steep slope transitor with a reduced subthreshold region, an 

intermediate region between the On/Off state of the transistor, is required. The 

steepness of the switching is quantified as the inverse of the switching slope in 

the subthreshold region, that is, the subthreshold swing (SS), and can be 

expressed as follows.[2] 
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Where Bk is the Boltzmann constant, q  is the elementary charge, T  is 

the temperature, 
gV  is the gate voltage, s  is the surface potential of the 

channel, dI  is the drain current, sC  is the capacitance density of the channel, 
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and oxC  is the capacitance density of the gate oxide Eq. (1.1) shows that the 

SS value is expressed as the product of two terms. The first term indicates the 

ratio of the voltage applied to the Si channel layer to the applied gate voltage, 

and it is called the body factor. The second term represents the rate of the gate 

current to the channel potential. To this date, the high-k metal gate (HKMG) 

technology has been adopted to reduce SS,[3] which reduces the body factor so 

that more gate voltage can be transferred to the channel layer. However, even 

if the capacitance of the equivalent oxid thickness (EOT) of the high-k material 

is reduced to zero (i.e., the body factor becomes 1), there is a lower limit on the 

SS value imposed by the second term of Eq. (1.1). Since electrons in the source 

have a Boltzmann distribution due to thermal fluctuations, the least gate voltage 

required to increase the drain current tenfold at room temperature is 60 mV. 

Therefore, theoretically, the SS value cannot be lower than 60 mV/dec at room 

temperature, called the Boltzmann limit. Recently, Salahuddin and Datta 

proposed a new concept of the steep slope transistor device called a negative 

capacitance field effect transistor (NCFET), using a ferroelectric (FE) thin film 

with negative capacitance as a gate oxide to overcome the Boltzmann limit.[4,5] 

If the gate oxide has a negative capacitance, the body factor becomes less than 

1, so that the SS value can be further lowered below the theoretical limit. The 

structure of the NCFET device is the same as that of the ferroelectric field-

effect transistor (FeFET), which was first proposed in 1974 (Figure 1.1).[6] 

However, unlike FeFET, which was developed as a nonvolatile memory device 
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exploiting the spontaneous polarization of the ferroelectric gate oxide, the 

NCFET device aims to realize a steep slope transistor by the NC effect without 

a hysteresis. 

It was first suggested by Landauer in 1976 that ferroelectrics can have an NC 

state.[7] The rationale for this effect can be found in the simple thermodynamic 

Landau Ginzburg Devonshire (LGD) model. According to the LGD model, the 

free energy, 𝑈f of the ferroelectrics can be expressed as 

 
2 4 6

f s s s f sU P P P E P  = + + −  (1.2) 

Where, ,    and   are Landau coefficients, sP   is a spontaneous 

polarization and 
fE   is an electric field. Below the Curie temperature, the 

Landua coefficient   is negative, while   is always positive. The order of 

the ferroelectric-paraelectric phase transition is determined according to the 

sign of   . If    is positive, the spontaneous polarization continuously 

decreases and disappears, which is the second-order transition. On the other 

hand, If    is negative, the spontaneous polarization discontinuously 

disappears, which is the first-order transition. Figure 1.2 shows the change of 

the free energy curve of FE according to the electric field. When the electric 

field is zero, the energy has a double-well shape, indicating a bi-stable sP  state. 

The equation of the state is obtained by differentiating this energy equation with 

respect to the polarization, 
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 (1.3) 

Figure 1.3 shows the polarization versus the electric field ( P E− ) curve of 

the ferroelectric from Eq. (1.3). As shown in the dotted line of Figure 1.3, the 

NC state occurs when the polarization is around zero. This region corresponds 

to the energy barrier between the double minima in the energy curve of Figure 

1.2. Therefore, in the FE single layer, NC cannot be stabilized, and hysteresis 

occurs during the switching process, as shown in Figure 1.3. However, the 

Salahuddin group claimed that the NC state of the ferroelectric could be 

stabilized by stacking the DE layer on top of the FE layer. According to the 1-

dimensional (1-D) LGD theory, if the energy of the entire DE/FE bi-layer can 

be minimized at the local maximum region of the FE layer, the system 

maintains the NC state of the FE layer. Once the NC state is stabilized, the 

capacitance enhancement appears in that the capacitance of the entire device 

becomes larger than that of th single DE layer without hysteresis. In the same 

principle, the NC state of the ferroelectric layer can be stabilized by the stacked 

structure of the Si channel layer and the ferroelectric gate oxide in the NCFET 

device. Then, the surface potential of the adjacent Si channel layer can be 

amplified due to the NC effect. The SS reduction below 60 mV/dec in the 

NCFET device has been reported in several studies.[8,9] However, since a 
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considerable hysteresis usually accompanies the NCFET devices, it cannot be 

considered that the NC state has been stabilized. For example, it was reported 

that the SS value was greatly reduced to about 18 mV/dec, but a large hysteresis 

of about 3 to 4 V was observed when an FE capacitor was externally connected 

in series with a conventional MOSFET. Recently, a hysteresis-free transfer 

characteristic was confirmed in an NCFET using a (Hf,Zr)O2 ferroelectric thin 

film placed on the 2-dimensional MoS2 channel, but in this case, on the contrary, 

the SS value is not smaller than the theoretical limit of 60 mV/dec.[10] On the 

other hand, hysteresis-free NC effects were also reported in FE-DE stacked 

structures. However, this phenomenon was confirmed only in the superlattice 

structure in which the perovskite materials were epitaxially deposited.[11,12,13] 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram of FeFET cell. 
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Figure 1.2. Calculated free energy curve for barium titanate as a function of 

polarization. dU/dP is also plotted, and the correlation between polarization 

values of the intersection points of dU/dP with the corresponding values of E 

and maxima and minima of free energy are noted.[5] 
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Figure 1.3. Polarization vs electric field for a typical ferroelectric material.[5] 
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1.2. Objective and Chapter Overview 

 

This dissertation aims to study the fundamental physics of the NC 

phenomena in DE/FE bi-layer structures in the presence of the multi-domain 

(MD) structure. 

In chapter 3, it is investigated whether the conventional 1-D LGD model is 

suitable for explaining the NC effects. Numerous studies so far have adopted 

the ‘S-curve’ in a simple 1-D LGD model to explain the NC effect. In 2014, 

Khan et al. presented the transient voltage drop during the charging process of 

a single ferroelectric layer as direct evidence of the intrinsic NC of the 1-D 

LGD model. If the intrinsic NC appears transiently during the switching process, 

a homogeneous switching in which the polarization is uniformly switched in 

the thin film must occur. However, the 1-D LGD model completely ignores 

multi-domain structures commonly observed in ferroelectrics, and it is well 

known that switching in most ferroelectric thin films occurs through nucleation 

and growth of opposite domains. In this regard, this study revealed that classical 

switching kinetics could adequately explain the transient voltage drop in the 

single ferroelectric layer. In addition, a quantitative model for the transient 

voltage drop was presented from the classical theory. Finally, a double pulse 

experiment introduced in this work presented direct evidence that the 1-D LGD 

model cannot interpret the phenomenon. 
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Chapter 4 demonstrated that quasi-static NC effects appear in the FE-DE 

stacked structure even in the case of multi-domain structures. Previous studies 

found that the multi-domain structure is generally more stable than the single-

domain (SD) structure even in the FE-DE stack structure, which has been 

proposed to stabilize the NC state. Nevertheless, the hysteresis-free NC effect 

was observed even in the FE-DE stacked structure. Therefore, a more realistic 

model is needed to explain the experimental result than the simple 1-D LGD 

model ignoring the MD structure. This study reproduced the switching in the 

MD state by a numerical model based on the phase-field simulation. The 

simulation revealed that the hysteresis-free NC effect was shown even in the 

presence of the MD structure. 

Furthermore, an analytical formula was derived to elucidate the underlying 

mechanism of the MD NC effect. Finally, the NC effect, observed in short pulse 

measurements of the FE/DE stacked structure, was reinterpreted through this 

new model. Through this analysis, phenomena that the 1-D LGD model cannot 

address could be understood as the effect of the MD state. 

Chapter 5 exploits the newly introduced MD NC model to theoretically 

predict that a similar phenomenon can be reproduced in another material. That 

is, it can be predicted from this model that the NC effect will appear in the 

stacked structure of the DE layer and the field-induced ferroelectric (FFE) 

material in which the non-polar and polar phases coexist. This prediction was 
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verified by experimentally observing the similar NC effect in the stacked 

structure of the Hf0.3Zr0.7O2 thin film showing FFE characteristics and the Al2O3 

DE film. 

 Finally, in chapter 6, the conclusion of the dissertation is presented. 
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2. Literature 

 

2.1. Basic Theory of Negative Capacitance 

 

 According to the Landau-Ginzburg-Devonshire (LGD) model, which is a 

phenomenological model for ferroelectrics [1], the free energy of a ferroelectric 

material 
fU  can be written as an order parameter of spontaneous polarization 

fP  as follows. 

 
2 4 6

f f f f f f f f fU P P P E P  = + + −  (2.1) 

Where, 
f , 

f  and 
f  denote the LGD coefficients of the ferroelectrics, 

and 
fE  denotes the electric field. The order parameter in ferroelectrics refers 

to spontaneous polarization 
fP  resulting from a permanent dipole (such as the 

off-site B4+ ion in the ABO perovskite system) by a non-centrosymmetry of the 

crystal structure. Below the Curie temperature ( cT ), ferroelectricity is expressed 

through a phase transition from a paraelectric, which means that the LGD 
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coefficient 
f   becomes negative. That is, it shows the temperature 

dependence of 0 ( )cT T = − . 

The energy for the stacked structure of the paraelectric (PE) and ferroelectric 

(FE) can be expressed as follows from Eq. (2.1). [2] 

 
2 4 6 2 4 6( ) ( )tot f f f f f f f d d d d d d dU l P P P l P P P     = + + + + +  (2.2) 

Where, 
fl and dl  correspond to the thicknesses of the FE and PE layers, 

respectively, d  , d  and d  correspond to the LGD coefficients of the PE 

layer, and d has a positive value. dP  is the polarization of the PE layer, and 

dE  is the electric field applied to the PE layer. At the interface between FE and 

PE, the boundary condition must be satisfied according to Gauss's law. 

 
0 0f f d dE P E P + = +  (2.3) 

According to Kirchhoff's voltage law, the externally applied voltage V has 

the following relationship with the electric field applied to each layer. 

 
f f d dV E l E l= +  (2.4) 

Therefore, from the above equations, the total energy totU   of the FE/PE 

stacked device can be rewritten as follows, 
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2 4 6 2 4 6

2

0
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( )
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tot f f f f f f f d d d d d d d

f f d d f d f d

f d f d

U l P P P l P P P

P l P l l l P P
V

l l l l

     



= + + + + +

+ −
− +

+ +

 (2.5) 

The last term in Eq. (2.5) represents the increase in electrostatic energy due 

to polarization mismatch in each layer. The polarization of the entire system 

must have a single value. (
f dP P P= = ) to remove the large energy penalty. 

Therefore, totU can be expressed in a simple expression as follows. 

 
2 4 6( ) ( ) ( )tot f f d d f f d d f f d dU l l P l l P l l P PE     = + + + + + −  (2.6) 

Equation (2.6) suggests that the FE/PE bi-layer also has the same structure 

as that of ferroelectrics and that the total energy can be either a single well 

potential (U-shape) or a double-well potential (W-shape) by changing the 

thickness of each layer. Figure 2.1 shows the energy shape of the FE/PE bi-

layer structure. When the coefficient 
f f d dl l + of the

2P term in Eq. (2.6) 

becomes positive, the energy of the entire device develops a single-well 

potential and behaves like PE. This means that the polarization of the stacked 

device is stabilized at 0P = , which is the stabilization of the NC effect. 

 From the relationship between the energy U  and the polarization P , the 

capacitance of this device can be obtained by the following formula. 
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1
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2

U
C

P

−

 
=  

 
 (2.7) 

From Eq. (2.7), the capacitance (at 0P V= =  ) of the FE/PE bi-layer is 

obtained as 
1( )f f d dl l  −+  . Meanwhile, the capacitance of the PE single 

layer is obtained as 1( )d dl  −  . Since the single capacitance of the FE layer 

1( )f fl  −
  is less than 0, the capacitance enhancement occurs. If the total 

capacitance 
1( )f f d dl l  −+  becomes negative, the total energy becomes a 

double-well potential, and FE-like characteristics accompanied by the 

hysteresis appear. Therefore, for NC stabilization, there is a maximum critical 

thickness of the FE layer 
,f critl  so that the capacitance of the stacked device 

1( )f f d dl l  −+  is non-negative. 

 If the FE/PE bi-layer is treated as a circuit of two capacitors in series, the 

total capacitance can be expressed as the following equation,  

 

1

1 1
tot

FE PE

C
C C

−

 
= + 
 

 (2.8) 

Where, FEC  is the capacitance of the FE layer, and PEC  is the capacitance 

of the PE layer. Equation (2.8) shows that the FE/PE stacked device has infinite 

capacitance under the condition of FE DEC C= −  .[3] However, it should be 

noted that it does not mean infinite capacitance in the whole voltage range. As 
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shown in Figure 2.2, the FE layer shows the NC state between the saturation 

values of spontaneous polarization. In other words, the region where the bi-

layer has the infinite capacitance is only at 0P = , and the amount of charge 

accumulated on the stacked device is not infinite. Even in the stacked structure, 

the maximum chargeable charge is limited to the saturated polarization satP . 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Energy landscapes of ferroelectric (FE), paraelectric (PE) and 

ferroelectric/paraelectric bi-layer (FE+PE) system. 
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Figure 2.2. Polarization -Voltage curve of FE/PE bi-layer in the stabilized NC 

state.  
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2.2. Depolarization in Ferroelectric Thin Films 

 

When an external electric field is applied to dielectrics, an induced 

polarization by an electronic dipole moment is formed along the direction of 

the field in the dielectric medium. However, unlike dielectrics, ferroelectrics 

have a spontaneous polarization due to the permanent dipole moment in 

addition to the induced polarization. Spontaneous polarization can be 

maintained without the external field, and a bound charge is generated at the 

surface of the FE layer. If there is no free carrier screening the bound charge, 

the bound charge generates a depolarization field in the opposite direction of 

the polarization. Theoretically, in the FE layer in the short circuit condition, the 

spontaneous polarization can be fully compensated by free carriers from the 

metal electrode.[4] However, the compensation of spontaneous polarization is 

not perfect because the actual metal electrode has a finite screening length. In 

addition, a depolarization field is applied to the FE thin film due to the 

formation of a dead layer at the interface between the ferroelectric layer and the 

electrode (Figure 2.3). For the effective screening length of a metal electrode, 

which is called Thomas-Fermi screening length ( TF ),[5] the depolarization 

field (
depE ) in the FE thin film is obtained as follows. 

 s TF
dep

e f

P
E

l




=  (2.9) 
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Where, e  is the dielectric constant of the metal within the screening length. 

From Eq. (2.9), it can be seen that the depolarization field is extremely large in 

the ultra-thin FE film. It has been reported that spontaneous polarization 

disappears due to the depolarization field in the ultra-thin FE thin films. [6] 
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Figure 2.3. Schematic diagram of (a) a short-circuited electrode–ferroelectric 

structure (b) its charge distribution in the presence of perfect 

electrodes; its (c) charge distribution, (d) voltage and (e) field 

profiles in the presence of realistic electrodes.[4] 

 

2.3. Tunnel switching behavior in FE/DE bilayer structure 

and frustration of negative capacitance 

 

In numerous electronic devices with the FE thin films, the non-ferroelectric 

layer adjacent to FE is inevitable due to the engineering process or the physical 

reasons, forming a dielectric/ferroelectric (DE/FE) bi-layer system. Therefore, 

research to elucidate the role of the DE layer on the switching kinetics has 

become more important. Early studies have treated this interfacial layer simply 

as an insulator in series with the FE layer. According to Tagantsev et al.[7], the 
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polarization of FE can be greatly reduced due to the depolarization field 

induced by the DE layer. As shown in Figure 2.4, the magnitude of polarization 

decreases as the thickness of the DE layer increases in the DE/FE/DE sandwich 

structure. On the other hand, when the DE layer is insulating, the coercive 

voltage of the bi-layer remains the same as that of the FE layer. However, since 

a very large electric field is applied to the DE layer due to the bound charge at 

the FE/DE interface, a charge injection through the DE layer is highly likely to 

occur through a tunneling mechanism. Therefore, when the charge injection 

occurs through the DE layer, the coercive voltage ( cV ) of the bi-layer system 

increases due to the additional voltage drop of the DE layer as follows [8], 

 0c c th dV V E l= +  (2.10) 

, where 0cV is the coercive voltage of the FE layer, and thE  is the threshold 

field to initiate the charge injection through the DE layer.  

Jiang et al. [9] proposed a tunnel switching mechanism in which the DE layer 

transits from the insulating layer to the conducting layer during the polarization 

switching. Figure 2.5. shows the scheme of tunnel switching in the stacked 

device. The DE layer operates as a resistor only when FE switching occurs (on 

state), and operates as a capacitor after switching is completed (off state). Since 

the FE thin film has a very large capacitance during polarization switching, 

most of the applied voltage is applied to the DE layer in this stage. Then, the 

field applied to the DE layer is sufficient to induce Fowler-Nordheim (FN) 
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tunneling. If the polarization switching is completed, the capacitance of the FE 

is reduced so that the charge injection through the DE layer is prohibited. As a 

result, when the tunnel switching occurs, free carriers that fully compensate the 

bound charge at the FE/DE interface are injected through the DE layer so that 

the depolarization field is greatly reduced. Therefore, the polarization in the 

stacked device is maintained without being back-switched, and the bi-layer 

shows the same memory effect as that of the single FE layer. 

However, in light of the NC stabilization scheme of the stacked device, such 

a tunnel switching mechanism frustrates the manifestation of NC. This is 

because the depolarization field in the stacked device is the driving force for 

maintaining the state at 0P = . As shown in Figure 2.6., Kim et al. argued that 

the apparent hysteresis without NC in the polarization-voltage ( P V− ) curve 

of the FE/DE bi-layer is attributed to the charge injection by the tunnel 

switching mechanism.[10] Due to the injected charge in each switching 

direction, the P V− curves shift in lateral directions to result in hysteresis. Kim 

et al. applied a very short pulse (~500 ns) to the epitaxial BaTiO3/Al2O3 stacked 

device to prevent the charge injection during the switching process.[11] Thus, 

the charge injection was restricted to generate a depolarization field. The 

switched polarization was back-switched by the depolarization effect, thereby 

significantly increasing the discharged amount. Figure 2.7. shows that the 

capacitance of the epitaxial BaTiO3/Al2O3 bi-layer device is larger than that of 

the Al2O3 single layer by limiting the tunnel switch behavior and the 
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capacitance enhancement without the hysteresis is realized by the NC 

stabilization. 

 

Figure 2.4 (a) Hysteresis loop of a ferroelectric, and the calculated loops of the 

sandwich for different values of d/dh=0.003, 0.009, 0.018.[8] 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5 Equivalent-circuit description of the in-series resistors and 

capacitors for the domain switching performance with the tunnel 

switch in differenct states.[9] 
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Figure 2.6. Shifts of the polarization-electric field cruve by injected charges 

(𝝈𝐢) at the FE/DE interface.[10] 
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Figure 2.7. Hysteresis-free released charge density-voltage curve of the 

AO/BTO bi-layer without the charge injection (left), and 

hyeteretic curve with the charge injection (right).[11] 
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3.  Voltage drop in a ferroelectric sinlge layer 

capacitor by retarded domain nucleation 

 

3.1. Introduction 

The capacitor is an essential component in most electronic and power devices, 

providing the system with the electric charge storage capacity.[1] In general, 

high capacitance density is preferred in most of the miniaturized devices to 

store sufficient amount of electric charge, where the capacitance ( C ) of a 

capacitor is a feasible measure to estimate the charge storage capacity for a 

given applied voltage. For a thin film capacitor composed of an insulator or 

ferroelectric materials with high dielectric constants, C  is usually a function 

of voltage ( V ) as ( )Q C V dV=  , where Q  refers to the accumulated 

charge upon the voltage variation. The ( )C V  can take a rather complicated 

form depending on the capacitor material in the given voltage range, [1] but it 

generally takes a positive value.  

Recently, it was claimed that a ferroelectric material could take a negative 

value of C  under a certain circuit circumstance, which is called negative 

capacitance (NC) effect, as several other materials have shown negative 

material properties, such as mechanical coefficient,[2] heat capacity,[3] and 

electrocaloric effect.[4] A novel device so called NCFET that utilizes the NC 
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effect as an internal voltage amplification to realize the subthreshold swing 

below the Boltzmann limit is firstly suggested by Salahuddin et al,[5] and a 

numerous researches have been done on NCFET in experimental,[6,7] and 

theoretical respects.[8,9] However, the fundamental mechanism of the NC 

effect in ferroelectrics has still remained unclear. Khan et al. claimed that the 

NC effect could be directly estimated from an epitaxial ferroelectric (FE) thin 

film capacitor. They measured the voltage across their FE capacitor when a 

short voltage pulse was applied to the testing circuit, composed of an FE 

capacitor, a series resistor ( sR ), and an oscilloscope (OSC). They found a 

sudden voltage drop (V-drop) in the FE capacitor while the accumulated 

positive charge kept increasing, which could be precisely estimated by 

integrating the current flowing through sR .[10] They concluded that the V-

drop was a direct evidence for the emergence of NC effect from their FE 

capacitor, which could be in principle induced if their FE capacitor passes 

through the maximum energy state in its energy – polarization (U P− ) curve. 

They indeed fitted the experimental data, i.e., variation in capacitor voltage with 

time, based on the Landau-Khalatnikov (L-K) formalism of FE thin film 

material. The theory reasonably explained the experimental results, but there 

are still critical arguments about the interpretation of the V-drop phenomena. 

First, the polarization switching was assumed to be a homogeneous process in 

the entire capacitor area. This homogeneous switching of ferroelectric is well 

described as a critical phenomenon, which can be observed only under 
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particular conditions (i.e., near Curie temperature).[10,11] Second, there are 

several critical discrepancies between simulation and experimental results. 

Among them, the most notable problem was that the theoretically estimated 

coercive voltage ( cV ~10 V) was much higher than the experimentally observed 

values (< 5 V). These indicate that what actually occurs in the FE film during 

the voltage application might be interpreted more reasonably by another model, 

such as conventional FE switching mediated by the nucleation and growth of 

reverse domains,[12] than the emergence of NC effect. It has been well 

understood in the FE community that such reverse domain formation is the 

energetically favored method to accomplish the FE switching while alleviating 

the maximum energy state during the transition (i.e., does not involve the NC 

state).[13] For such domain-mediated FE switching, the experimentally 

observed cV  values are generally much smaller than the theoretical value due 

to the lowered nucleation barrier for reverse domains by the presence of 

interfacial defects and compensation charge injection.[14] However, the (static) 

capacitance values of two (fully) P-saturated domains are positive, so it seems 

that this domain-mediated switching model cannot explain the V-drop effect. 

The authors recently reported that the V-drop effect could alternatively be 

interpreted by assuming a standard capacitor model of which positive 

capacitance varies rapidly with voltage (V ) and time ( t ) as ( , )C C V t= , or 

another model where the FE capacitor has constant positive capacitance and an 

inbuilt series resistor ( iR ) with time-dependent degradation.[15] The V-drop 
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behavior was simulated using the standard circuit simulator package, PSPICE, 

based on these phenomenological models, which provided the community with 

a method to understand the seemingly contradictory results analyzed by a 

standard circuit theory. In fact, Bratkovsky and Levanyuk have already reported 

the possible involvement of negative slope region in the polarization – voltage 

( P V− ) loops of an FE thin film capacitor when a mismatch between the speed 

of domain switching and that of compensating charge flow occurs.[16,17] 

Although the authors’ previous work has proven that the V-drop does not 

necessarily involve the NC effect, it lacked formal justification from the 

physical point of view of an FE film.  

Another critical concern about the interpretation on the emergence of V-drop 

effect was the repeatability of the phenomenon. As it will be shown in this 

communication, the V-drop behavior was dependent on the number of voltage 

pulse applications. Although the pristine sample showed the V-drop effect as 

in Ref. 10, its rapid disappearance with the increasing number of switching 

cycles cannot be understood by the theory for NC effect. 

3.2. Experimental 

The epitaxial BTO film was grown by a pulsed laser deposition process on 

SrRuO3-electrode/DyScO3-substrate. Top electrode (TE) was Pt, and the 

capacitor has a TE area of 17,750
2m . Due to the compressive epitaxial strain 

by the lattice mismatch, the P V−  loop showed an imprint bias, imV of 1.05 
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V, which renders the positive end of the polarization vector to be aligned toward 

the film surface. Therefore, pulse switching must always be performed with the 

positive bias pulse applied to TE while the bottom electrode (BE) SrRuO3 was 

grounded at room temperature. For this test, an experimental setup is 

constituted using an FE capacitor with a 150-nm-thick epitaxial BTO film, a 5 

k   of sR   and a 1 M   of oscR  as shown in the schematic diagram of 

Figure 3.1a. The experimental setup shown in Fig. 3.1a was composed of a 

standard resistor and an epitaxial BTO FE capacitor, where the voltage pulse 

was supplied by a pulse generator (Agilent 81110A/81111AW, Agilent, USA), 

and accompanying voltage variations among the test components were 

estimated as a function of time using a digital oscilloscope (TDS684C, 

Tektronix, USA). The epitaxial BTO film was grown at a substrate temperature 

of 700 oC and the details for the film information can be found elsewhere.[18] 

Pt TE was deposited on the BTO film surface using an electron beam 

evaporation method, and the TE area was defined by the conventional 

photolithography and lift-off technique. 

 

3.3. Results and Discussions 

3.3.1 Transient voltage drop model based on the classical switching kinetics 

This work shows comprehensive experimental results and feasible 

interpretation of the limitedly observed V-drop effect using the standard circuit 
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theory from Kirchhoff’s law, which encompasses the conventional FE-

switching model based on the reverse domain nucleation and growth.  

Figure 3.1a shows a schematic diagram of the composed testing circuit for V-

drop effect, where sR  and FE capacitor are connected in series. The voltage 

across the FE capacitor is monitored using an OSC of which internal resistance 

is oscR , and thus, the FE capacitor voltage ( FEV ) is equivalently monitored 

across the parasitic capacitor (
pC ) and the background dielectric effect of the 

FE capacitor ( FEC ). In a physical FE capacitor, the total polarization is 

composed of spontaneous ferroelectric polarization ( sP ) and field-induced 

polarization of background dielectrics ( FEC ), of which responses to external 

stimuli must be separately dealt with. With this circuit configuration, FEV  can 

be directly monitored by the OSC while the charge flowing into the FE 

capacitor and (
p FEC C+ ) can be estimated by integrating the current through 

sR  ( Ini ) as a function of time when a voltage pulse was applied.  
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Figure 3.1. (a) Schematic diagram of the composed testing circuit for voltage 

drop effect with a non-linear switching element (dotted green box) 

and a parasitic linear circuit element (dotted blue box) (b) 

Variations in the ferroelectric voltage of BaTiO3 as a function of 

time based on L-K model (blue line) and KAI model (red line) (c) 

Calculated current components of KAI model where the influx 

current through the serial resistance (red line) is divided into three 

parrallel currents: ferroelectric switching current (blue line), 

parasitic current through the oscilloscope (green line) and 

charging current (black line).    
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In this circuit model, sP  is regarded to be absent before the FE switching 

incurs, i.e., FEV  represents a mere charging behavior of 
p FEC C+ by the 

current component ( cci ) among Ri , where 
cc In pi i i= − and 

pi  is the parasitic 

current through oscR . Therefore, under this circumstance, FEV  will 

exponentially increase with time ( t ) according to Eq. (3.1); 

 ( ) 0 1 exp /FE s p FEV V t R C C = − − +
 

 (3.1) 

, where 0V  is the voltage pulse height. However, at 1t t= , the FE switching 

( sP switching) occurs, and the FE capacitor behaves like a variable resistor 

depending on t  and FEV , of which precise interpretation requires accurate 

modeling of the FE switching as shown below. Before the detailed discussion 

on the effect of the FE switching in such a circuit system is presented, a 

qualitative discussion on the voltage effect would be helpful. When the FE 

switching continues, the FE switching current ( swi ) is described as 

( ( ) ) /swi d P t A dt= , where ( )P t  is the time-dependent (spontaneous) 

polarization of the FE capacitor, and A  represents the area of the ferroelectric 

capacitor. Therefore, from Kirchhoff’s law, 

 
In sw p cci i i i= + +  (3.2) 
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If sw Ini i , i.e., fast polarization switching occurs by a high-quality FE 

capacitor with a high sR , 
p cci i+  must be negative. Since 

pi  cannot be 

negative, cci  should take a negative value. Under such a circumstance, FEV  

decreases while the accumulated charges, estimated by integrating Ini  with 

time, keep increasing. Therefore, FEV  exponentially increases with time up to

1t , but it could be dropped temporarily afterward and eventually saturates at 

0V  as the FE switching completes. Then, the question is whether the condition 

of sw Ini i  can be satisfied from the circuit using actual FE material and sR , 

and the answer is described in detail below.   

To estimate swi , an FE switching model must be assumed. Among the several 

available models, Kolmogorov-Avrami-Ishibashi (KAI) model was employed 

in this work as it is most straightforward to understand and has been widely 

used to describe the ( , )P t V behavior of many epitaxial FE thin films. 

Although this model has been limitedly applied for polycrystalline thin films, 

where nucleation limited switching or current limited switching model is more 

applicable,[19] it has offered sufficient accuracy for the epitaxial BaTiO3 (BTO) 

thin film adopted in this work. This model implies that the reverse domain 

nucleation has low nucleation barrier and only one nucleus nucleates and grows. 

The former assumption is likely to be met in the experimental conditions while 

the latter is quite unlikely. However, this condition can be equivalently satisfied 

when several nuclei form simultaneously and grow independently with the 
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same domain wall speed in the experiment, which is quite likely in the high-

quality epitaxial film.  

In KAI model, ( )P t  is given as; 

 ( ) 0( ) 1 exp /
n

sP t P t t = − −
 

 (3.3) 

, where sP  and n  are the maximum switchable polarization (which is equal 

to spontaneous polarization) and the growth dimensionality of the reverse 

domain in an FE capacitor, respectively.  

The characteristic switching time ( 0t ) is inversely proportional to the domain 

wall speed, and it can be expressed as a function of VFE according to classical 

Merz's law as follows, 

 0 exp[ / ]FEt V =  (3.4) 

, where  and   are the pre-exponential factors and the activation voltage 

for domain wall motion, respectively. The physical implication of the parameter 

  in Eq. (3.4) above can be identified by following the procedure of KAI 

model derivation. In the literature, n-dimensional switched domain fraction S 

at the specific time t can be written as follows, 

 ( ) ( , )
n

cS t G r v t = + −  (3.5) 

, where cr  is critical nucleus radius,   is a waiting time for nucleation, v  

is domain wall velocity, and G  is geometric constant that depends on the 
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dimensionality n . In continuum approximation, the probability ( )q t  that an 

arbitrary point   is not included in the switching area at time t j t=   can 

be obtained as follows, 

 

0

ln[ ( )] ( ) ( , )

t

q t r S t d  = −  (3.6) 

, where ( )r   is defined as the nucleation density per time. Therefore, the 

switched volume fraction, ( )Q t is 

 ( ) 1 ( )Q t q t= −  (3.7) 

Thus, 

  
0

ln 1 ( ) ln[ ( )] ( ) ( , )

t

Q t q t r S t d  − = = −  (3.8) 

The case studies in the literature showed two classifications of the switching 

model, in which Category I assumes a constant nucleation rate r , and Category 

II assumes the only latent nuclei density at 1t t=  without further nucleation. 

In this case, n-dimensional nucleation rate can be reduced to the delta function 

1( )N t t − with n-dimensional nucleation density N . Since the nucleation for 

reversed domain in the ferroelectric sample is assumed to be dominant at the 

very beginning of the switching, it is justifiable that the KAI model assumed in 

this work corresponds to Category II type nucleation. In the case of Category 

II, 
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    1

0

ln 1 ( ) ( ) ( )

t
n

cQ t N t C r v t d   − = − − + −  (3.9) 

Thus, the switched volume fraction can be written as follows, 

 ( ) ( ) 1 exp 1
n

cQ t GN r v t t = − − + −
 

 (3.10) 

This equation can be further simplified by taking 1/cr v t  into 

consideration. 

 ( ) 1 0( ) 1 exp /
n

Q t t t t 
 = − − −
  

 (3.11) 

, where 
0t 

 is defined as a characteristic time constant: 

 ( )0 1/ nnt GNv =  (3.12) 

, which is identical to the   model in the work by V. Shur et al. [20] 

Integrating this model with the well-known Merz’s law of domain switching 

velocity is straightforward. From the following empirical field dependence of 

switching time of ferroelectrics, 

 0( ) exp

m

aE
E

E
 

  
=   

   

 (3.13) 

Then, v  can be written in a simple form with 1m = , 

 
0 expv v

V

 
= − 

 
 (3.14) 
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, where 0v  is the characteristic velocity of the ferroelectric sample,   is the 

activation voltage for the switching, and V is the voltage applied to the sample. 

The process of extracting   value from the experiments is as follows. 

Since Merz’s law is included in the model, the activation voltage   in 

Merz’s law must be experimentally determined before using the model equation 

for the main analysis on the ferroelectric voltage. For accuracy, the circuit setup 

for this measurement should be taken with caution. It is not appropriate to 

extract the intrinsic parameter α from the studied sR -metal/ferroelectric/metal 

(Ferroelectric sample with a serially connected resistance) system, since the 

switching speed is severely limited by the adopted sR  value. Therefore, the 

parameter   was extracted from the switching current of a pulse 

measurement with a circuit without involving RS, and only the measurement 

device resistance (~100   which is not critical to induce current-limited 

switching) is included. 

According to Merz’s law, typical switching behavior of ferroelectrics can be 

divided into two regions; low-field and high-field regions.[21] In the low-field 

region, switching of the spontaneous polarization is initiated from the 

nucleation site, and this process can be modeled as a creep motion with an 

exponential function of V as exp( / )V− . On the other hand, in the high-

field region, where the switching speed is high enough, the ferroelectric 

switching current follows a general resistance behavior as ( ) /cV V R− . Since 
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the work focuses only on the voltage drop phenomenon which occurs at the 

beginning of the switching process, the intrinsic switching speed should be 

modeled by the creep function. Therefore,   should be extracted from the 

low-voltage measurements near the critical voltage cV  of the epitaxial BaTiO3 

(~4.5V). Figure 3.2. (black noisy lines) shows the measured switching current 

of the sample in the low-voltage region.  

 

Figure 3.2. Merz’s law fitting results for the low-field switching region. Black 

noisy curves represent the measured data, and the solid colored 

lines account for the fitting results from which the activation field 

(𝛂) can be extracted.   
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To extract  , however, it is more appropriate to use the model equation itself 

to fit the switching current data rather than following the typical Merz’s method 

as there is always an inevitable device resistance even though sR is not 

adopted.[22] Using the suggested method, even such minor effect of the device 

resistance can be fully addressed. The calculation of switching current from the 

simulated ferroelectric voltage is straightforward as shown by the colored solid 

lines in Figure 3.2. The fitting results are satisfactory when the   value was 

set to be 6.6V. Now let’s go back to Eq. (3.14). 

In addition to the applied voltage, imV  in the sample should be taken into 

account. Thus,  

 
0 exp

im

v v
V V

 
= −  − 

 (3.15) 

Now, v  can be substituted into Eq. (3.12) to yield the following equation. 

 
0

0

1
exp

n
im

t
V Vv GN



 
=   − 

 (3.16) 

When the pre-exponential coefficient  is defined as follows, 

 

0

1
nv GN

   (3.17) 

The exact meaning of parameter   can be identified from the KAI model. 

Eq. (3.17) shows that   is dependent on intrinsic material parameters, 

0 , , ,v N n and G . Since the switched volume fraction was obtained as Eq. 
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(3.11), the integration of KAI model and Merz’s law by substituting Eq. (3.17) 

into Eq. (3.11) leads to the model equation with the parameter   defined as 

Eq. (3.17). Finally,  

 1( , ) 2 1 exp

exp

n

s

im

t t
P V t P

V V




   
   
  − 

 = − −           −     

 (3.18) 

Assuming that reverse domain nucleation occurs only at ( 1t t= ) during 

domain switching, Eqs. (3.3), (3.4) can be combined as; 

 1( ) 1 exp

exp( )
( )

n

s

FE im

t t
P t P

V t V




   
   

−   = − −      −     

 (3.19) 

for 1t t , where imV  is the imprint voltage, which could be involved by ca. 

epitaxial strain. Therefore, 0swi = for 1t t , and 

 

1( ) 1 exp

exp
( )

( , ( ))

n

sw s

FE im

FE

t td
i t P A

dt

V t V

dP t V t
A

dt




   
   

−   = − −      −     

=

 (3.20)  

for 1t t , where A  is the FE capacitor area. ( )Ini t  can be written as, 

 0 ( )
( ) FE

In

s

V V t
i t

R

−
=  (3.21) 
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And, 
pi is 

 
( )

( ) FE
p

osc

V t
i t

R
=  (3.22) 

Using Kirchhoff's law, finally, the change of charge at FE capacitor is 

 

 

0

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( , ( )) ( )

FE p FE In sw p

FE FE FE

s osc

dQ C dV t i t i t i t dt

V V t dP t V t V t
dt A dt dt

R dt R

= = − −

−
= − −

 (3.23) 

Now, ( )FEV t  can be simulated by a finite difference technique with a short 

time step (=1 ns), since it cannot be analytically solved.  

Figure 3.1b shows a simulated FEV t− curve (blue line) according to the 

method mentioned above for an sR value of 50 k  when a voltage pulse of 

14 V was applied at 0t = (black line). For this simulation, the FE capacitor 

was assumed to be previously polarized in negative P  direction uniformly. 

For comparison, the simulation result based on L-K formalism (red line) is also 

displayed in Figure 1b, which is similar to the result by Khan et al.[10] The 

parameters used in each simulation are based on the Landau parameters for 

epitaxial BTO films and summarized in Table S1. Although both simulation 

results show the V-drop region, it can be clearly understood that the domain 

growth model can better explain the V-drop behavior in a FE- sR  system. The 

discrepancy between the experimental data and simulation result within the t 

range from ~6 s  to ~15 s  is due to the well-known overestimation of 

the switching speed at the later stage of FE switching by the KAI model.[19] 
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Nucleation limited or finite size modification model may better fit this 

region,[20] but for the purpose this research, that region is out of interest, so 

KAI model was adopted. Also, the voltage level within the V-drop region 

corresponds to the coercive voltage ( cV ) of the FE capacitor. Figure 1c shows 

the simulated current responses of each component in the circuit. It should be 

noted that the continuity condition of Eq. (3.2) is always maintained. Up to ~1.5

s , which corresponds to 1t  mentioned above, there was no reverse domain 

nucleation, so the entire system rapidly charged by icc (black line). At 1t , swi

(blue line) rapidly increases as FE reverse domain nucleates and its value 

exceeds the high and positive value of iIn (red line) at ~2-2.5 s . At the same 

time, cci  rapidly decreases as swi  takes most of the incoming Ini and takes 

even negative values temporarily, which precisely correspond to the V-drop 

region in Figure 3.1b. This implies that a certain amount of the accumulated 

positive charges before ~1.5 s  was discharged through swi , and the 

potential across
p FEC C+ , i.e., FEV , decreases temporarily. Near t ~ 5-6 s , 

the FE switching nearly completes, and swi  decreases rapidly. Due to the loss 

of charge of the 
p FEC C+  component within the V-drop region, additional 

charging can occur, and icc temporarily increases again (peaked at ~7 s ) 

before it eventually decays completely. The total current through sR , Ini , 

varies accordingly as shown by the red line in the graph. Once all the capacitor 

charging and domain switching are complete at ~15 s , FEV  becomes 

identical to 0V  in Figure 3.1b. Therefore, the reverse domain nucleation and 
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growth model can accurately explain the V-drop effect without invoking the 

NC effect from the FE capacitor. Next, the influence of varying parameters on 

the FEV t−  behavior is investigated, and the irrelevance of NC model for V-

drop effect is further discussed. 
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3.3.2 Comparison with the experimental results of the transient voltage 

drop effect. 

In many experiments, the V-drop effect has not been observed, which can also 

be properly explained by the present model as shown in Figure 3.3. Figure 3.3 

shows the simulated FEV t−  behavior when the parameters 1,t   and n  

vary in Figures 3.3a, b, c, and d, respectively. Among the parameters, the effect 

of t1 is most obvious; when it is too short (< ~1 μs), there is almost no region 

for V-drop, and this can be readily understood from the naïve circuit theory. In 

Figure 3.3a, FEV increases rapidly along with the capacitor charging before the 

FE switching occurs at 1t . If 1t  is too short by a low activation barrier for 

reverse domain nucleation, there cannot be a V-drop effect due to insufficient 

time to charge the system.   and   refer to the domain growth behavior 

governed by a creep motion.[23] When these parameters are large, a domain 

wall moves slowly, and isw becomes small. Therefore, there is a lower chance 

to involve the V-drop effect as shown by the cases in Figures 3.3b and c. The 

effect of n is less obvious, but the lower n value generally correlates with the 

lower dimensionality of the reverse domain, which is likely to involve the 

slower polarization reversal and the lower isw as qualitatively shown in the 

results in Figure 3.3d. Next step is to fit the experimental data achieved from a 

150-nm-thick epitaxial BTO film using the VFE-t model mentioned above. 
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Figure 3.3. Voltage drop behavior depending on a variation of the parameters 

(a) 𝒕𝟏, (b) 𝜶, (c) 𝜷 and (d) 𝒏. 

 

Figures 3.4a shows the measured FEV t− curves (black line) and fitting results 

(red line) when the fitting parameters of 1, , imt V  and n  are  1.0 μs, 6.6 

V, 1.5 μs, 1.05 V and 1.3, respectively. Here, the voltage pulse of 8 V was 

applied for 50 μs and the simulation precisely fits the experimental results. 

Figure 3.4b shows the schematic diagrams for each state indicated by the 

numbers in Figure 3.4a for the better understanding. It should be noted that the 

schematics for the domain propagations (n = 1 for stage 1-3, and n = 2 for stage 

4 and 5) are based on the results of phenomenological phase field model 

calculation, which is a 2-dimensional version of Landau-Khalatnikov (L-K) 

formalism. It is clear that even in this formalism, the switching process of the 

ferroelectric thin film always follows not the homogeneous switching but a 

reversed domain nucleation and growth mechanism as long as nucleation seed 

with a lower activation barrier exists. It can be understood that the rapid reverse 
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domain growth induces a large isw flow (state 3-4), which results in the 

temporary V-drop in the FEV t− curve. 

 

Figure 3.4. (a) Experimental result (black) and fitted curve based on KAI 

model (red line). (b) Schematics of KAI model based on phase 

field simulation. Each point in the fitted result corresponds to the 

simulated domain profiles, and the arrows (influx current, iIn: red 

arrow and switching current, isw: blue arrow) of each profile 

represent the magnitude and direction of current components in 

BaTiO3 
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.   

Another intriguing finding can be seen from Figure 3.5a, which shows the VFE-

t curves of a given FE capacitor cycled for ten times with the identical pulse 

voltage (8 V, 500 μs). In this case, RS was set to 50 kΩ to enlarge the time scale. 

For clarity, only the first, second, third, and tenth results are included, where 

the increasing number of cycles results in the slightly lower VFE during the 

switching period (20-200 μs). After each switching cycle, a negative voltage 

pulse of -8 V was applied for 500 μs to rejuvenate the original polarization state 

of the BTO film. 

 

Figure 3.5. (a) Voltage drop behavior rapidly vanishes as the number of pulse 

cycle increases. (b) Variations of the fitting parameter 𝒕𝟏  with 

increasing switching cycles. Consistently decreasing trends of 𝒕𝟏 

was confirmed by the results of two different serial resistances 5 

kΩ (blue dots) and 50 kΩ (red dots). (c) Variations of the fitting 

parameters, imprint bias, Vim (hollow marks) and switching 

dimension, n (filled marks) with increasing switching cycles.    

 

While the first cycle clearly shows the V-drop effect, almost no V-drop can 

be identified from the third cycle. The simulated red lines precisely reproduce 

these variations except for the results near the switching completion (200 – 300 
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μs). Figures 3.5b and c show the variations in the critical fitting parameters 

( 1 / RCt t , where RCt refers to the RC time constant of the circuit, imV , and n ) 

as the switching cycle number increases. The parameters   and   were not 

varied. For the better statistical accuracy, two RS values (5 kΩ and 50 kΩ) were 

taken. As can be expected from Figure 3.3a, 1t decreases rapidly with cycle 

number, suggesting that the reverse domain nucleation and growth are 

facilitated as switching is repeatedly attempted. This finding suggests that the 

BTO film retains the remaining nuclei of positive polarization even after the 

application of rejuvenating a negative voltage pulse. Such remaining positive 

polarization region acts as the reverse domain nuclei during the subsequent 

polarization switching, making 1t  shorter with no V-drop induced. This 

finding is in accordance with the rapid decrease in imV (left ordinate of Figure 

3.5c) and gradual increase in n (right ordinate in Figure 3.5c) with the 

increasing cycle number. In this specific BTO film, imV  was incurred by the 

preference of polarization alignment toward the film surface, so lowering imV

corresponds to the less alignment of polarization along that direction, which 

coincides with the involvement of remaining positive domains facilitating the 

polarization reversal by the nucleation and growth. 
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3.3.3 Double pulse experiment defying the L-K model.  

 

Additional physical insights can be acquired by studying dependence of FEV  

on RS using the model equation. Figure 3.6 shows FEV of the epitaxial BaTiO3 

thin film with six different RS values when the 8V-500 μs voltage pulse is 

applied to the sample.  

 

Figure 3.6. Charging curves of the epitaxial BaTiO3 thin film with different RS 

values. data points represent the experimental values, and dashed 

lines show the simulation results.  

 

In this figure, dashed lines are simulated FEV  with a given sR  using the 

model equation for the nucleation and growth based on KAI formalism. As 

shown in the figure, the simulated curves clearly matched the experimental 

results especially in the short time region, which is of current interest. It is 
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noticeable that the plateau region for polarization switching expands as sR  

increases. This phenomenon is understood by the current-limited switching 

process in which the switching speed of polarization is limited by the current 

flux through RS. To clarify this phenomenon in detail, a real-time polarization 

change is obtained from the ferroelectric voltage curves by the following 

equation. 

 

0

( ) (0) ( ) ( )

t

s FE
F F leak p FE

s

V V
Q t Q i osc sample dt C V t

R

−
= + − + −  (3.24) 

, where sV is the applied pulse voltage, leaki accounts for the leakage current 

through the sample and OSC, and 
pC is a capacitance sum of the sample and 

the parasitic components. By applying this equation to the ferroelectric voltage, 

linear dielectric charging can be eliminated to yield a change of the pure 

spontaneous polarization. 

 

Figure 3.7. (a) Real-time change of polarization shown in linear time scale. (b) 

in logarithmic time scale.  
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 The real-time change of polarization was obtained as Figure 3.7a, and Figure 

3.7b shows the same plot with the time (x-axis) in log scale. As shown in Figure 

3.7, the switching speed of the polarization linearly decreased (the slope in the 

figure decreases) with the increasing sR , which is direct evidence for the 

current-limited switching. Since the switching slope region corresponds to the 

switching plateau of the ferroelectric voltage in Figure 3.6, this relationship can 

be explained by the following equation. 

 s s FE FE FE
sw p

s osc

dP A V V V dV
i C

dt R R dt

 −
= = − − 

 
 (3.25) 

In the plateau region, / 0,FEdV dt  and FE cV V . 

Thus, 

 
1s c c

sw

s osc s

V V V
i

R R R

−
 −   (3.26) 

, where cV is the coercive voltage. From this equation, the inverse 

proportionality of switching speed on sR  can be understood as follows: the 

influx current through sR  is totally consumed as a switching current when it 

is severely limited by the large sR . This means that the influx current becomes 

the rate determining factor for switching.  

When this real-time change curve is plotted in the log time scale, a detailed 

analysis of the switching initiation can be possible as shown in Figure 3.7b. In 

this log-time figure, it is evident that not only the switching speed decreased 
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but also the waiting time, 1t , for switching increased with the increasing sR . 

This phenomenon can be attributed to an increase of RC constant of the circuit. 

For the longer RC time, the time required for the ferroelectric voltage to reach 

a critical voltage of cV for switching (which corresponds to the model 

parameter 1t ) is increased. In contrast, the increased pulse height increases the 

influx current through sR , shortening the time to reach cV  with the shorter 1t . 

The dependence of the waiting time 1t on these external components can be 

modeled by a general capacitor charging equation. Therefore, the waiting time 

1t  can be obtained as follows. 

 1

1
log

1
s p

c

s

t R C
V

V

 
 
 =
 −
  

 (3.27) 

This equation clearly shows that 1t  is proportional to the value of sR , and 

inversely proportional to sV even though the relation of its formation is more 

complicated compared with sR .  

Double pulse-measurements are performed which prove that the voltage drop 

phenomenon is originated from not the negative capacitance effect but the 

nucleation and growth of reverse domains. The measurements are performed 

with the double switching pulses A and B with the same amplitude of 8V, but 

the duration of Pulse A is varied whereas that of Pulse B is fixed at a value long 
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enough to fully switch the device. During the application of Pulse A ( At = 10 – 

60 μs), which is not long enough to fully switch the entire polarization, the 

degree of polarization switching is varied. The two pulses are separated by a 

fixed interval of 50 μs (rest period), so the partly switched device can partly or 

fully relax to the original state depending on the switching mechanism. If the 

entire volume of the film is uniformly switched during the pulse A according to 

the L-K theory and as long as the overall polarization state is near the original 

P state, i.e., it does not pass the maximum energy at 0P = , it will return to the 

original state during the rest period. Under this circumstance, switching will be 

restarted from the beginning during Pulse B. In contrast, if switching proceeds 

via the nucleation and growth of the reverse domains, they will mostly remain 

stable during the rest period, and switching will be starting again from the partly 

switched state when Pulse B is applied. These double pulse train experiments 

are followed by a poling pulse long enough to switch the device back to the 

original state, and the same experiment can be repeated with different values. 

 

Figure 3.8. Schematic diagram for voltage application in the double pulse 

experiment. 
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 Figure 3.8 shows the schematic diagram of the pulse trains. An sR of 33 

kΩ is adopted in this experiment to make the switching time sufficiently long 

to see the time-dependent evolution of FV  and P  . In this experiment, the 

original state is set to be rP− by applying a poling pulse of -8V, considering its 

inherent preference at this state due to the epitaxial strain, which induced the 

involvement of imV .  

 

Figure 3.9. Experimental results, (a) Variation in VFE and (b) PS as a function 

of time. 

Figures 3.9a and b show the estimated variations in FEV   and sP  as a 

function of time. During Pulse A, FEV  initially reaches ~4V and shows a slight 

drop subsequently even when Pulse A is still retained, coinciding with the V-

drop effect in the main text. Then, it gradually decreases due to the slow 

discharging of the current through sR  , which will be discussed shortly. An 

interesting finding can be observed during the application of Pulse B. When At

is as short as 10 μs, there is a slight V-drop effect when VFE reaches ~4V again. 

However, this is not the case for all other At  values. Eventually, VFE reaches 

the saturation voltage (7.5V). Figure S4(b) shows that sP  decreases linearly 
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with time during the rest period, which apparently seems to support the NC 

model. However, as will be discussed in detail below, this is not due to the NC 

effect but by the operation of imV  . When At   is 10 μs, sP   becomes almost 

identical to the initial rP−   at the end of rest period suggesting that the 

switched polarization (during At  ) was totally switched back (during rest 

period). This is coincident with the almost exact configurations of the initial 

parts of the FEV t−   curves during Pulse A and B in Figure 3.9a. It is also 

notable that FEV decreases to a value < 0.1V during the rest period. However, 

for the cases with At  > 15 μs, the recovered value of the switched polarization 

during rest period is lower than the switched polarization, so the estimated 

polarization values at the end of the rest period are higher than the initial –Pr. 

This is also consistent with the retained FEV  values at ~0.6V during the rest 

period. The common slopes of the sP   vs. t   curves correspond to the 

discharge current of the capacitor. The estimated discharging current was ~2 x 

10-5 A, and this value is almost identical to the value of 0.6V/33kΩ, implying 

that the discharging speed of the capacitor is governed by sR .  
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Figure 3.10. Simulation results based on the NC model. (a) Variation in VFE 

and (b) PS as a function of time.  

 

Figure 3.10. shows the simulated results based on the NC model. In the 

simulation, Vim is set to 1.05V. The overall shapes and tendencies of the 

FEV t−   and sP t−   curves are consistent with the experimental results, but 

there are critical mismatches in the important aspects. According to the 

simulation, the polarization of the system becomes almost zero, i.e., at the 

transition point from rP− to rP+ , when At  is in between 30 and 35 μs (sky 

blue and blue curves). Therefore, there must be a critical difference between the 

curves before and after this time, which is indeed the case in both figures. In 

the shorter At   region, there is V-drop effect during Pulse B as the partly 

(uniformly) switched polarization during Pulse A has been returned to rP−

state during the rest period. In contrast, in the longer At  region, there is no V-

drop effect in the Pulse B duration (dotted lines in Fig. 3.10a) as the polarization 

of the system has already passed over the maximum energy during Pulse A, so 

there is no reason to approach the point where 0P = when Pulse B is applied. 
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This is also coincident with the sP  variation in this At  region in Figure 3.10b, 

where the decay of sP  with time during the rest period is much slower. In fact, 

if there is no Vim effect, it would be irrespective of time. While the simulation 

matches with the qualitative expectation from the NC effect, it is certainly 

inconsistent with the experimental results shown in Figure 3.9, where there was 

the V-drop effect only for the shortest At , and the sP  decay during the rest 

period did not show a critical difference between the two tA regions. Therefore, 

NC the model cannot explain the experimental results. 

 

Figure 3.11. Simulation results based on the KAI model. (a) Variation in VFE 

and (b) PS as a function of time.  

 

Figures 3.11a and b are the simulation results of FEV  and sP  as a function 

of time, based on the nucleation and growth of reverse domains using the KAI 

model. It can be immediately understood that the simulation results fit the 

experimental data precisely, suggesting that the ferroelectric switching occurs 

via the nucleation and growth of reverse domains, not the uniform polarization 

switching. Looking at the details of the simulation results, the reason for the 

occurrence of V-drop effect only for the case of At =10 μs can be understood 
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as follows. The sP   values reach the initial rP−  state during the rest period, 

suggesting that the reverse domains were removed almost completely by the 

action of Vim. Therefore, when Pulse B is applied, everything has to start from 

the almost identical situation as for the case of pulse A. However, for the longer 

At , there are still remaining reverse domains even when the rest period is over 

as can be understood from the higher sP   value at that moment. Therefore, 

when Pulse B is applied, switching starts to occur from these remaining reverse 

domains, which correspond to the case where no V-drop effect is observed after 

several cycles in Figure 3.5. In other words, these conditions correspond to the 

cases in which 1t  is too short as shown in Figure 3.4.  

These experimental and simulation results based on the two models clearly 

reveal that the V-drop effect is due to the involvement of reverse domain 

nucleation and growth 

 

3.3.4 Simulated P V−  loops from two models; L-K model, and Retarded 

nucleation model. 

Finally, P-V loops were simulated based on the two formalisms; reverse 

domain nucleation and growth, and continuous and uniform polarization 

switching according to L-K theory. For this plot, VFE was taken for the x-axis 

of the graphs, whereas the P was calculated by integrating isw for the given 

time span. The red curve in the P-V curve of Figure 3.12 shows the result from 

the reverse domain nucleation and growth, whereas the green curve was 

achieved from the L-K formalism, which is identical to what Khan et al. has 
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reported.[10] It can be clearly understood that the Vc overestimation from the 

L-K model is eliminated in the nucleation and growth model, which is 

consistent with the well-understood FE switching physics in the community. 

The estimated Vc value (4.7 V) is quite similar to the experimentally achieved 

value (4.5 V) of this BTO capacitor, excluding Vim. The schematic figures on 

the left-hand and right-hand sides of the P-V curve show the spatial variation in 

the polarization and corresponding U-P diagram. The reverse domain 

distribution in the nucleation and growth model was achieved by phase field 

simulation. It is obvious that the system can avoid the unfavorable maximum-

energy state for the case of nucleation and growth model, which was not the 

case for the L-K model. Therefore, the system will follow the nucleation and 

growth path to reach the opposite polarization state during the switching 

process, which is the standard understanding in the community. 

 

Figure 3.12. Polarization P versus actual ferroelectric voltage VFE (P-VFE) 

loops are calculated by following two different switching paths. 

Homogeneous switching over the NC barrier can be simulated 

based on the L-K formalism (green loop). On the other hand, P-
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VFE loops following the reverse domain nucleation and growth can 

be calculated from the KAI model (red loop). 

 

3.4. Conclusion 

In conclusion, the V-drop effect during the FE switching process of an 

epitaxial BTO film was analyzed based on the conventional domain switching 

model of the KAI formalism. Apart from the recent claim on the emergence of 

NC effect in a PZT film with the almost identical experimental setup by Khan 

et al.,[10] this work clearly unveils that the V-drop can be explained by the 

mismatch between the influx of charge flow and its consumption by the reverse 

domain formation in the FE capacitor. It could be considered that the system 

has the lower critical nucleation field due to the presence of retained reversed 

domain nuclei even after the FE film was switched back to the original 

polarization direction. These interpretations imply that the V-drop from the FE 

capacitor, despite the positive charge flow, does not necessarily indicate that 

the FE capacitor is in NC state as proposed by Khan et al.’s homogeneous 

Landau model. Therefore, the transient V-drop should be explained by a model 

that assumes the multi-domain state of the polarization. In this regard, two 

possibilities can be considered. In the perspective of imperfect screening at the 

interface between electrode and FE film, Landau-Kittle approximation which 

models the domain wall motion in multi-domain states can be applied following 

the approach of Zubko et al.[24] On the other hand, based on a fundamental 

circuit theory, the V-drop might be originated from the mismatch between the 

supplied charge and consuming charge for the switching of the spontaneous 
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polarization. In this study, we developed a circuit model to which the 

conventional switching kinetics of ferroelectrics is incorporated to verify that 

the latter mechanism can successfully reproduce the V-drop in FE film. Unlike 

ferroelectric-dielectric bilayer structure which maximizes the imperfect 

screening effect, in this single FE layer, polarized charges at the interface can 

be easily compensated by free carriers in electrodes. In this system, therefore, 

the V-drop is more probable to emerge following the latter possibility. The 

disappearance of the effect during the subsequent switching cycles only up to 

ten times reinforces this argument. Since the two models focus on different 

mechanisms, it seems that they are irrelevant to each other. However, the way 

in which two models reproduce the “negative capacitance” is very similar in 

that the NC effect of Zubko et al. or the V-drop effect in this study emerges 

when the response of the spontaneous polarization is faster than that of the 

whole system. In other words, the NC regions in Zubko et al’s model are those 

where the response of the polarization to the external field (χi in Ref. 24) is 

faster than that of the system as a whole(εtot in Ref. 24), and the V-drop effect 

in our model emerges when switching current of the polarization is larger than 

the charging current from the voltage source into the whole FE system. The 

fundamental physics of the quasi-static NC observed in the multi-domain 

structure will be addressed in the chapter.  
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4. Modeling of negative capacitance in 

ferroelectrics with multi-domain strucutres 

 

 

4.1. Introduction 

Voltage is the most useful and common driving force in almost all the 

electronic devices including the metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect 

transistor (MOSFET). Since the power consumption is proportional to the 

square of voltage, lower voltage is the ever-desired device requirement, 

especially for the low power hand-held devices. However, in many cases, a 

significant portion of the supplied voltage is taken by parasitic components, 

hampering the aggressive voltage scaling. MOSFET is not an exception in this 

regard as its on/off operation is achieved by the modulation of the 

semiconductor channel potential (ψs), of which the performance is usually 

assessed by the subthreshold swing (SS) value. SS refers to the gate voltage (Vg) 

necessary to vary the drain current (Id) by ten times when it turns on or off. In 

a conventional MOSFET, where the conducting electrons are thermally injected 

over the potential barrier at the source/channel junction, the minimum 

theoretical SS is 60 mV/dec at room temperature, which is known as the 

Boltzmann tyranny. However, practical MOSFETs usually have much higher 

SS (~70-90 mV/dec) because the gate insulator (GI), which is necessary to 

suppress the leakage current from channel to gate, partakes an integral portion 

of the applied Vg. This means that the device voltage (Vg) must be much higher 

than the actual required voltage to modulate the channel conductance. What if 

GI takes a voltage with the opposite sign to that of Vg, say -0.5 V for a given Vg 
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of 1.0 V? In this case, ψs should be 1.5 V to keep the overall system voltage 

identical to Vg, which means that the GI works as the internal voltage booster 

rather than a parasitic component, even though its actual emergence in the 

experiment is highly challenging. A more practical implication is differential 

internal voltage boosting. If /idV dt  is negative when /gdV dt is positive (Vi 

and t refer to the voltage across GI and time, respectively), /sd dt should be 

higher than /gdV dt . As the MOSFET switching is a dynamic phenomenon, 

this has a significant implication for the low power operation because it allows 

a significantly decreased supply voltage for the device.  

In 2008, Salahuddin and Datta suggested using the depoled state of a 

ferroelectric (FE) thin film for such an internal voltage booster to decrease SS 

far below the Boltzmann limit substantially.[1] In the same year, the first 

experimental demonstration of SS below 60 mV/dec in Fe-FET with a polymer 

ferroelectric gate insulator P(VDF-TrFE)/SiO2 was reported by  Salvatore et 

al.[2] While the confirmation on this critical suggestion triggered extensive 

following research in the field of nanoscale MOSFET[3-5] and ferroelectric 

material[6-8] the technical difficulty of integrating FE thin films, most typically 

perovskite-structured materials such as BaTiO3 (BTO) and Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 (PZT), 

into the nanoscale Si-based MOSFET had still been a major obstacle to 

industrial application of the novel idea. In fact, this is a long-standing 

engineering topic for metal-ferroelectric-insulator-semiconductor FET 

(MFISFET) memory device, where the two distinguishable remanent 

polarization states (Pr) of the FE thin films are used to represent the two 
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memory states, which are represented by the two threshold voltages (Vth). By 

contrast, the negative capacitance (NC) mode operation of the similar structure 

originally intended to induce not the Pr values but the depoled state (i.e., Pr = 

0) and a single value of Vth. 

Nonetheless, the report on the emergence of feasible FE performance from 

the Si-doped HfO2 film in 2011 by Böscke et al.[9] revives the interests in the 

possible NC effect from MFISFET, although the original suggestion on the 

ferroelectric doped-HfO2 was based on metal-ferroelectric-metal (MFM, metal 

was TiN) structure. Since then, research on the doped-HfO2 (with various 

dopants, such as Al, Y, Sr, Gd, La, etc.) and (Hf,Zr)O2 (HZO) FE films has 

become extremely active due to the compatibility of these materials and 

processes with the current complementary MOS (CMOS).[10-15] The HfO2-

based high-k gate dielectric layer in nanoscale MOSFET has already been in 

high-volume mass-production since 2007, initiated by Intel. The high-k gate 

dielectric film should not involve any FE polarization-induced hysteresis or 

defect-related interface states. In 2016, the Si-doped HfO2 FE films were 

integrated into the non-volatile MFISFET device with a design rule of 22 nm 

in NOR flash memory architecture by GlobalFoundries.[16] Therefore, 

negative capacitance FET (NCFET) appears to have a very high potential to be 

realized, which has driven many research groups into this area. 

Recently, many experimental results were reported with the aims of 

achieving the sub-60 mV/dec of SS value from the integrated MFISFET or 

serially connected metal-ferroelectric-metal (MFM) capacitor - MOSFET 

configurations. Although the first experimental demonstration of sub-60 
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mV/dec SS at room temperature was made in 2008 from the polymer 

ferroelectric FeFET, which involved a hysteresis effect,[2] the first observation 

of the seemingly NC effect in the integrated FE HfO2-based transistor was 

reported by Cheng and Chin in 2014 after the critical discovery of the FE 

doped-HfO2 material had been reported in 2011.[17] Since then, most of the 

experimental NCFETs have employed HfO2 based ferroelectrics.[18-23] 

Subsequently, various configurations of device structure including two-

dimensional channel material (such as MoS2),[24-26] fully depleted Silicon on 

insulator (FDSOI) MOSFET[27] and three-dimensional device structure 

(FinFET, and gate all around (GAA))[28,29] have been adopted to observe sub-

60 mV/dec SS by the NC effect. Unfortunately, the results of NCFETs which 

showed small SS usually accompanied hysteresis or frequency-dependent 

performance.[30,31] Nonetheless, there are a few reports where the (almost) 

hysteresis-free sub-60mV/dec SS was reported, albeit their SS values were not 

significantly lower than the theoretical limit and operation frequency 

dependent,[20,25,27] which can hardly be explained by the conventional 

domain switching mechanism. This is actually one of the motivations for the 

authors to strive into the detailed simulation of the charge response of the FE 

film in a heterogeneous multi-domain system, and indeed there is a small 

parameter space where the (quasi-) static NC operation could be feasible. 

 When a dielectric material has an induced polarization (P) by an applied 

voltage, its free energy increases, which drives the dielectric back to the 

unpoled state when the voltage is removed. For perovskite materials, the 

phenomenological formalism for the internal free energy Uf is given as the well-
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known Landau-Ginzburg-Devonshire (LGD) polynomial form as a function of 

the spontaneous polarization Ps in a one-dimensional form as follows.[32-35] 

 
2 4 6

1 11 111f s s sU P P P  = + +  (4.1) 

For paraelectric materials, α1 has a positive value, making its energy 

achieved at P=0 minimum. Other simpler dielectrics, such as SiO2 or Al2O3, 

which are commonly used as insulator layers in MOSFET, the internal energy 

is given as a quadratic function of polarization so that it is obvious that P=0 

state corresponds to the minimum energy state. Interestingly, FE materials have 

negative α1 values which make them have their minimum energy at P=±Pr.  

The negative α1 implies that the material is unstable at the depoled state, so 

its response to the external bias voltage is opposite to that of normal dielectrics, 

which is the fundamental origin of the NC effect of FE thin films. Nevertheless, 

as just mentioned, it corresponds to an energetically unstable state over the 

poled state, so maintaining the genuine depoled state (P=0) is highly 

challenging given the fact that the ferroelectric domain formation and a 

corresponding multi-domain structure are highly feasible under most 

circumstances. This problem can also be viewed from the FE switching aspect: 

transient NC effect can be achieved when one polarization state (say +Pr) state 

is switched to the other polarization state (-Pr) homogeneously through the 

maximum state at P=0 (homogeneous switching), at which the NC effect would 

be seen. However, it has been very well established in the community that this 

can rarely be observed because the nucleation and growth of reverse domain 

formation are usually preferred (heterogeneous switching) as this mode can 
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alleviate the maximum energy state near P=0. There are only a few exceptions; 

e.g., the ultrathin FE films avoid the usual domain switching mechanism when 

the film thickness is lower than the critical dimension of the reverse nuclei.[36-

38] However, up to now most of the experimental results where the NC effects 

were reported do not coincide with such specific conditions. Nonetheless, such 

domain mechanism does not necessarily correspond to the total frustration of 

the internal (differential) voltage boosting effect. When the charge change (FE 

bound charge of switching FE material and compensating charge in the 

contacting electrode) during the FE switching of the multi-domain film is 

temporarily mismatched by any mechanism, including the interference by the 

stacked DE layer or serially connected resistor (Rs), the FE layer can show a 

temporal voltage drop even when the external power source supplies positive 

charges to the system. This is accompanied with the temporal voltage boosting 

effect across the parasitic components, such as the dielectric (DE) layer in the 

DE/FE structure. This mechanism may be called a "transient” NC effect. This 

review also discusses this transient NC effect in detail.  

This chapter is composed of three major parts. The first part includes 

Sections 1,2,3,4 which mainly describes the backgrounds and fundamental 

arguments of the emergence of the NC effect, review of some of the major 

arguments in the field, and macroscopic description of the various device 

concepts. The second part consists of Sections 5,6,7 where the dynamic 

simulation results on the development and propagation of the multi-domain 

configuration in MIFIM system based on Chensky-Tarasenko (C-T) formalism 

are described in detail.[39] From the phase-field-simulation (PFS) technique of 
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the ferroelectric switching based on the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau 

(TDGL) equation,[40-42] it could be understood that the (quasi-) static NC 

could be possible even with the multi-domain (especially stripe domain) 

configuration under the limited conditions. The third part consists of Sections 

8,9, where the compact model for the analytical analysis is introduced. The 

analytical model results are compared with the numerical simulation results and 

confirmed that the model could describe the stripe domain behavior precisely. 

The compact model shows the intricate physics of the multi-domain NC effect 

which might be veiled by the extensive numerical simulation in the previous 

section. This is based on the revisit of the pioneering works by Bratkovsky and 

Levanyuk on the DE/multi-domain FE system.[43,44] Lastly, the conclusion 

was made. As the major outcomes of these detailed calculations are time-

dependent variations in the domain patterns, many online movies are also 

appended to help the precise understanding of the readers. 

 

 

Figure 4.6. Stabilization of the negative capacitance in the homogeneous 

(single domain) model. (a) Schematics of the ferroelectric-

dielectric bilayer structure. (b) Free energy diagram – polarization 

(𝑼𝒇– 𝑷) for the stabilization (c) 𝑷– 𝑽 curves of the FE, DE, and 

DE/FE layers. “Infinite” capacitance of the DE/FE bilayer might 
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be achieved by the capacitance matching between the ferroelectric 

and dielectric capacitance (vertical slope near 𝑽  ~ 0 for the 

DE/FE case). 

 

4.2. Results and Discussions 

 

4.2.1. Basic concepts of NC from the ferroelectric thin film 

Figure 4.1 shows the fundamental asset of the static NC effect which 

triggered Salahuddin and Datta to argue that the stacking of DE and FE layer 

can stabilize the NC state of the FE layer.[1] They assumed a simple stacking 

of DE and single-domain FE layer (Fig. 4.1a), of which internal energy – 

polarization (Uf-P) diagrams, based on the LGD formalism (Eqn. (1)), are 

included in Fig. 1b, where the yellow, blue, and green lines correspond to the 

single layer DE, single layer FE, and stacked DE/FE layer, respectively. With 

the help of a simple quadratic Uf-P shape of the DE layer, the stacked layer can 

be energetically stabilized at the point where P~0, enabling the FE layer to stay 

at the static NC state. When the FE layer is in the NC state, it will take opposite 

(differential) voltage value of the (differential) applied voltage, so the 

(differential) voltage across the DE layer must increase over the (differential) 

applied value. Given the dielectric constant of the DE layer, this circumstance 

results in the enhancement of the stored charge within the metal electrode over 

the single layer DE, which can be represented by the enhanced P-V response as 

shown in Fig. 4.1c (green line vs. yellow line). The slopes of these curves 

correspond to the dielectric constant, so this represents the dielectric constant 

increase of the stacked layer compared with the single DE layer.  
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This effect might be viewed from a slightly different point of view – 

ineffective ferroelectric bound charge compensation. When the FE layer is fully 

polarized and makes intimate contact with the metal electrode, the ferroelectric 

bound charge can be fluently compensated by the counter charges in the metal 

electrode, which makes the entire FE layer (almost) electric field-free 

(neglecting the finite screening length of the metal). However, in the DE/FE 

stacked case, the intervening DE layer interferes adversely with such fluent 

charge compensation, and the FE film remains under the depolarization field 

(Ed), of which the quantitative description will be followed in the next sections. 

If the FE film thickness becomes very thin (below tcrit), Ed dominates the overall 

field and the FE layer becomes completely depolarized.  

Since the presence of Ed significantly increases the electrostatic energy of 

the entire system, the FE layer avoids such a highly unfavorable circumstance 

by forming the multi-domain state.[43] As briefly discussed above, the multi-

domain states are usually coincident to the PC state, so it is hardly expected that 

the DE/multi-domain FE system can show the NC behavior.[45] Nonetheless, 

this work will elucidate that the (quasi-) static NC operation can be possible by 

extensive numerical simulation of the Q-V relationship for the different 

configuration of the DE/multi-domain FE system (or MIFIM system). 

In this section, the recent argument by Khan on the temporal voltage-drop 

(V-drop) effect from the single layer epitaxial PZT film is reviewed from both 

the qualitative single-domain model and the multi-domain switching 

mechanism.[46] Khan et al. measured the voltage across their Pt/epitaxial-

PZT/SrRuO3 capacitor when a short voltage pulse was applied to the test circuit, 
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composed of the FE capacitor, a series resistor (RS), and an oscilloscope. They 

found a sudden V-drop in the FE capacitor while the accumulated positive 

charge kept increasing, which could be precisely estimated by integrating the 

current flowing through RS. They showed that the V-drop which is the 

emergence of (transient) NC effect from their FE capacitor can be qualitatively 

described by the double well picture with the single-domain configuration 

based on the Landau-Khalatnikov (L-K) formalism.[47] The theory reasonably 

explained the experimental results, but there were a certain conceptual 

difficulty on the homogeneous switching and an inconsistency arises if the 

simulation results and experimental data are directly compared. 

Kim et al. more precisely analyzed the data based on the conventional 

domain switching model of the Kolmogorov-Avrami-Ishibashi (KAI) 

formalism,[48] which describes the FE switching kinetics based on the 

nucleation and growth of reverse domains (multi-domain model).[49] They 

concluded that the V-drop could be explained by the mismatch between the 

influx of charge flow and its consumption by the reverse domain formation in 

the FE capacitor. The conclusion was reconfirmed in this review as shown by 

Figure 4.2 below ((a) model system and (b) fitting results using the L-K (blue 

dash line) and KAI (red line) models). The interpretation of the V-drop effect 

by the conventional FE switching model can be further supported by the 

disappearance of the effect during the subsequent switching cycles only up to 

ten times.[49] Consistently, Chang et al. showed that the mismatch in switching 

rate between the free charge on the metal plate and the bound charge in FE layer 
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during the polarization switching is a physical origin of the V-drop effect in a 

ferroelectric capacitor.[50] 

 

 

Figure 4.2. The transient negative slope of the ferroelectric capacitor. (a) Series 

resistor circuit model of the pulse measurement. (b) Experimental 

data from Kim et al.[49] and the fitted results from two different 

models; the transient NC model (blue dotted line) and the KAI 

model (red solid line). (c) Simulated result of the transient negative 

slope by Miller-Saha model.[51] The voltage applied to the 

ferroelectric capacitor (black dotted line) is always increasing. On 

the other hand, the apparent ferroelectric voltage (red solid line) is 

abruptly decreased due to the sudden decrease in the voltage 

across the intrinsic resistor. 

 

Saha et al. also offered an alternative explanation for the V-drop effect by 

treating the ferroelectric capacitor as a sum of a nonlinear positive capacitor 

and a nonlinear resistor.[51] The idea that an FE capacitor can be modeled as a 

nonlinear positive capacitor was originally suggested by Miller et al.,[52,53] 

using a hyperbolic tangent function to model the polarization (Ps) - electric field 

(Ef) hysteresis curve of the FE film. While this was a purely mathematical 

approach to describe the apparent P-V curves, Saha et al. showed that the V-
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drop effect can be explained by a voltage overshoot mechanism even with this 

simple model without invoking the concept of the intrinsic energy barrier. For 

the interpretation of such behavior, they noted that the ferroelectric switching 

inherently involves a damped response with a finite time constant defined as τ, 

which is incorporated into the so-called Miller-Saha (M-S) model.[51] An 

equivalent circuit of the M-S model is comprised of an intrinsic resistor RFE 

serially connected to the nonlinear capacitor CFE and a parallel linear capacitor 

C0 representing both the parasitic capacitance of the measurement setup and the 

linear capacitance from the background dielectric constant of the FE film. 

Following the Debye’s dielectric relaxation theory,[54] the intrinsic resistance 

RFE of the switching can be related by the nonlinear capacitance CFE using τ as 

follows, 

 /FE FER C=  (4.2) 

Miller-Saha model can be readily derived by implementing the classical 

damping theory into the Miller model for the ferroelectric capacitor.[51] The 

damping response of the spontaneous polarization can be effectively modeled 

by the first order approximation of Debye’s dielectric relaxation model.[54] 

Due to the lagging response of the spontaneous dipole moment, the rate at 

which the dipole moment is changing is written as follows, 

 
(0) ( )s fs

p E tdp

dt





−
= −  (4.3) 

, where ps is an instantaneous spontaneous dipole moment, αf(0) is a dc 

polarizability of spontaneous polarization in ferroelectrics, E(t) is an external 
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electric field, and τ is a finite relaxation time for the switching response. For an 

ac field, the external field can be written in an exponential representation. 

 0( ) exp( )E t E j t=  (4.4) 

, where j is an imaginary number, ω is an angular frequency of the ac field, and 

E0 is an amplitude of the field. If the field is substituted into Equation (4.3), an 

ordinary differential equation which describes the lagging response is obtained 

as follows, 

 0

(0)
exp( )

fs sdp p
E j t

dt




 
= − +  (4.5) 

Solving the differential equation for the spontaneous dipole moment, ps, we 

obtain 

 
0( ) exp( )s fp E j t  =  (4.6) 

, where αf (ω) denotes the ac polarizability of the spontaneous dipole moment, 

ps, 

 
(0)

( )
1

f

f
j


 


=

+
 (4.7) 

At low frequency, ωτ≪1, αf (ω) is nearly equal to the dc polarizability, αf (0), 

which means that ps closely follows the external field. However, at a high 

frequency, ωτ≫1, the finite response time τ is larger than the ac period of the 

field (1/ω) that ps does not follow the field. Noting that a polarizability of a 

dielectric material is directly related to a dielectric constant, one can obtain the 

total dielectric constant, εf,tot of ferroelectrics in the same manner as follows, 
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,

0

1f tot tot

N
 


= +  (4.8) 

, where N is a volume density of dipole moments, and αtot is a total polarizability 

of ferroelectrics. Considering the contribution of the background dielectric 

constant in the ferroelectrics, the total polarizability αtot can be decomposed to 

the contribution of spontaneous polarization, αf (ω) and that of the background 

polarization, αb induced from electronic or ionic polarizability. 

 ( )tot b f   = +  (4.9) 

Therefore, the total dielectric constant of the nonlinear capacitor is written as 

follows, 

 
,

0 0

1 ( )f tot b f

N N
   

 
= + +  (4.10) 

Using Eq. (4.7), Eq. (4.10) turns into the following form.  

 ,

0 0

(0)
1

1

f

f tot b

N N

j


 

  
= + +

+
 (4.11) 

Eq. (4.11) can also be written as follows by identifying the first two terms on 

the right-hand side as the background dielectric constant of ferroelectrics, εf,b. 

 , ,

0

(0)

1

fdc

f tot f b

N

j


 

 
= +

+
 (4.12) 

For a dc bias, the total dielectric constant is obtained by setting ω=0, 

 
, ,

0

(0)dc

f tot f b f

N
  


= +  (4.13) 
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Therefore, the total dielectric constant, εf,tot of the ferroelectrics can be 

written in terms of the dc dielectric constant,
,

dc

f tot . 

 
, ,

, ,
1

dc

f tot f b

f tot f b
j

 
 



−
= +

+
 (4.14) 

Then, the complex dielectric constant can be determined as follows, 

 
, , ,f tot f tot f totj   = −  (4.15) 

, where a real dielectric constant, 
,f tot  is, 

 
, ,

, , 21 ( )

dc

f tot f b

f tot f b

 
 



−
 = +

+
 (4.16) 

and a complex dielectric constant is, 

 
, ,

, 2

( )

1 ( )

dc

f tot f b

f tot

  




−
 =

+
 (4.17) 

, which is written as the form of Debye’s equation. Using the complex dielectric 

constant, admittance Yf, of this ferroelectric gate insulator can be obtained as 

follows, 

 
0 , 0 , 0 ,f tot f f tot f f tot f

f

f f f

j A A A
Y j

t t t

      
= = +  (4.18) 

, where Af is the electrode area, and tf is a thickness of the ferroelectric capacitor 

respectively. Substitution of each component of the dielectric constant yields 

the following expressions, 
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= + +

+ +
 (4.19) 

, where the following terms are defined as 

 
0 , ,( )dc

f tot f b f

FE

f

A
C

t

  −
=  (4.20) 

 
0 ,

0

f b f

f

A
C

t

 
=  (4.21) 

to clearly identify the equivalent circuit of the ferroelectric capacitor with 

the lagging response of Ps switching.  

 

Figure 4.3. Equivalent circuit diagram of the R-FE (Resistor-Ferroelectric 

capacitor) system (schematics shown in Fig. 2a) in the frame of 

the Miller-Saha model.[51] 

 

From the admittance Yf, an equivalent circuit for the damped system is 

drawn in Fig. 4.3. One can easily notice that the equivalent RC circuit is in 
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exactly identical configuration as that of Debye's dielectric relaxation 

model.[54] A crucial difference of this model from the Debye's relaxation 

model is that the dc (or static) polarizability, αf(0), is no longer a single valued 

constant but a nonlinear function of the ferroelectric voltage. Therefore, the 

static nonlinear capacitance CFE, which is related to the Ps switching should be 

identified. In this regard, it is notable that Miller’s hyperbolic tangent function 

is capable of modeling the polarization (Ps) - electric field (Ef) hysteresis curve 

of the FE film.[52,53] Two separate hyperbolic tangent functions are employed 

to model the steep switching at each coercive field (±Ec) as follows. 

 tanh
2

f c

s sat

E E
P P+

− 
=  

 
 (4.22) 

for a positive sweep direction, and 

 ( )s s fP P E− += − −  (4.23) 

for a negative sweep direction, where ∆ is defined as, 

 

1

1 /
log

1 /

r sat
c

r sat

P P
E

P P

−

  +
 =   

−  
 (4.24) 

, where Psat is a saturated polarization, and Pr is a remnant polarization. Eq. 

(4.22) can be readily employed since the Ps is directly related to Ef by the 

hyperbolic tangent functions.[52,53] As a result, the static nonlinear 

capacitance CFE can be obtained by differentiating Eqs. (4.22) and (4.23) with 

respect to Ef for the forward and reverse sweeps, respectively. It is obvious that 
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from the admittance Yf of the FE layer, a following RC time constant equation 

with a resistance, RFE, is identified as follows, which leads to Eq. (4.2). 

 Since RFE is inversely proportional to the nonlinear capacitance, CFE (
FECV ), 

an overshoot voltage 
FERV  which has been heavily loaded to the RFE is abruptly 

decreased when CFE becomes high at the onset of the FE switching. Therefore, 

in the M-S model this transient decrease of the ferroelectric voltage is attributed 

to the voltage overshoot on the RFE, while the ferroelectric switching itself 

follows an entirely positive capacitance behavior as shown in Fig. 2c. More 

recently, a similar transient model based on the 2nd order damping system was 

employed by Obradovic et al.[55] In this model, the transient V-drop of the FE 

capacitor can be reproduced by a more comprehensive delay mechanism in the 

switching. In addition, a modified Preisach model[56,57] with the damped 

response based on Merz’s law of FE switching[58] was also proposed by the 

same authors.[59] 

More comprehensive modeling on the multi-domain state of ferroelectric 

thin film and the domain wall dynamics has revealed that the transient NC effect 

can be originated from the well-established classical switching mechanisms of 

ferroelectrics. As for a single-crystal ferroelectric thin film, a phase field model 

proposed by Hoffmann et al. has shown that the domain wall motion which is 

known from KAI switching dynamics leads to a quantitative agreement with 

the transient V-drop effect in an epitaxial PZT film.[60] On the other hand, the 

V-drop effect in a polycrystalline Gd-doped HfO2 based ferroelectric can be 

effectively reproduced by a 1D multigrain Landau-Khalatnikov (MGLK) 
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model[61] which is based on the nucleation limited switching (NLS) 

dynamics[62] for the polycrystalline ferroelectrics.[63]     

All these interpretations of the V-drop effect indicate that the multi-domain 

switching mechanism should be considered in the transient NC model to 

correctly interpret the transient NC effect from the FE materials as shown in 

Fig. 4.2.  

 

4.2.2. Charge injection and a permanent ferroelectric switching 

All the discussions up to this point assumed no carrier transport across the 

dielectric and ferroelectric layers, i.e., they are assumed to be a perfect insulator. 

However, there is a high chance of carrier transport across the thin dielectric 

layer via thermionic emission or Fowler-Nordheim tunneling, especially when 

the ferroelectric layer is at the static NC state. This is due to the increase of the 

(differential) voltage across the positive capacitance dielectric layer by the 

absolute amount of (differential) negative voltage drop across the NC 

ferroelectric layer. All the static NC effect is fundamentally ascribed to the 

depolarization effect which induces the ferroelectric layer to stay near the 

depoled state. If the charge injection across the dielectric layer assures the (fully) 

developed polarization of the ferroelectric layer, the NC effect naturally 

disappear no matter what the detailed switching (single domain or multi-

domain) mechanism is.[64,65] In this regard, Kim et al. elucidated that a short 

pulse measurement of which timescale is much shorter than the time necessary 

to transport the charge to the DE/FE interface to compensate the ferroelectric 

bound charge can alleviate this problem.[66] In that work, they adopted an 
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epitaxial 150nm-thick BaTiO3 film grown on the lattice-matched SrRuO3-

electrode/DyScO3-substrate, and deposited a thin (< 10 nm) Al2O3 film by a 

thermal atomic layer deposition process. When the charging pulse time is 

shorter than 500 ns, the ferroelectric switching charge, which has been stored 

in the Al2O3/BaTiO3 stack, could be reversibly recovered at the moment of 

voltage pulse termination. The amount of reversibly driven charge/discharge 

was much higher than that the single layer Al2O3 could do, meaning that the 

epitaxial BaTiO3 film played the role as an NC layer in the MIFM structure. 

They proposed a 1D Landau-based DE/FE model to fit the experimental Q-V 

curve of the bilayer. Since a barrier height of the double well potential in the 

model extracted from the fitting result is in agreement with the known value of 

the height for the strained epitaxial BaTiO3 thin film,[67,68] it seems 

reasonable that the homogeneous switching occurs during the application of the 

short pulse. Recently, Hoffmann et al. reported that they experimentally 

identified a double well barrier of polycrystalline Hf0.5Zr0.5O2 ferroelectric thin 

film by adopting the similar pulse measurement.[69,70] However, their pulse 

experiment resulted in the Landau energy barrier as small as 0.65 meV/f.u. at 

room temperature. In contrast, the first principle calculations typically 

anticipate values of one to two orders of magnitude higher value of the barrier 

height.[71-73] As implicitly recognized by the authors, this discrepancy in the 

value arises a question whether the S-curve from the measurement is actually 

originated from the intrinsic double well barrier of the bulk material. In this 

regard, it is noteworthy that the S-curve can be also reproduced by the 

heterogeneous switching mechanism, which will be shown in the following 
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sections. On the other hand, when the pulse time became much longer or the 

pulse height became too high to induce charge exchange between the metal 

electrode and the DE/FE interface, permanent switching of the ferroelectric 

film occurred, and no charge boosting effect was observed for both experiments. 

This meant that the static NC effect of the BaTiO3 film disappeared. Therefore, 

suppression of the permanent ferroelectric switching is one of the very 

fundamental assets for the emergence of the NC effect from the ferroelectric or 

dielectric/ferroelectric thin films.[64-66,69,70] All the following numerical 

simulations and analytical analysis, therefore, assumed no such charge 

exchange or injection, which could be a feasible assumption for practical 

applications considering the short-pulse type operation of the relevant devices 

(< 100 ns). 

 

4.2.3. Stabilization of NC by scaling device dimensions 

tcrit of a FE film, below which the ferroelectricity becomes unstable due to 

the incomplete charge screening even with a metallic electrode, has been a 

crucial research topic in the 2000s.[74-79] In those researches, the primary 

concern was to find the lower limit of the FE film thickness while maintaining 

the feasible FE polarization, because most of the FE thin film devices require 

the presence of Pr even at a very small thickness (< 10 nm). Although there is 

still an uncertainty depending on the assumed material structure and an adopted 

method to calculate it, it is typically several nm (several to ten unit cells) for 

the perovskite ferroelectrics. Fluorite-based ferroelectrics are less studied in 

this regard, but they may have a similar limit.[80,81] 
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In contrast, as the application of NC requires depoled state, the maximum 

thickness below which the film is depoled, tF,max, is more interested, but it is 

acutally identical to the minimum tcrit just mentioned. While the theoretical 

calculations for the minimum tcrit mostly assumed the intimate contact with the 

metal (or conduction oxide, such as SrRuO3) electrode, the present work 

primarily concerns the MFIM or MIFIM case, where the depolarization effect 

is much more significant, so tF,max is usually higher than the previously 

calculated minimum tcrit. 

Meanwhile, when an FE film forms the multi-domain structure, tF,max could 

be much lower than the case with a single domain because the depolarization 

effect can be largely mitigated by the lateral charge compensation. This is 

discussed in detail in the next sections. However, the formation of the DW 

increases in the total energy of the system by the DW energy. If the energy cost 

by the DW energy is higher than the energy gain by mitigating the 

depolarization field (electrostatic energy), the multi-domain structure becomes 

unstable compared with the uniformly depoled state. Therefore, there is another 

critical size factor for the laterial dimension of the domain period (Lcrit). When 

the charge compensation is fluent in case of MFM, Lcrit is of the order of atomic 

dimension. Even with the epitaxial SrTiO3/BaTiO3 of the first-principles 

calculation by Kasamatsu et al.,[82] where the SrTiO3 was ~5 unitcell thick (~ 

2 nm), lateral BaTiO3 domains with two-unitcell width was still stable 

compared with the depoled state. Therefore, Lcrit is ~1 nm in the perovskite FE 

materials, which is consistent with the recent expectation by Hoffmann et al.[83] 
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Figure 4.4. Stabilization of the negative capacitance in the multi-domain 

(heterogeneous model) suggested by M. Hoffmann et al.[83] (a) 

Schematics of the metal-ferroelectric-metal-insulator-metal 

(MIMFM) structure with the two antiparallel domains inside the 

ferroelectric layer. (b) Total free energy density per area with the 

lateral size 𝑳 ≫ 𝑳𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒕. (c) Total free energy density per area with 

𝑳 = 𝑳𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒕 and d) 𝑳 = 𝟎. 𝟓 𝑳𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒕. 

Hoffmann et al. recently treated this problem in a semi-quantitative manner 

assuming the MIMFM system as shown in Fig. 4.4a, where the FE film has one 

up and one down domains with equal portions, and the lateral size of the 

MIMFM system is defined as L.[83] They calculated the total system energy as 

a function of up and down domain portions (or P of the two domains), and 

found that the depoled state (P1=P2=0) coincides with the saddle point (local 

energy minimum) not the global energy minimum (Fig. 4.4b). The global 

energy minumum was achieved when the two domains with equal portions of 

fully developed P values with opposite signs are formed, which corresponds to 

the multi-domain state. When the lateral size becomes smaller than Lcrit (Fig. 

4.4c and d), the totally depoled state corresponds to the global minimum, but 
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as discussed above, Lcrit is extremely small, so this circumstance can hardly be 

achieved in practical cases.  

 

4.2.4. MIMFM vs. MFIM (MIFIM) system 

The other critical feature of the multi-domain structure is that the 

distribution of the electric field inside the FE film can be entirely different from 

that of the single domain state. This can be readily understood from the 

following based on the structure shown in Fig. 4.4a. Due to the presence of the 

intermediate metal layer, the potential of the FE layer must be uniform, and the 

electrical boundary conditions can be written in a simple form as follows;[83] 

 0 0r D b FE E P   = +  (4.25) 

, where εr is the dielectric constant of the DE layer, εb is the background 

dielectric constant of the FE layer, ED (EF) is the electric field across the DE 

(FE) layer, and the apparent polarization P is defined as a sum of the 

polarization (P1, P2) in each domain as shown in Fig. 4.4a.[83] 

 1 2

2

P P
P

+
=  (4.26) 

The boundary condition, Eq. (4.25) indicates that, in the MIMFM structure, 

ideally, a uniform depolarization field is applied to the FE layer, which is only 

affected by the apparent polarization (Eq. (4.25)). Note that this is identical to 

the boundary condition of the single domain state with a uniform polarization 

P. This implies that forming an antiparallel (P1=-P2) domain configuration in 

MFMIM structure leads to the zero depolarization field. This is the reason that 
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the formation of the multi-domain state is always preferable as long as the 

lateral size is larger than Lcrit as shown in Fig. 4.4b. Since the electric field inside 

the ferroelectric layer of the MIMFM structure is determined by the apparent 

polarization irrespective of the spatial configuration of the multi-domain state, 

there is theoretically no difference between the NC stabilization method for the 

single domain state and the multi-domain state except that the latter has a Lcrit 

limit. Experimentally, while Khan et al. recently found a differential voltage 

amplification by connecting DE capacitors to an epitaxial PZT FE thin film 

capacitor via a metal wire externally, it was a transient effect with a 

hysteresis.[84] The experiment showed that the DE layer plays a role nothing 

but a linear load line for a typical square-like P-V hysteresis of the ferroelectrics 

(except that it has a transient V-drop at the switching in each direction) in the 

MIMFM structure. This implies that the FE capacitor in the MIMFM structure 

is in the multi-domain state. Nonetheless, the MIMFM structure has less 

relavance to the practical application than the MFIM structure for both 

capacitor and NCFET, and thus, the MFIM (or MIFIM) system deserves higher 

attention. 

 In the MFIM structure, the uniform boundary condition, Eq. (4.25), no 

longer holds because there is no intermediate metal layer. At the interface 

between the DE and FE layers, the polar component of the polarization becomes 

discontinuous, and its value alternates along the multi-domain structure. In fact, 

in any nanoscale FE capacitor, without the intentional interfacial DE layer, 

there are almost always interfacial (dead) layers along with the finite screening 
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length of the metal, making the supposedly MFM structure to be practical 

MIFIM structure which is conceptually equivalent to the MFIM structure.[85] 

For the MFIM (and MIFIM too) structure, the Poissons's equation is written 

as follows, because the presence of the uncompensated polarization at the 

interfaces generates a space charge ( P− ). 

 
2

0 P  =  (4.27) 

, where the electric potential inside the MIFIM structure is defined as φ.  

 

Figure 4.5. Electrostatics of the MIFIM structure with the antiparallel domains. 

(a) Electric potential 𝝓 distribution inside the MIFIM structure. 

Arrows denote the polarization direction in each domain. Electric 

field 𝑬𝒛 distribution (along z axis) with the domain period of (b) 

15 nm and (c) 7.5 nm.  

Before investigating the NC stabilization in the MIFIM structure, it would 

be helpful to examine how the electric field is distributed inhomogeneously 

inside this system by solving the Poisson’s equation when a multi-domain state 

is presumed. Figure 4.5a shows an electric potential distribution inside the 

system. As Eq. (4.27) indicates, φ from the divergence of the polar state are 

locally generated at the interfaces, and these local φ form a non-uniform field 

distribution as shown in Fig. 4.5b. Unlike the MIMFM structure, the electric 
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field is no longer homogeneously zero inside the system even though the 

apparent polarization is zero (sum of P(↑) = sum of P(↓)). It should be noted 

that the depolarization field inside each domain is significantly reduced 

compared with the single domain case, and most of the stray fields are 

concentrated at the interfaces where they diverge from the positive surface 

charge of one domain and converge to the negative charge of the neighboring 

domains. Therefore, by forming the multi-domain or the stripe domain structure, 

the electrostatic energy of the total system and the depolarization field inside 

the ferroelectrics can be significantly decreased compared with the single 

domain case. Even when the FE film thickness is smaller than the FE stability 

limit (tF,max), i.e., it should be homogeneously depolarized in a single domain 

configuration, the film can still remain at the polarizaed state by forming such 

a multi-domain structure. As shown in Fig. 4.5c, the inhomogeneous field 

distribution is highly dependent on a period of the multi-domain; even though 

the apparent polarization is equally zero for both cases, the inhomogeneous 

field energy is significantly reduced when the domain period is decreased from 

15 nm to 7.5 nm. Therefore, while the electrostatic energy is always zero for 

the antiparallel domain structure in the MIMFM structure, the electrostatic 

energy from the non-zero fields in the MIFIM (or MFIM) structure is 

proportional to the domain wall period. This difference induces the different 

Lcrit values for the MIMFM and MIFIM. For the former case, as the DW energy 

is inversely proportional to the domain period, its cost becomes higher than the 

free energy gain at a typical Lcrit value of ~1 nm by forming the domains 

(compared with the homogeneously depoled state). Then, the FE film becomes 
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homogeneously depoled at the domain period < Lcrit. However, for the MIFIM 

case, there is additional electrostatic energy due to the (local) non-vanishing 

depolarization fields to the DW energy. Hoffmann et al. showed that this 

additional energy term makes the multi-domain FE film less energetically 

favorable than the homogeneously depoled state at a higher domain period, and 

thus, Lcrit becomes higher.[83] This will be evident from the quantitative 

simulation results shown in the next section.  

 

4.2.5. Chensky-Tarasenko Formalism of MIFIM System 

Chensky-Tarasenko (C-T) equation has been used for studying the effect 

of the passive layers at the surfaces of a ferroelectric crystal on its energy state 

and accompanying polarization.[39,86-88] The equation accounts for the 

equilibrium state of the MIFIM system which corresponds to the minimum of 

the total free energy of the system. Basically, the total energy can be simplified 

as the sum of the bulk free energy of the materials fbulk, the gradient energy fgrad 

from the domain wall, and the depolarization energy fdep from the 

inhomogeneous fields. The C-T equation can be derived by Euler-Lagrange 

variation formalism which is basically the minimization method of the 

thermodynamic free energy of the system. The applicable energy functional can 

be simplified as the combination of the bulk free energy of the materials fbulk, 

the gradient energy fgrad from the domain wall, and the depolarization energy 

fdep from the inhomogeneous fields. Under the presence of an electric field, the 

minimization of the total free energy should be performed in the framework of 

the electric Gibbs free energy by the Legendre transformation G2=A-EiDi as a 

function of the polarization Pi, and the electric field Ei as follows,[89] 
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2( , )i i bulk dep gradG P E f f f dV= + +  (4.28) 

, where A is the Helmholtz free energy, and Di is a total displacement field. In 

the usual simple two-dimensional problems (in x-z coordinate, while y-

direction takes unit length), the depolarization energy density fdep can be written 

as follows, 

 2 2

0

1
( )

2
dep x z x x z zf E E E P E P= − + − −  (4.29) 

, where Ex(Ez) is the electric field along the x(z)-axis. If uniaxial directions 

along the z-axis (out of plane) of the spontaneous polarization is assumed for 

the further simplification, the polar contribution to the bulk free energy of the 

polarization can be described by the 1-dimensional LGD polynomials, while 

the nonpolar contributions of the DE and the FE layers to the bulk free energy 

are obtained as a general quadratic form of the electrostatic energy. Thus, the 

bulk free energy inside the ferroelectric layer (fbulk,f) and the dielectric layer 

(fbulk,d) can be written as follows. 

 
2 4 6 2

, 1 11 111

1

2
bulk f z z z x

xx

f P P P P  


= + + +  (4.30) 

 
2 2

,

1
( )

2
bulk d x z

d

f P P


= +  (4.31) 

, where α1=α0(T-T0), χxx is a background dielectric susceptibility along the 

x-axis, and χd is a susceptibility of the dielectric layer. The assumption that the 

polar component of the polarization is fixed to the out of plane direction can be 

safely justified if an epitaxial FE film grown on a substrate is under a 
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compressive strain. Under this mechanical boundary condition, an elastic 

energy and an electrostrictive energy should be considered additionally to the 

total free energy, but such a comprehensive model results in the similar domain 

configuration as this simplified model.[90] Lastly, the gradient energy of the 

polar component by forming the multi-domain state is written as the quadratic 

terms of the spatial gradient in each direction as follows. 

 

2 2

11 44

1

2

z z
grad

P P
f G G

z x

      
= +    

      

 (4.32) 

, where G11, and G44 are the coefficients of the gradient energy. This equation 

with Eq. (4.29) and Eq. (4.30) constitutes the Ginzburg-Landau energy (G-L) 

functional which has been traditionally applied for treatment of the multi-

domain ferroelectrics.[91-93] In order to find the equilibrium state of the 

ferroelectrics, Euler-Lagrange variation principle is applied to minimize the 

Ginzburg-Lnadau energy functional, which in turn yields the two-dimensional 

state equation of the FE film as follows. 

 

2 2
3 5

0 0 11 44 11 1112 2
2 ( ) 4 6z z

z z z z

P P
T T P G G a P a P E

z x


 
− − − + + =

 
 (4.33) 

When this equation is solved simultaneously with the Poisson’s equation for 

the grounded condition (external voltage is zero) under a periodic boundary 

condition along the x-axis, and the continuity of the both potential and 

displacement field at the interfaces the set of the C-T equation for the MIFIM 

structure can be settled. 
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However, this equation only describes the steady state of the system since 

the equation is solved only for the equilibrium state. Therefore, while this result 

can be used to describe the NC stabilization scheme in the MIFIM structure, it 

hardly explains how the system actually responds to a time-dependent external 

voltage variation. In order to include the non-equilibrium state of the system, 

therefore, the static C-T equation must be modified to the TDGL equation under 

the assumption that the time evolution of the polarization follows a drift-like 

form according to the thermodynamic driving force, which corresponds to a 

minus of the gradient of the Ginzburg-Lnadau energy functional with respect 

to the polarization as follows, 

 2( , )1
( , )i i i

i

P G P E
i x z

t P






= − =

 
 (4.34) 

, where Γ is a conductivity of the polarization switching. This must also be 

coupled with the Poisson’s equation under the same periodic boundary 

condition to fully exploit the evolution of domain pattern with time (or external 

field). Most simulation parameters for the TDGL equation were adopted from 

Ahluwalia et al.[89] whose study was on the size-effect of the single crystal 

BaTiO3 FE thin film with the passive layers, and the adopted parameters are 

tabulated in Table. 4-1. All the numerical simulations were performed using the 

COMSOL-Multphysics software package. 
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Figure 4.6. (a) Domain patterns for the MIFIM structure with the ferroelectric 

layer thickness tF= 85 nm, 50nm, 25 nm, 10 nm, and 6 nm, while 

the total dielectric thickness is fixed to tD= 7 nm (3.5 nm for the 

upper and lower interfacial layer) (b) Electric field (Ez) 

distribution for each structure. The polarization varies between -

0.26 C/m2 (blue) and 0.26 C/m2 (red), and the electric field varies 

between ±0.4 MV/cm (Red – Green).  

 

By solving the TDGL equation, without any presumption on the multi-

domain configuration but a small perturbation of the polarization as an initial 

state, the equilibrium multi-domain configuration can be simulated when the 

FE film thickness (tF) was varied to 85, 50, 25, 10, and 6 nm for the given 

interfacial passive layer (I layer) thickness of 3.5 nm as shown in Fig. 4.6. 

Figure 4.6a shows that 180° stripe domains with an averaged period of ~16.4 

nm are naturally formed rapidly for tF of 85 nm. Online movie 1 shows the time-

dependent evolution of the multi-domains from the completely depoled state, 

and Fig. 4.6a corresponds to the equilibrium state which was achieved. It was 
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notable that the initial nucleation of the opposite domains was rather random, 

but eventually, they align in a manner shown in Fig. 4.6a to form the repeated 

stripe structure. This is primarily to decrease the large electrostatic energy due 

to the depolarization field despite the increase in the DW energy. As the tF 

decreased to ~ 7 nm, which is tF,max of this specific system, the average domain 

period also decreased accoridng to the Kittel's law (at tF of 85 nm, the peiod 

was 16.4 nm).[95] Additionally, the width of each domain became more 

uniform as tF decreased. Interestingly, when tF became as small as 6 nm, the FE 

film changed to the homogeneously depoled state, which is in agreement with 

the expectation from the previous work by Hoffmann et al.[83] This must be 

understood from the work; as tF became lower than tF,max, maintaining the poled 

state by forming even finer multi-domains would have been accompanied with 

a DW wall energy excessively higher than the energy gain by no transforming 

to the depoled state. Therefore, the FE layer became to prefer the totally 

(homogeneously) depoled state. The accoampnying changes of internal field 

ditribution are shown in Fig. 4.6b. It can be understood that the homogeneously 

depoled state did not have any field inside the layers, whereas the alternating 

non-vanishing fields persist down to tF of 10 nm albeit its decreased absolute 

magnitude. It should be noted that in the MIFIM structure, the lateral size limit 

from the MIMFM structure is no longer required to achieve the homogeneous 

state inside the ferroelectric layer due to the high electrostatic energy. The next 

sections will examine whether the intrinsic NC from the double well barrier is 

accessible in this system. 
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Table 4-1. Simulation parameter table for the TDGL model 

Parameter Value Unit Description 

𝛼0 3.34 × 105 Vm/C 
Landau 

Coefficient 

𝑇 298 K Temperature 

𝑇0 381 K 
Curie 

Temperature 

𝛼11 −6.381 × 108 Vm5/C3 
Landau 

Coefficient 

𝛼111 7.89 × 109 Vm9/C5 
Landau 

Coefficient 

𝜖𝑐 174.5 1 

Dielectric 

constant of 

ferroelectrics 

𝜖𝑎 417 1 

Dielectric 

constant of 

ferroelectrics 

𝜖𝑑 208 1 

Dielectric 

constant of 

dielectrics 

𝑡𝐹 6, 10, 25, 50, 85 nm 
Ferroelectric 

thickness 

𝑡𝐹 1, 3, 5, 7 nm 
Dielectric 

thickness 

𝐿 180 nm 

Lateral size of 

simulation 

domain 

𝐺11 1.38 × 10−11 Vm3/C 
Gradient 

coefficient 

𝐺44 1.38 × 10−11 Vm3/C 
Gradient 

coefficient 

𝛤 4.0 × 102 S/m 

Conductivity of 

the polarization 

switching 

𝑑𝑛𝑢𝑐 7 nm Nucleus size 

𝑠𝑛𝑢𝑐 1.0 × 10−1 1 

Nucleation 

barrier scale 

factor 

𝜔 𝜋 × 106 1/s Ramp frequency 
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4.2.6. Quasi-static NC from the multi-domain structure. 

The highest usefulness of the TDGL equation comes from its ability to 

monitor time- (also field-) dependent variation in local and global polarization 

and field distribution of the model system in a two-dimensional manner. The 

time and field (or voltage) can be correlated by using a time-dependent ramp 

bias, ca., Vmcos(ωt), as previously adopted by Ahluwalia et al.[89] The P-E 

curves for the FE film with a given tF value can be simulated using the TDGL 

method with the following steps; First, the FE film in the MIFIM structure is 

initially poled from the stripe-domain structure in Fig. 5a to the +Ps (-Ps) state 

by applying a sufficiently high positive (negative) bias. Then, it is subjected to 

a time-dependent ramp bias Vmcos(ωt) to emulate the P-E test experiment. 

Finally, the P-E hysteresis loop is obtained by plotting the average electric field 

along the vertical direction 〈Ez〉 inside the film versus the average polarization 

〈Pz〉. At the same time, local variation in polarization and potential of the system 

can be acquired, which can give an in-depth understanding on the microscopic 

switching process and possible accompanying NC effect.  

 Before the simulation results of the full P – E behaviors with different tF 

values are described, the polarization process of the 85 nm-thick depoled film 

shown in Fig. 4.6a is described in detail, which can give a critical clue to the 

quasi-static NC behavior related with the lateral DW motion.  
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Figure 4.7. Negative capacitance effect in the stripe domain structure. 

simulated P-E curves of the MIFIM structure with tF = 85 nm by 

poling the ferroelectrics in the depoled state (the stripe domain 

structure) to the uniform polarization. Apparent P-E curve of the 

bilayer appears with the positive slope (back triangle symbol), 

while the ferroelectric PF-EF curve (blue square symbol) has a 

negative slope during the switching. b) Snapshot of the domain 

pattern is shown for each point (green triangle marks) on the 

apparent P-E curve. Pink line represents the S-curve from the LGD 

theory.  

 

Figure 4.7a shows the P-E curve (black triangle symbol) when the external 

field increases from 0 to 0.2 MV/cm, which corresponds to the poling process 

(almost complete poling occurred at ~0.08 MV/cm which can be identified 

from the abrupt increase in P at that field value), and Fig. 4.7b shows the 

snapshots of the domain pattern at E values of 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, and 0.08 MV/cm, 

respectively. Note that a positive (negative) P in P-E curve (Fig. 4.7a) is 
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equivalent to negative (positive) Pz in the domain pattern (Fig. 4.7b) by a 

positive (negative) bias at the top electrode. The full time-dependent evolution 

can be found from on-line movie 2. Also, the overall P-E curve could be 

decomposed to the FE polarization – FE field (PF–EF, blue square symbol) and 

DE polarization – DE field (PD–ED, red circle symbol) curves as shown in Fig. 

4.7a, where the PF–EF curve calculated from the LGD theory (pink line) is also 

included for comparison. 

Remarkably, as shown in Fig. 4.7, it is confirmed that a slope of the PF-EF 

curve is negative during the lateral DW motion until the saturation to the single 

domain occurs. It should be noted that this negative slope does not follow the 

intrinsic NC effect expected from the LGD phenomenological theory (pink 

line). This NC effect is therefore attributed to the depolarization field effect 

which is induced by the lateral DW motion. In fact, the presence of the negative 

slope has been predicted by several authors.[44,95-101] Bratkovsky et al. 

developed a simple model on the ferroelectric capacitor with incomplete 

screening electrodes and pointed out that the negative slope of the “actual” 

hysteresis loop for the ferroelectric layer is due to the depolarization field high 

enough to overcome the externally applied voltage.[95] The ferroelectric field 

(Ef) in their model is derived from the homogeneous state as follows, 

 0

0

2 2
0 / 1f d

e e

P
E E E E

l l

 

  

   
= − +  +   
   

 (4.35) 

, where E0 is the external field, Ed=-2Pλ/(ϵ0ϵel) the depolarizing field, l the 

thickness of the film, λ the screening length, and ϵe the dielectric constant in the 

electrodes. They predicted that this negative slope also emerges near P=0 in the 
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multi-domain state assuming that the field inside the ferroelectric layer is 

approximately uniform. 

 

Figure 4.8. (a) 𝑽𝑫𝑬 − 𝑽𝑨𝑷𝑷 curve showing the voltage amplification in the 

dielectric layer. While the absolute voltage amplification (𝑽𝑫𝑬 >

𝑽𝑨𝑷𝑷 ) maintains after the poling until 𝑽𝑨𝑷𝑷~𝟏. 𝟎  V, the 

differential voltage amplification (
𝐝𝑽𝑫𝑬

𝐝𝑽𝑨𝑷𝑷
> 𝟏) is maintained only 

in the multi-domain state. The potential profile and its 

infinitesimal variation at two points (a green circle and a sky blue 

circle) on the curve are plotted in (b) and (c). The potential profile 

is viewed from the 𝒙-axis of the simulation domain. 

 

Following the homogeneous field approximation, Hong et al. developed a 

phase field model and reported a similar observation of the negative slope in 

the hysteresis loop of the ferroelectric thin film due to an incomplete screening 

at the electrodes.[90] The simulation results of this work show that the slope of 

the PF-EF is negative during the lateral DW motion even without the 

homogeneous field approximation. Notably, Zubko et al. confirmed the NC 
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effect in a multidomain ferroelectric PbTiO3/paraelectric SrTiO3 epitaxial 

superlattice with SrRuO3 as top and bottom electrodes.[98] Their Monte-Carlo 

simulation based on the first-principles revealed that the DW motion in the 

multidomain structure not only gives rise to negative permittivity, but also 

enhances the termperature window for the emergence of the NC effect.[6,98] 

Although these previous studies predicted and observed the NC behavior in the 

multi-domain FE films, the detailed microscopinc mechanism was still missing. 

This work resolves this ambiguity.  

The simulation results were replotted to clearly show the voltage 

amplification on the DE layer in Fig. 4.8a, where the variation of the voltage 

across the DE layer (VDE) is plotted as a function of Vapp. The slope larger than 

1 indicated that there was quasi-static NC effect induced during the lateral 

motion of the DWs, where it was maximized just before the transition to the 

fully polarized state at ~0.7 V. This behavior is quasi-static because there is no 

involvement of hysteresis when the Vapp was decreases back to zero before it 

enters to the fully polarized state. As can be understood from the online movie 

2, there is an abrupt change from the multi-domain state to a single domain state 

at ~0.75 V. Once the FE film becomes single domain state at Vapp>~0.75 V, the 

NC effect disappears (the slope becomes ≪1) since there is no more DW 

motion involved. Figures 4.8b and c show the snapshots of the potential profile 

across the cross-section of the MIFIM structure, which corresponds to the green 

and sky blue circles shown in Fig. 4.8a. (Full time-dependent evolution can be 

found from online movie 3) As shown in Fig. 4.8b, while the potential across 

the top and bottom DE (or I) layers is always increased, the potential across the 
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middle FE layer temporarily decreased with the increasing Vapp. Such a peculiar 

effect was related with the lateral DW motion of the stripe domain state (See 

online movie 3 for more detailed understanding). The voltage amplification is 

abruptly increased at the end of the switching step and disappears when the FE 

film becomes fully polarized to form the single domain state as shown in Fig. 

4.8c. It should be noted that the potential across the FE layer is still inverted 

compared with Vapp even at the moment of the fully polarized single domain 

state because the (negative) depolarization field inside the FE layer due to the 

switched polarization is larger than the (positive) field applied by the external 

voltage source. Hence, the voltage applied to the DE layer can be larger than 

Vapp due to the depolarization effect. However, such a differential voltage 

amplification effect disappears in this single domain state (after the sky blue 

dot in Fig. 4.8b. The online movie 3 shows that the potential across the entire 

IFI layer uniformly increases with the further increasing Vapp. This clearly 

demonstrates that the differential voltage amplification is directly correlated to 

the DW motion as well as the depolarization effect.[97-101] The underlying 

physics of this transient NC effect will be investigated more rigorously in the 

following section. 
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Figure 4.9. Negative capacitance effect during nucleation and growth. (a) 

Simulated 𝑷 − 𝑬 curves for the ferroelectric thickness of 𝒕𝑭 = 

85 nm. The apparent 𝑷 − 𝑬  curve (black triangle symbol) is 

decomposed to the ferroelectric (blue square symbol) and the 

dielectric curves (red circle symbol). (b) Snapshot of the domain 

pattern is shown for each point (green triangle marks) on the 

apparent 𝑷 − 𝑬 curve. (c) 𝑽𝑫𝑬 − 𝑽𝑨𝑷𝑷 curve shows the voltage 

amplification in the dielectric layer with the apparent hysteresis. 

(d) The potential profile in the middle of the switching (a sky-blue 

dot on 𝑽𝑫𝑬 − 𝑽𝑨𝑷𝑷 curve) shows the significant distortion of the 

potential, and the field enhancement. 
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4.2.7. Effect of ferroelectric thickness on the static NC 

 Next step is to examine the full FE switching behavior of the MIFIM 

system from the fully negatively (upward Pz) polarized state to fully positively 

(downward Pz) polarized state with the different tF values. Figure 4.9a shows 

the overall P-E curve (black triangle symbol) when the external field increases 

from -0.3 MV/cm, where the 85 nm-thick FE film is fully negatively polarized, 

to 0.3 MV/cm, where the same film is fully positively polarized. Figure 4.9b 

shows the snapshots of the domain pattern at the E values of 0, 0.04, 0.05 and 

0.1 MV/cm, respectively. The full time-dependent evolution can be found from 

online movie 4. Unlike the lateral growth of the stripe domains (depoled) in Fig. 

4.7, the switching occurs by reverse domain nucleation and growth (N&G) 

mode,[58,102-104] where the initial nucleation occurred at the center position 

of the bottom interface.[105,106] As can be identified from movie 4, such N&G 

mode is abrupt, and the speed of the DW propagation is faster by four orders of 

magnitude than that of the lateral motion of the stripe domains. Under the 

presence of Vapp at this FE film thickness (85 nm), the driving force for total 

polarization reversal dominates the weak depolarization field effect, which 

would have induced the stripe domain formation if it was high enough, and 

there was almost no stripe domain formation. Therefore, the ferroelectric 

switching occurs very rapidly. This is very different from the circumstances for 

the thinner films shown below.  

The overall P–E curve could be decomposed to the FE polarization – FE 

field (PF–EF, blue square symbol) and DE polarization – DE field (PD–ED, red 
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circle symbol) curves as shown in Fig. 8a, where the PF–EF curve calculated 

from the LGD theory (pink line) is also included for comparison. Interestingly, 

the PF–EF curve shows a negative slope during the N&G step, suggesting that 

there must be a transient voltage boosting effect across the DE layer, which was 

indeed the case as shown in Fig. 4.9c. In this case, the voltage amplification 

during the abrupt switching is highly increased. However, the VDE–Vapp curve 

shows a typical hysteresis of the ferroelectrics (the hysteresis window is 2Vc). 

The snapshot of the potential profile in Fig. 4.9d shows that the abrupt 

switching by the N&G mode is accompanied with a significant distortion of the 

electrostatic potential during the N&G process. Full online movie 5 showed that 

the fully negatively and positively polarized states correspond to the PC state, 

but the transition period, where the N&G occurs, shows a very strong transient 

NC effect. Sulka et al. found the similar effect from the N&G of a reverse 

domain in the vertical direction from their phase field model.[99] They claimed 

in the work that the static NC effect could be achieved when such dynamically 

varying N&G step is kept invariant, which must be correct. However, as can be 

seen from the highly dynamic variation of this step, it is quite unlikely that the 

N&G step could be kept invariant by a deliberate manipulation of external 

voltage input. Moreover, even though the nucleation process is under control to 

remain reversible at the voltage, the voltage amplification using the N&G 

process might involve the additional power consumption since the nucleation 

is triggered at the finite voltage (i.e., the coercive voltage) far from the zero 

voltage.[101] 
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Figure 4.10. Negative capacitance effect in the MIFIM structure with the film 

thickness 𝒕𝑭 =  50 nm. (a) Simulated 𝑷 − 𝑬  curves. The 

apparent 𝑷 − 𝑬 curve (black triangle symbol) is decomposed to 

the ferroelectric (blue square symbol) and the dielectric curves 

(red circle symbol). (b) Snapshot of the domain pattern is shown 

for each point (green triangular marks) on the apparent 𝑷 − 𝑬 

curve. (c) 𝑽𝑫𝑬 − 𝑽𝑨𝑷𝑷  curve shows that the voltage 

amplification in the dielectric layer appears in a two-step process.  

 

 For the smaller thickness of tF= 50 nm, both switching modes (N&G and 

lateral DW motion) were found during the switching process as shown in Fig. 

4.10. Figure 4.10a, b, and c were shown according to the previous figures but 

potential profiles were omitted as they were not critical for the detailed 

understanding. As for Fig. 4.9, the film was switched from the fully negatively 

(upward Pz) polarized state to the fully positively (downward Pz) polarized state, 

but the intermediate state shows a highly distinctive switching behavior 

compared with the 85nm-thick film case. The switching from negatively to 

positively polarized state occurs abruptly as long as the net polarization 

remained within the negative region, which may coincide with the N&G mode, 

but once the net polarization becomes positive, the switching becomes sluggish, 
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which is mediated by the lateral motion of stripe domains as shown in Fig. 

4.10b. Accordingly, the transient voltage boosting across the DE layer (Fig. 

4.10c) shows consistent behaviors; larger boosting at the net negatively poled 

state but smaller boosting at the net positively poled state. Nonetheless, N&G 

and its accompanying transient voltage boosting was not as high as those in Fig. 

4.9c, of which the origin can be understood from the development of the domain 

patterns shown in Fig. 4.10b. (Full online movie 6) First, the reversed domain 

is nucleated from the pre-defined defect and propagates in the lateral direction. 

However, being in a stark contrast to the case of 85nm-thick film, in the middle 

of the switching, the stripe domain state structure is generated and propagates 

through the entire film. The formation of the stripe domain is attributed to the 

higher depolarization field as the thickness is reduced. Therefore, this N&G 

step is different from what was shown in Fig. 4.9. (online movie 5), which is 

accompanied with slower DW propagation. After the stripe domains fill in the 

entire volume, the further switching process proceeds by the gradual lateral DW 

motion, which is accompanied with even smaller voltage amplification as 

shown in Fig. 4.10c. While the voltage amplification induced by the N&G mode 

is generally high due to the fast speed of the N&G mode, it should be treated as 

a quasi-irreversible process due to the high abruptness of the switching. 

Moreover, since the nucleation process is necessary to incur this type of the 

switching, the nucleation occuring at ±Vc always leads to the hysteresis. In this 

regard, the voltage amplification associated with the lateral DW motion would 

be preferrable, as it can involve smaller hysteresis as shown below for the 

thinner films. Due to the back and forth motion of the stripe-domain structure, 
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a previous domain configuration can be recovered by a its lateral DW motion 

during the reverse sweep without invoking the nucleation process. This 

reversibility of the switching in the stripe-domain state implies that the 

hysteresis-free operation could be possible by this mechanism. While the 

dVDE/dVtot values related with the lateral DW motion are generally lower than 

those with N&G, it can be enhanced by further optimization with the 

"capacitance matching" which will be addressed in the following section.  

  

 

Figure 4.11. Negative capacitance effect in the MIFIM structure with the film 

thickness 𝒕𝑭 =  25 nm. (a) Simulated 𝑷 − 𝑬  curves. The 

apparent 𝑷 − 𝑬 curve (black triangle symbol) is decomposed to 

the ferroelectric (blue square symbol) and the dielectric curves 

(red circle symbol). (b) Snapshot of the domain pattern is shown 

for each point (green triangular marks) on the apparent 𝑷 − 𝑬 

curve. (c) 𝑽𝑫𝑬 − 𝑽𝑨𝑷𝑷  curve. Hysteresis of the 𝑽𝑫𝑬 − 𝑽𝑨𝑷𝑷 

curve disappear near the origin. 

 

 Similar analyses were performed for the case of the 25nm-thick film, of 

which the results are included in Fig. 4.11, and the full evolution of domain 

pattern with time is included in the online movie 7. In this case, the region by 
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the N&G mechanism was largely narrowed down (only near -0.1MV/cm and 

0.1 MV/cm, where the abrupt variation in P–E curves was observed), and the 

lateral motion governs almost all the switching as shown in Fig. 4.11a. The 

remnant polarization is totally suppressed in this system due to the very high 

depolarization field. Figure 4.11b (and movie 7) shows that even though the 

apparent polarization is zero in this state, the ferroelectricity is still maintained 

by transforming the entire film into the stripe domain state. In this structure, the 

depolarization field is so high that the stripe domain state is recovered from the 

poled state as soon as the external field is decreased. It is noteworthy that the 

cylindrical shape nucleations are generated over the entire FE film region 

during the transition from the single domain to the rather wider stripe domains 

which split into narrower domains with the further field application. This 

characteristic nucleation in the switching process of the ultrathin ferroelectrics 

was reported in an earlier study by Jo et al..[36] Due to the very high 

depolarization field effect at such thickness, the fully polarized state could be 

maintained only at very high field regions (at the end portions of the P-E curve) 

where the hysteresis was shown. Interestingly, therefore, the decomposed PF-

EF curve, which also showed the negative slope over a significant field region 

near the origin, approximately follows the LGD theory. This is reasonable 

because the multi-domain FE film near the origin corresponds to the depoled 

state, but they are not precisely identical. This will be discussed in detail below. 

Figure 4.11c shows that a voltage amplification is also available in this case. 

The results in Fig. 4.11 imply that even a thinner FE film might result in the 
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totally hysteresis-free voltage amplification, and accordingly (quasi-) static NC, 

which is indeed the case as shown next.  

  

 

Figure 4.12. Negative capacitance effect in the MIFIM structure with the film 

thickness 𝒕𝑭 =  10 nm. (a) Simulated 𝑷 − 𝑬  curves. The 

hysteresis-free region is expanded to the wider region (± 𝟎. 𝟏𝟓 

C/m2) (b) Hysteresis-free operation from the smaller ramp 

amplitude (𝟎. 𝟓 V) by maintaining the back-and-forth motion of 

the stripe-domain shown in the snapshots. (c) 𝑽𝑫𝑬 − 𝑽𝑨𝑷𝑷 curve. 

Differential voltage amplification without the hysteresis is 

achieved within the restricted region. 

 

Figure 4.12. Negative capacitance effect in the MIFIM structure with the 

film thickness tF = 10 nm. a) Simulated P-E curves. The hysteresis-free region 

is expanded to the wider region (± 0.15 C/m2) b) Hysteresis-free operation from 

the smaller ramp amplitude (0.5 V) by maintaining the back-and-forth motion 

of the stripe-domain shown in the snapshots. c) VDE-VAPP curve. Differential 

voltage amplification without the hysteresis is achieved within the restricted 

region. 
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As the FE film thickness decreased further to 10 nm, the window of the 

hysteresis-free operation expands to the wider region of the polarization (±0.15 

C/m2), and the operation field of ±0.25 MV/cm (voltage (±0.5 V)) as shown in 

Figs. 4.12a, b, and c. In this case, the N&G region almost completely 

disappeared, and almost the entire switching process is now governed by the 

back and forth motion of the stripe domains. Online movie 8 shows the non-

vanishing presence of the stripe domain structure when the applied field was 

varied from -0.2 MV/cm to 0.2 MV/cm and back to -0.2 MV/cm again. 

Therefore, in this MIFIM structure, the FE film actually works as a quasi-static 

negative capacitor. However, it should be clearly noted again that this static 

negative capacitance is not attributed to the intrinsic barrier of the LGD model, 

but by the persistence of the stripe domains. This can be identified by the 

discrepancy between the LGD S-curve (pink line) and the PF-EF curve in Fig. 

4.12b. In order to differentiate these two negative capacitances, a multi-domain 

negative capacitance (MD NC) will be used to refer to this effect in the stripe-

domain state, while the NC from the intrinsic barrier will be refered to as the 

intrinsic NC. As mentioned earlier, a DW motion is necessary to maintain MD 

NC. If a higher voltage is applied to fully pole the depoled state to the single 

domain state, it loses the negative slope, and the voltage amplification also 

disappears.  
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Figure 4.13. Negative capacitance effect in the MIFIM structure with the film 

thickness (𝒕𝑭 = 6 nm) under the critical thickness. (a) Simulated 

𝑷 − 𝑬 curves obtained from the single sweep in each direction 

from the homogeneously depoled (𝑷 = 𝟎) state to the poled state. 

A yellow area denotes the region where the static NC is fully 

functional, while a green area represents the multi-domain states. 

(b) Magnified version of the 𝑷 − 𝑬 curves. In a yellow region, 

the 𝑷𝑭 − 𝑬𝑭 curve is in agreement with the LGD polynomial (a 

magenta solid curve). (d) Simulated 𝑷 − 𝑬 curves obtained from 

the full sweep from the poled states to the reverse direction. (e) 

Magnified version of the 𝑷 − 𝑬 curves. Snapshots of the domain 

pattern (c) and (f) in each sweep process are shown next to the 

magnified figures. 
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The static NC from the multi-domain state is also confirmed by the recent 

work of Luk’yanchuk et al.[101] In their phase field model, the nanodot 

capacitors having two antiparallel domains realized the static NC effect as long 

as the stable two domain state is maintained in the capacitor. Notably, the result 

shows that the negative slope of PF–EF curves is determined by the size of the 

nanodot. It implies that the domain width is a critical parameter for MD NC. 

Further analysis on this aspect will be addressed in the following section. 

 An interesting question is, then, what will be the P-E behavior of MIFIM 

with a FE thickness lower than tF,max? Or, is the static NC accessible in a time-

dependent voltage operation as the previous energy stabilization scheme 

anticipated? The answer is included in Fig. 4.13 where the results for MIFIM 

with a FE thickness of 6 nm are shown. Figures 4.13a-c and online movie 9 

shows the full evolution of the time-dependent domain configuration. As the 

FE film thickness is smaller than tF,max (~7 nm in this case), it is homogeneously 

depolarized near E~0 (short circuit condition). This is fundamentally due to the 

very high depolarization field at this thickness, and as shown in Fig. 4.13b, the 

PF-EF curve in this region precisely follows the S-curve from the LGD theory 

(yellow background), meaning that MIFIM remained at the static intrinsic NC 

state under this condition (within P~±0.037 C/m2). However, when Eapp 

increases to the green background region in Fig. 4.13a, the stripe domains were 

formed, and the PF-EF curve deviated from the 1-D LGD theory. Nonetheless, 

these regions also coincide with the quasi-static MD NC as there is also a 

voltage boosting. When the Eapp further increases (into positive or negative 
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direction), the FE film becomes fully polarized into either +Ps or -Ps state, 

which corresponds to the PC state.  

Interestingly, however, there is a critical difference in the domain pattern 

formation when the Eapp swings between -0.75 MV/cm and 0.75 MV/cm with 

a sweep time of 2 μs as shown in Figs. 4.13d-f. When the system is under 

sufficiently high fields, the FE layer is in the homogeneously poled state (top 

and bottom panel of Fig. 4.13f). As the field strength decreases, the stripe 

domains are formed (second and fourth panels of Fig. 4.13f), which is 

consistent with the case of Fig. 4.13c. However, even when the field decreases 

to ~zero, the stripe domain structure is maintained, in contrast to the 

homogeneiusly depoled state in Fig. 4.13c. Therefore, the field distribution and 

accompanying voltage amplification become also different. Such a difference 

between the two cases (Figs. 4.13a-c and 4.13d-f) might be related with the 

kinetics of the stripe domain formation and anihiliation. Therefore, the field 

sweep time was increased to 20 μs, (further increase took too long simulation 

time) but there was no difference in the domain configuration. This implies that 

once the stripe domain pattern sets in by the applied field, it becomes quite 

stabilized and returning back to the fully depoled state at zero field takes an 

excessively long time. Therefore, the practical application may almost always 

coincide with the circumstance shown in Fig. 4.13d-f. However, it is very 

notable that there is almost no involvement of the hysteresis even when the FE 

film switches between the multi-domain stripe state and homogeneously poled 

state.  
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In fact, since the TDGL model is fundamentally based on the 

phenomenological LGD theory (i.e., the description of the double well 

potential), the appearance of intrinsic NC effect from this model is somehow 

expected. However, there remains a tricky part to understand the underlying 

physics of MD NC effect; how can the multi-domain switching follow the 

driving force of the external field even when the FE layer is under the NC state? 

As the NC state means that EF is opposite to Eapp, the domain switching should 

not follow Eapp but EF, which is obviously opposite to the detailed simulation 

results. The following section gives an appropriate answer to this intriguing 

question. 

 

4.2.8. Analytic model for static NC from the multi-domain state 

Although it was confirmed that the intrinsic NC could be stabilized within 

the narrow FE thickness and operation voltage regions, its experimental 

confirmation would be challenging due to the very narrow condition space. 

Especially, the very thin thickness would be suffered from the adverse effects, 

such as charge injection, which may deteriorate the performance as mentioned 

in Section 4.2.2, and even dielectric breakdown. In contrast, MD NC deserves 

a more detailed investigation since it shows the similar quasi-static voltage 

amplification under the more relaxed conditions. 

As stated in the previous sections, the voltage amplification of MD NC is 

attributed to the depolarization effect. However, more importantly, only 

depolarization does not guarantee the stabilization of the quasi-static behavior 

of MD NC. It was revealed in the previous section that when the multi-domain 
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state is eliminated by the poling to the homogeneous state, only the positive 

capacitance emerges without the differential voltage amplification, although 

the depolarization effect still persists. This implies that the domain wall motion 

and the heterogeneous stray fields from the multi-domain state play a critical 

role in MD NC. Unfortunately, the numerical simulation can hardly offer 

deeper insights into these critical aspects. To fully understand the underlying 

physics, an analytical MD NC model which is capable of incorporating the 

complex heterogeneous effects into a compact and comprehensible form should 

be developed. 

In this regard, the early works on the MIFIM model are notable.[43,44,107-

109] Bjorkstam et al. constructed the model problem in a two-dimensional 

system in an exactly solvable manner, which fundamentally coincides with 

solving the Poisson’s equations in each layer.[107] Following the model, 

Bratkovsky et al. pointed out that any interpretation of the Q–V behavior of the 

MIFIM (or MFIM) structure that treats the FE layer and the DE layer as 

independent components (or so-called a serial capacitor model) would lead to 

a wrong conclusion.[44] In that model, the antiparallel stripe domain structure 

is defined inside the FE layer under the periodic boundary condition along x-

axis as shown in Fig. 13a. This two-dimensional problem can be solved exactly 

to yield an analytical solution for the electrostatic potential inside the FE and 

DE layers (φf and φd) by applying the finite Fourier transformation. Another 

advantage of this mathematical method is that it enables one to treat the 

complex problem as a linear sum of the homogeneous and the heterogeneous 

effects using the Fourier coefficients. 
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Starting from the analytical solution of the potential inside the system, the 

compact model for MD NC is developed next. First, the x-dependent voltage 

drop across the FE layer, Vf(x), was obtained as a sum of three components as 

follows, 

 ( ) ( )h ih

f ext dep depV x V V V x= + +  (4.36) 

, where Vext, 
h

depV , and ( )ih

depV x  are the voltage taken by the FE layer 

among the externally applied voltage U, the homogeneous depolarization 

voltage from the apparent polarization, and the inhomogeneous depolarization 

voltage expressed by sine and cosine functions in the Fourier transform, 

respectively. Due to the presence of ( )ih

depV x , the voltage drop across the FE 

layer is defined as a local value along the x-axis. The total accumulated charge 

on the device during the voltage-driven operation is obtained by integrating the 

local charge density along the x-axis. Therefore, the apparent total FE voltage, 

Vf, is obtained by averaging the local voltage as follows. 

 
, ,0

1
( )

T

h d s
f f f ext dep

d f b d f b

C P
V V V x dx V V U

T C C C C


 = = + = +

+ + (4.37) 

, where a1 (a2) is the domain width of the upward (downward) polarization 

Ps (-Ps), T(=a1+a2) is the domain wall period, and the parameter δ (=(a1-a2)/T) 

is defined as an effective portion of the upward polarization to that of the 

downward polarization so that Psδ is the apparent polarization. Cd is the 

capacitance density of the DE layer, and Cf,b is the background capacitance 

density of the FE layer along z-axis. Interestingly, Eq. (4.37) shows that the Vf 
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is determined by Vext and 
h

depV , but not affected by 
ih

depV . This is because 

mathematical integration of the trigonometric terms over the domain period 

always leads to zero (i.e., ⟨ ih

depV ⟩=0). However, it should be noted that Eq. (4.37) 

does not necessarily mean that MD NC is only attributed to the homogeneous 

effect. The role of the inhomogeneous field in MD NC is appropriately 

understood when not only the time-dependent behavior of Vf but also the time-

dependent behavior of the apparent polarization are correctly described. 

Since the Bratkovsky's model only considers the static electric boundary 

conditions of the MIFIM structure, the switching kinetics by the lateral DW 

motion should be further developed to fully describe the MD NC effect. In this 

regard, it should be noted that switching or the rate of the apparent polarization 

is not affected by Vf but a local vertical field at DW, which will be referred to 

as EDW. Since the electric potential at any point inside the system is already 

obtained as φ(x,z), the local field along the vertical direction (z-axis) at the DW 

can be also obtained as a sum of the homogeneous and the inhomogeneous field 

by putting x=a2 (at which the DW locates) as follows. 

 
h ih

DW DW DWE E E= +  (4.38) 

, where each component in the right-hand side is written as follows; 

 

, ,

1h d s
DW

d f b f d f b f

C PU
E

C C t C C t


= − −

+ +
 (4.39) 
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, where ϵ0 is the vacuum permittivity, kn is defined as a wavevector (kn=2πn/T), 

and Dn is a coupled dielectric constant. Note that the inhomogeneous field 

ih

DWE  is averaged along the z-axis inside the ferroelectric domain for a further 

simplification. A detailed derivation of EDW is addressed addressed as follows. 

 

 

Figure 4.14. Schematic model of the MIFIM structure with antiparallel 

domains.[43,44,104] 

 

 Fig. 4.14 shows the 2-dimensional model problem of the MIFIM.[43,44,104] 

The electric potential φ inside the system is determined by the Laplace’s 

equation in each domain (ferroelectric and dielectric layer) as follows. 

 

2 2

2 2
0

2

f f f

a c

t
e e z

x z

  
+ = 

 
 (4.41) 
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2 2

2 2
0

2 2

f f dd d
t t t

z
x z

  + 
+ =  

 
 (4.42) 

, where ϵc (ϵa) is the dielectric constant (i.e., relative permittivity) in the z 

direction (x-direction) of the ferroelectrics. The subscript f(g) denotes the 

potential inside the ferroelectric (dielectric). With the boundary conditions at 

the interfaces between the ferroelectric and top(bottom) dielectric layer as 

follows, 

 
0 0 ( )

2

2

f fd
c d

f

f d

t
x z
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t
z

 
    

 

 
− = = 

 

= = 

 (4.43) 

, where ϵ0 is the vacuum permittivity, ϵd is the dielectric constant of the 

dielectric layer, σ is the bound charge density due to the spontaneous 

polarization at the interface which is alternating along the x-axis direction (i.e. 

it is +Ps in the upward polarization domain, and -Ps in the downward 

polarization domain). Therefore, it is assumed in this model that the magnitude 

of the spontaneous polarization is fixed to a constant value Ps in each domain. 

Boundary conditions at the top and bottom surface is determined by the external 

voltage as follows. 
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f d
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+
= = +

+
= = −

 (4.44) 

, where U is an external voltage applied to the top electrode. Finally, the 

periodic boundary condition is set along the horizontal boundary as follows, 
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( ) ( )( ) ( )f d f dx x T = +  (4.45) 

so that the periodic pattern of the stripe domain structure consists of multi-

domain with widths a1 and a2, and the period T=a1+a2. The solution of Eqs. 

(4.41), (4.42) can be readily obtained by the finite Fourier transformation with 

respect to the variable x, 

 ( ) e nik x

n

n

x 


=−

=   (4.46) 

at the interface z=±tF/2, and for the potential inside the domain, 

 
( ) ( ),( ) ( )e nik x

f d f d n

n

x z 


=−

=   (4.47) 

, where a wavevector is defined as kn=2πn/T. The bound charge in the reciprocal 

space is obtained as a sum of a homogeneous solution (n=0) and an 

inhomogeneous solution (n≠0) as follows. 

 1 2
0

0

1
( ) ( 0)

T

s s

a a
x dx P P n

T T
  

−
= =  =  (4.48) 

  1

2
1 exp( ) ( 0)s

n n

n

Pi
ik a n

k T
 = −   (4.49) 

, where i is an imaginary number, σ0 is the zeroth-order Fourier coefficient of 

the σ(x), σn represent the higher Fourier coefficients, and a parameter δ(=(a1-

a2)/T) is defined as an effective portion of the upward polarization to that of the 

downward polarization so that Psδ is the apparent polarization. Eq. (4.48) 

indicates that the homogeneous solution only concerns the averaged effect of 
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the total system treating the multi-domain structure as a uniform polarization 

of Psδ apparently, while any heterogeneous effect from the stray field is 

accounted for by the inhomogeneous solution. Therefore, the soultion of the 

electric potential inside each domain is written as the sum of the homogeouns 

( )

h

f d and inhomogeneous
( )

ih

f d . As for the ferroelectric domain (|z|≤tF/2), 

 
h ih

f f f  = +  (4.50) 

, where the homogeneous solution 
h

f  is obtained as follows, 
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 (4.51) 

and the inhomogeneous solution 
ih

f  is obtained as follows, 
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, where 

 coth coth
2 2

n fa n d
n a c d

c

k t k t
D


  



   
= +       

 (4.53) 

Note that the coupling parameter Dn is derived from the inhomogeneous 

solution 
ih

f . The functional form of this parameter indicates that it is a sort of 

a dielectric constant from the multi-domain structure which is determined by 

both the FE and DE layers. This effective dielectric constant (Dn) will appear 
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again in the analysis of MD NC using the compact model. As for the top 

dielectric domain (tF/2≤z≤(tF+tD)/2), 

 
, , ,

h ih

d T d T d T  = +  (4.54) 

, where the homogeneous solution 
,

h

d T  is obtained as follows, 
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 (4.55) 

and the inhomogeneous solution 
,

ih

d T  is obtained as follow, 
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As for the bottom dielectric layer (-(tF+tD)/2≤z≤-tF/2), 

 , , ,

h ih

d B d B d B  = +  (4.57) 

, where the homogeneous solution ,

h

d B  is obtained as follows, 
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 (4.58) 

and the inhomogeneous solution ,

ih

d B  is obtained as follows, 
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The analytical solution in the MIFIM system is compared with the numerical 

solution of Eq. (4.27) with the identical structure. As shown in Fig.4.15, two 

solutions are identical to each other, which allows the development of the 

compact model using the analytical formula.  

  

 

Figure 4.15. Comparison of the analytical solution with the numerical solution. 

(a) Analytical solution of Eqs. (4.41), (4.42) by the Fourier 

Transformation. The displayed solution is computed by the 

Fourier series up to 𝒏 = 𝟕 . (b)  Numerical solution of the 

Poisson’s equation Eq. (4.27) by a finite element method. 

 

 Next, the voltage drop across the ferroelectric layer Vf(x) (Eq. (4.36)) is readily 

obtained from the analytical solution φf as follows, 

 ( ) , ,
2 2

f f

f f f f

t t
V x x x  

   
  = − −   

   
 (4.60) 

Since the potential inside the ferroelectric layer is decomposed into the 

homogeneous and inhomogeneous solution, the voltage drop also can be 

written as follows, 
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 ( ) ( )h ih

f ext dep depV x V V V x= + +  (4.61) 

, where the first two terms are derived from the homogeneous solution 
h

f , or 

Eq. (4.51), and the last term is from the inhomogeneous solution
ih

f , or Eq. 

(4.52). Each component of the voltage drop is written as follows. 
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Note that the integral of the Eq. (4.64) over the domain period T is zero 

irrespective of the parameter δ. Hence, the apparent total FE voltage, Vf is 

obtained by averaging the local voltage as follows, 
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+ +  (4.65) 

On the other hand, the local field (along the vertical z direction) on the domain 

wall is calculated from the analytical solution Eq. (4.50). The domain wall field 

EDW in Eq. (4.38) is readily obtained by putting x=a2 (where the domain wall is 

located) into Eq. (4.50). As for the homogeneous solution, the domain wall field 
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h

DWE is also obtained as the homogeneous form from Eq. (4.51) irrespective of 

the horizontal position, 

 

0 0

h d s d
DW
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, which can be written as a simple for in Eqn. (4.39), 
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by the additional terminologies Cd≡(ϵ0ϵd)/td, and Cf,b≡(ϵ0ϵc)/tf . 

As for the inhomogeneous solution, the domain wall field ih

DWE  is obtained as 

a function of z by putting x=a2 into Eq. (4.52), which yields, 
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  (4.68) 

The electric field along the z-axis at the domain wall is obtained by 

differentiating Eq. (4.68) with respect to z as follows, 
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 (4.69) 

Eq. (4.69) can be written as a function of the parameter δ noting that 
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 ( )2sin ( 1) sin( )n

nk a n= − −  (4.70) 

as follows, 
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  (4.71) 

Eq. (4.71) can be further simplified by averaging the field along the 

ferroelectric thickness as follows, 
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, which yields 
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As far as the switching kinetics by the lateral DW motion is considered in this 

two-dimensional system (Fig. S2), a geometrical complexity due to the domain 

growth can be minimized, and a simple equation which relates the DW velocity, 

vDW, to the time-varying rate of δ, dδ/dt, can be written as follows according to 

the preassigned x-z coordinate. 
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The final task to complete the modeling is to relate the FE voltage governed by 

Eq. (4.37) to the apparent polarization governed by Eqn. (4.74). This is 

equivalent to finding vDW when the external voltage U is given. At this point, 

the local effect of the heterogeneous field comes in. Note that the switching in 

the stripe domain structure is not determined by the variation in the bulk 

polarization inside the domain but the local motion of DW. Therefore, the 

switching or the rate of the apparent polarization is not affected by Vf but a local 

vertical field at DW, EDW in Eqn. (9a). Now, the final step to settle the compact 

model is to find an explicit expression for vDW along the x-axis when EDW along 

the z-axis direction is applied. Note that the switching of the local Pz in the DW 

region by EDW along the z-axis effectively leads to the shift of DW along the x-

direction (See Figure 4.16). This problem can be readily solved by formulating 

a simple two-dimensional phase field model in the xy plane (a horizontal 

surface domain), and applying a perturbation theory presented by Elder et 

al.[110] This approach shows that the vDW can be expressed as a simple drift 

equation as follows.[111] 

 DW DW DWv E= −  (4.75) 

, where μDW is the domain wall mobility. Note that the negative sign in the right-

hand side in Eq. (4.75) is derived from the sign convention of the assigned x-z 

coordinate. The mobility μDW can be obtained from the perturbation analysis on 

the ferroelectric domain wall as follows. 
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As shown in Figure 4.16, the switching of the local Pz in the DW region by EDW 

along the z-axis effectively leads to the shift of the DW along the x-direction. 

Therefore, the effective velocity of the DW, vDW is determined from the DW 

field along the z direction, EDW. In order to obtain the explicit equation for the 

vDW as a function of the domain wall field EDW obtain the simple 2-D phase 

field model in the horizontal direction (xy plane) is formulated as follows. 

 

Figure 4.16. Schematics of the snapshot of the moving domain wall boundary 

(Top box to bottom box). Green dotted box denotes the DW region. 

Blue region in the left side corresponds to the downward 

polarization, and red region in the right side corresponds to the 

upward polarization following the schematics in Fig. 4.15. Note 

that local switching along the vertical direction in the DW by the 

negative 𝑬𝑫𝑾  leads to the DW motion along the positive 𝒙 

direction. 
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 (4.76) 

, where G44 is the coefficient of the gradient energy, F6(Pz) is defined as the 

Landau-Ginzburg-Devonshire (LGD) energy density in a form of the sixth-

order polynomials, 
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6 1 11 111( )z z z zF P a P a P a P= + +  (4.77) 

and Ez is a vertical field applied to the ferroelectric layer. Before we performed 

the asymptotic analysis on this model, it is useful to substitute the sixth-order 

polynomials of the LGD energy with that of the fourth-order polynomials. This 

is because a well-known analytic solution for the equilibrium equation of the 

phase separation exists when the fourth order polynomials are used for the 

Landau energy. In other words, the analytic solution of the stationary equation 

(i.e. ∂P/∂t=0) in Eq. (4.76) considering only the 1-dimension problem along x 

without the field Ez=0, 
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, where the fourth-order polynomial of the LGD energy density is 
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can be obtained as follows, 
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, where the characteristic width of the domain wall is identified from the known 

material parameters by introducing a new parameter as follows, 

 442 /W G =  (4.81) 

Eq. (4.80) indicates that the two polarization states are separated by the domain 

wall which has the scale of Wϕ, and the polarization in both directions (x→±∞) 

saturates to the two minima (
2






) of the fourth-order polynomials, F4 (Pz). 

Therefore, using the analytic solution for the fourth-order polynomials, we can 

directly obtain the parameters of the domain wall and use these parameters as a 

reference to the further analysis. However, since we applied the sixth-order 

polynomials F6(Pz) for the TDGL model in Eq. (4.30), in order to perform the 

further analysis with the characteristic parameters, we should obtain the 

coefficients of the fourth-order polynomials, namely, α and β of Eq. (4.79) from 

the known parameters of the sixth-order polynomials, α1, α11, and α111 in Eq. 

(4.77). In this regard, the introduced fourth-order polynomial should reserve the 

two critical features of the sixth-order polynomials of the Landau energy as 

shown in Fig. S4.17a. First, the two minima points of the sixth-order 

polynomial should be reserved. This condition can be satisfied by equating the 

minima points (namely, the remanent polarization, ±Pr) of the sixth-order 

polynomial with those of the fourth-order polynomials as follows, 
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Second, the energy barrier (H) separating two minima (±P_r) should be 

reserved. This condition can be satisfied by equating the energy barrier of the 

sixth-order polynomials with that of the fourth-order polynomials as follows, 
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= = +  (4.83) 

Using two constraints, Eqn. (4.82) and (4.83), the α and β can be obtained in 

terms of the coefficients of the sixth-order polynomials as follows, 
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 =  (4.85) 

These parameters will be used as a reference value of the Landau energy from 

which the parameters for the asymptotic approach are derived. 

 

 

Figure 4.17. (a) The approximation of the sixth-order polynomials to the 

fourth-order polynomials. (b) Transformation of the coordinates of 
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a point 𝑷 from the global Cartesian coordinates (𝒙, 𝒚) to the local 

coordinates (𝒖, 𝒔) along the domain wall interface.[112] 

 

Domain wall dynamics of the phase field model can be studied by three-step 

procedures in a mathematical way. First of all, the TDGL equation should be 

written in a dimensionless form to make further analysis succinct. When an 

electric field Ez is applied to the ferroelectric layer, Eq. (4.76) can be written by 

the fourth order polynomial, 

 4
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=  + − +


 (4.86) 

Since the phase field being dealt with is the spontaneous polarization in the 

ferroelectric material, the polarization can be written by a dimensionless phase 

field ϕ with a scaling factor Pr which was previously obtained as the minima 

point of the Landau potential as follows, 

 z rP P=  (4.87) 

Also, since the LGD energy density F4 for the ferroelectric material has the unit 

of J/m3, the energy density can be written by a dimensionless function, f(ϕ) with 

a scaling factor H which was previously defined as the energy barrier height of 

the Landau potential as follows, 

 4 ( ) ( )F Hf =  (4.88) 

, where   

 
2 4( ) 2f   = − +  (4.89) 
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If Eq. (4.87) and Eq. (4.88) are substituted into Eq. (4.86), one can easily find 

the non-dimensional form as follows, 
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 (4.90) 

Finally, the equation can be transformed to the totally non-dimensional form by 

introducing a characteristic time constant defined as follows, 
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Substituting the Eq. (4.91) into Eq. (4.90), a non-dimensional form of the Eq. 

(4.86) can be obtained with the characteristic width of the domain wall Wϕ 

defined as Eq. (4.81), and another time constant τext. 
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, where τext is originated from the last term in Eq. (4.86), defined as follows, 
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 (4.93) 

Identifying the coefficient of the gradient term in Eq. (4.92) with the 

characteristic width of the domain wall, Wϕ defined in the analytic solution Eq. 

(4.81) can be justified by noticing that G44Pr
2/H = Wϕ

2 by Eqs. (4.81) and (4.84). 

Therefore, scaling the Eq. (4.86) with respect to Pr
2 and H leads to the non-

dimensional form within the characteristic scales of the domain wall. 

 Secondly, the non-dimensional equation, Eq. (4.92) should be transformed 

from the Cartesian coordinates into a local coordinate system at the domain 
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wall, which measures the distances along and normal to the boundary. As 

shown in Fig. 4.17b, the coordinate along the boundary is denoted s while the 

coordinate normal to the boundary is denotes u following the notation in 

Provatas et al.’s work.[112] The transformation of Eq. (4.92) into the local 

coordinate (u,s) becomes 

,

2 2
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2 2 2 3
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u df
W

u u u u s u s d
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= + + − − + 

 +  +  +  

 (4.94) 

, where κ is the local curvature of the domain boundary, which relates the angle 

θ between the x-axis and a line tangent to the interface and the arc length s as 

follows,  

 
d

ds


 = −  (4.95) 

and the notation κ,s denotes a differentiation of the curvature with respect to the 

arc length variable s. Vn denotes the normal component of the domain wall 

velocity, while s,t denotes the differentiation of the arc length variable with 

respect to t. 

 Finally, in the framework of the local coordinate, the spatial variables and the 

time variable in Eq. (4.94) should be further rescaled by characteristic constants 

relevant to the domain wall boundary in order to examine the phase field ϕ near 

the interface. Now that our focus is on the local region of the domain wall, the 

electric field Ez in the local TDGL equation, Eq. (4.94) is the field on the local 
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domain wall, namely EDW. After the equation is transformed into the rescaled 

form, a perturbation analysis can be performed on the equation under the sharp 

interface limit of the phase field model following the mathematical procedure 

introduced by Elder et al.[110] The asymptotic approach can be performed with 

respect to a small perturbation parameter, ε defined as a ratio of the 

characteristic length Wϕ to the capillary length of the interface, d0 as follows, 
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d


 =  (4.96) 

As for rescaling the spatial variables; the normal coordinate via ξ=u/Wϕ, the arc 

coordinate via ζ=s/d0 =εs/Wϕ, and the curvature via 
0 ( / )d W   = = . For 

the purpose of rescaling the time variable, a rate of the kinetics across the 

domain boundary is given by, 
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Using this parameter, the characteristic time for the domain wall motion is 

defined as follows, 
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= =  (4.98) 

and the characteristic speed of the motion over the scale of the capillary length 

d0 is defined by 
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, where D is the effective diffusion constant, given by D=(Wϕ
2)/τ. In terms of tc, 

vc, and vs, a dimensionless domain wall velocity is defined as follows, 

 n
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v V

v W




= =  (4.100) 

and a dimensionless time t  is defined via  
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= =  (4.101) 

With the dimensionless parameters and variables, Eq. (4.94) in the local 

coordinate (u,s) and t can be rewritten in the dimensionless coordinate (ξ,ζ) and 

t  as follows, 
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Note that 1/ (1 )+  in Eq. (4.102) can be expanded in terms of the small 

parameter ε and, retaining only terms up to order ε gives, 
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, where η is a dimensionless parameter which represents the effect of the 

external field, which is given as follows, 
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Now we can apply the perturbation approach on Eq. (4.104) by expanding the 

phase field ϕ in asymptotic series of ε. 

 0 1( ) ( ) ( )t t         = +   +  (4.105) 

, where the zeroth-order solution, ϕ0 is a function of the only normal coordinate 

since it represents the stationary solution across the domain boundary. 

Substituting Eq. (4.105) into Eq. (4.103), and collecting terms by the same order 

of ε, firstly, an equation for the ϕ0 collecting the zeroth-order ε0 terms is 

obtained as follows, 
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Note that we already obtained the analytic solution of this equation for the 

fourth-order polynomials of the Landau potential as follows (see Eq. (4.79)), 

thus, 

 
0 tanh( 2 ) =  (4.107) 

Subsequently, collecting ε terms gives an equation for the first-order solution, 

ϕ1 as follows, 
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− ) = − + +

 
 (4.108) 

Now Eq. (4.107) can be simplified by multiplying by (∂ϕ0)/∂ξ in both sides, 

and integrating them with respect to ξ from -∞ to +∞, which yields 
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Integrating the left-hand side of Eq. (4.109) by parts gives  
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 (4.110) 

due to Eq. (4.106). the final result for the domain wall velocity can be obtained 

by solving Eq. (4.109) for nv , 
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 (4.111) 

Finally, rescaling the dimensionless parameters are rescaled to the original ones, 

the domain wall velocity, Vn can be obtained as follows, 

 n DW DWV D E = − +  (4.112) 

, where the domain wall mobility is defined as μDW, and given by 
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 The analytic solution of ϕ0, or namely, Eq. (4.107) is substituted into Eq. 

(4.113) and noting that the denominator of Eq. (4.113) is 

( )
2

4 4
2sech 2 2

3


  



 



− −

  
= = 

 
  , and the numerator of Eq. (4.113) 

is ( )22 sech 2 2


  


 



− −

  
= = 

 
  . 

 

Therefore, the mobility μDW is obtained as follows, 

 DW

r

W

P


 


=  (4.114) 

, where α=(3√2)/4 is a constant value, Wϕ is an effective DW width, Γ is the 

conductivity in Eq. (4.34) and Pr is the remnant polraization. 

 

Figure 4.18. The compact model for the MD NC in the MIFIM structure. (a) 

Schematic model of the MIFIM structure with the antiparallel 

domains.[43,44,107] External voltage 𝑼 is applied to a top electrode 

while a bottom electrode is grounded. (b) Electric field on the 

domain wall (for the film thickness of 𝒕𝑭 =  25 nm) (c) Phase 

portrait (�̇�  vs 𝜹 ) of the governing ODE Eq. (4.115) with and 

without the external voltage (𝑼 = ±𝟎. 𝟕𝟓 V). Inset figure shows 

the schematics of the domain patterns for each voltage. 
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 In order to understand how these domain wall fields change as the domain 

structure is varied, EDW is shown in Fig. 4.18b when no external voltage is 

applied (U=0) to the system. It shows that each component of the local fields is 

a function of the effective domain portion δ. The positive δ indicates that the 

area of the upward domain is larger than that of the downward domain so that 

the apparent polarization is in the upward direction and the vice versa for the 

negative δ (See Fig. 4.18c). If δ is positive (negative), EDW
h is negative 

(positive), which means it is toward the downward (upward) direction, and its 

absolute magnitude linearly increases as δ increases. Hence, it shows the 

homogeneous depolarization effect. In contrast, the direction of the EDW
ih is 

identical to that of the apparent polarization, which is of crucial importance. 

Consequently, the local DW always experiences a smaller depolarization effect 

than the bulk of the homogeneous state. In fact, it is a natural ramification from 

the formation of the stripe-domain structure since the depolarization field inside 

the FE layer is significantly reduced by the shielding effect as shown in Figs. 

4.5 and 4.6. 

Finally, substituting Eqs. (4.38) and (4.75) into Eq. (4.37), a compact model 

for MD NC is achieved as a nonlinear ordinary differential equation (ODE) 

with respect to the parameter δ as follows. 
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(4.115) 

, where μDW is a domain wall mobility. Fig. 4.18c shows the phase portrait of 

Eq. (4.115). It shows that the quasi-static behavior of MD NC in the stripe-
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domain structure is appropriately reflected by the compact model. Using the 

compact model, the mechanism of MD NC can be understood by investigating 

the time-dependent behavior when an increasing U is applied. In order to reveal 

the mechanism, the changes of both the apparent polarization and the apparent 

Vf should be examined at the same time. 

. 

 

Figure 4.19. Multi-domain negative capacitance from the compact model for 

the MIFIM with 𝒕𝑭 = 25 nm. (a) Local field 𝑬𝑫𝑾  and its 

components on the domain wall during the switching. Positive 

(negative) sign of the electric field denotes the upward (downward) 

direction in the schematic domain. Black dashed line denotes the 

sum of the components except 𝑬𝑫𝑾
𝒊𝒉  . (b) Schematics of the 

sideways switching by the DW field, 𝑬𝑫𝑾  when the external 
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voltage 𝑼  is applied. Each component of the DW field is 

displayed as an arrow with a corresponding color in (a). (c) 

Magnified plot of the dotted square box in a). (d) Ferroelectric 

voltage 𝑽𝒇 (solid black line) during the switching. The apparent 

voltage is denoted by a green line with a square mark, while the 

two components (𝑽𝒆𝒙𝒕  and 𝑽𝒅𝒆𝒑
𝒉  ) of the apparent voltage are 

denoted by a blue square and a red circle line, respectively. 

 

 First, the variation in EDW during the switching by the increasing U(>0) is 

shown in Figure 4.19a. Note that the time-varying rate of the apparent 

polarization is determined by DW field, EDW. Under the presence of U, the 

homogeneous field EDW
h, Eq. (4.39) can be decomposed into the external field 

EDW
ext (the first term of Eq. (4.39)) and the depolarization field EDW

dep (the 

second term of Eq. (4.39)). While EDW
ext increases linearly with U, EDW

dep 

increases in the opposite direction and remains constant as the apparent 

polarization is fully saturated to the single domain value of the downward 

polarization (-Ps or δ=-1). On the other hand, EDW
ih is in the same direction (also 

see Fig. 4.19b) as that of the EDW
ext during the switching. Therefore, although 

the EDW
dep could be larger than EDW

ext, the local field actually applied to DW is 

in the same direction with the external voltage during the switching due to the 

presence of EDW
ih as shown in Fig. 4.19b and c. Once the switching completes, 

EDW
ih becomes zero, and the total EDW varies linearly with external voltage. 

Without the presence of the EDW
ih, as the dotted black curve which denotes the 

sum of EDW
ext and EDW

dep shows in Fig. 4.19a, the switching of the apparent 

polarization to the downward direction would not be achieved by the 
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overwhelming depolarization effect. The finding that the local change of the 

polarization is acutally parallel to the external voltage is in accordance with 

Zubko et al.’s interpretation that the local susceptibility of the region χi=1/ϵ0   

∂〈Pi〉/(∂Eext) is always positive.[98] On the other hand, since Vf is determined 

solely by the homogeneous effects as Eqn. (4.37) indicates, it becomes negative 

when the depolarization effect from the apparent polarization is larger than the 

effect from the external voltage U, which can hardly explain why the direction 

of the polarization switching follows that of the applied voltage. Nonetheless, 

the net EDW (EDW(tot)) shown in Fig. 4.19c, is ~three orders of magnitude less 

than other fields, which provides a feasible explanation why the DW migration 

speed of the stripe domain structure is much smaller than that of the N&G case 

(compare online movies 2 and 4)  

According to Ref. 95, this indicates that the FE layer has a negative 

dielectric constant when the local susceptibility χi is larger than the total 

dielectric constant ϵtot. However, the actual switching of the system is governed 

by the local field of which the direction is identical to that of the external field 

as shown in Fig. 4.19b. This is why the switching of the apparent polarization 

can occur into a positive direction even when the ferroelectric voltage is within 

the negative region in the PF-EF curve, and the quasi-static MD-NC emerges 

apparently in the ultra-thin MIFIM structure. 
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Figure 4.20. Simulated 𝑷𝑭 − 𝑬𝑭 curves from the compact model. MD NC in 

the stripe domain structure is reproduced by the compact model 

(red solid line), and the negative capacitance at the origin is 

calculated from the analytical formula Eqn. (11) of Bratkovsky 

and Levanyuk.[44] (blue dotted line). The compact model is in 

agreement with the TDGL model in the stripe-domain state for 

three different film thicknesses; (a) 𝒕𝑭 = 50 nm, (b) 𝒕𝑭 = 25 nm, 

and (c) 𝒕𝑭 = 10 nm. Green arrows in (a) and (b) indicate the N&G 

switching paths. 

 

Next, the validity of the compact model is confirmed by comparing its 

result with the numerical results using the TDGL equation. Since the mobility 

of the DW is derived from the phase field model, the value of the mobility is 

directly determined from the TDGL parameters by Eq. (4.114). Hence, it allows 

a direct comparison between the compact model and the TDGL model with the 

identical simulation parameters. Note that the total polarization inside the FE 

layer (PF) should be calculated as the sum of the apparent polarization (Psδ) 

from the compact model and the linear polarization from the background 

dielectric constant (ϵc), because the compact model only concerns the apparent 
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polarization (Psδ) from the polar component. Figure 4.20 shows that the PF-EF 

curve from the compact MD NC model (red line) is in an excellent agreement 

with the result of the TDGL model for each thickness of the FE layer. However, 

it should be also noted that the compact model is only applicable to the quasi-

static NC region induced by the lateral DW motion of the stripe domains. Once 

the transient effect by the N&G switching mode emerges in the thicknesses of 

50 and 25nm, therefore, the compact model results show a difference from that 

of the TDGL model. When the sweep voltage region is limited to the lateral 

DW motion in the stripe domain structure, the compact model is in full 

agreement with the TDGL model. Nonetheless, a slight modification of the 

domain wall period from 5.5 nm, which is the period for tF=10 nm case 

estimated by TDGL as shown in Fig. 5d, to 4.2 nm was necessary for the 

compact model calculation in Fig. 4.20c. The domain wall period values for the 

compact model calculation for the cases of the 50 and 25 nm thick films were 

taken from the TDGL results (15.0 and 10.5 nm for Fig. 15a and b, respectively), 

which produced good agreement between the two results. The modification of 

the domain wall period only for the tF=10 nm case was necessary because the 

compact model inherently assumes the abrupt domain wall structure (Kittel 

approximation), whereas there must be a small amount of the smooth change in 

the polarization at DW. When the film thickness is thick enough (> 25 nm) this 

effect could be neglected, but for the thinner case, this effect cannot be 

ignored.[86,88,95,113,114] C-T formalism shows that a soft domain structure 

with a gradual domain wall evolves in the ultrathin film.[86,88,95] In this 

regime, the compact model based on the hard domain structure is no longer 
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accurate, and a single-harmonic approximation model can be effectively 

applied to investigate the electronic properties of the soft domains and the NC 

effect from the structure.[95,114] A detailed analysis and discussion on the 

aspect are addressed in the last section. Nevertheless, for tF=10 nm in this 

TDGL model, taking a slightly lower value of domain wall period (4.2 nm vs. 

5.5 nm) in the compact model calaulation produced sufficiently satisfactory 

results as shown in Fig. 4.20c. Therefore, this compact model can be efficiently 

used for the further analysis on the MD NC effect. However, as can be readily 

anticipated from the incompatibility between the results of the compact model 

and the TDGL model for the circumstance where the switching proceeds via 

the N&G mechanism, which is most evident in Fig. 4.20a (indicated by green 

arrows), the compact model can describe only the behaviors governed by the 

lateral DW motion of stripe domains. 

In the previous sections, it was stated that the negative slope of MD NC is 

not originated from the S-curve of the LGD polynomial. Using the compact 

model formalism, the static negative capacitance at the origin can be derived 

from the compact model equation. As long as the static behavior of the MD NC 

is maintained, the magnitude of the slope at the origin has the smallest value. 

The inverse of the negative slope can be obtained from Eqn. (4.37) by 

differentiating it with respect to Psδ as follows, 
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Noting that dU/dδ=(dU/dt)/(dδ/dt), the largest value of the Eq. (4.116) can be 

achieved when dδ/dt has the smallest value since dU/dt is given as a rate of the 

external bias U. Therefore, the negative slope at the origin is obtained when 
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From the governing equation Eq. (4.115) this leads to the following equation, 
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, where δ* is the solution of Eqn. (4.117) or equivalently, the parameter δ at 

which dδ/dt becomes minimum. Substituting Eq. (4.118) into Eqn. (4.116) 

leads to the negative capacitance near the origin as follows, 
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 (4.119) 

Note that the minus sign in front of the second term is naturally derived from 

the sign convention of a typical P-V loop (i.e., a downward polarization by a 

positive bias is set to a positive P, while an upward polarization by a negative 

bias is set to a negative P in the measurement), and Pf in Eq. (4.118) only 

includes the polar component without the nonpolar component from the 

positive background dielectric constant. 

 Since in the case of the static MD NC behavior, the minimum point is near the 

origin δ*~0, thus, putting δ*=0 into Eq. (4.119) leads to  
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or, substituting kn with 2πn/T, 
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Note that Dn, the coupled dielectric constant from the stripe-domain structure 

previously derived in the electrostatics (Eq. (4.53)). Interestingly, this formula 

is identical to the inverse of the negative stiffness of the MIFIM structure, Sinh 

(the Eqn. (16) in Ref. 44) derived by Bratkovsky et al.[44] 
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, where a is defined as (a1+a2)/2=T/2. They stated that Sinh is the negative 

contribution of the inhomogeneous stray energy, and derived it by expanding 

the energy up to terms in quadratic of the apparent polarization Psδ for a small 

bias. Therefore, this expression can be obtained from two different ways; One 

from the entire switching kinetics described by the compact model and the other 

from the electrostatic energy of the heterogeneous system. In this regard, Zubko 

et al. explained the origin of MD NC by the DW motion from two different 

scales of the view.[98] Macroscopically, the apparent polarization by the DW 

motion leads to the dominating depolarization effect which leads to MD NC. 

Microscopically, the DW motion redistributes the inhomogeneous stray fields 

to yield a negative contribution to the free energy, which leads to the negative 
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local dielectric constant. The blue dotted lines in Fig. 4.20 show the NC 

calculated from the analytical formula, Eq. (4.121), plus the background 

dielectric capacitance Cf,b (Bratkovsky-Levanyuk model). It corresponds to the 

small signal capacitance at the depoled state (δ=0), while the compact model 

describes the entire nonlinear capacitance behavior during the switching by 

applying a ramp bias.  

 

 

Figure 4.21. Capacitance matching with the ferroelectric thickness 𝒕𝑭 =  10 

nm by varying the dielectric thickness 𝒕𝑫 from 7 nm to 1 nm. (a) 

Simulated 𝑷 − 𝑽 curves from the compact model. Red line with 

a half left filled mark denotes 𝑷𝑫 − 𝑽𝑫 curve, while the blue line 

with a half right filled mark denotes 𝑷𝑭 − 𝑽𝑭 curve. The dotted 

blue line represents the ferroelectric capacitance computed from 

the analytical formula Eq. (4.121). (b) Calculated capacitances as 

a function of the dielectric thickness 𝒕𝑫. 𝑪𝒇 is obtained directly 

from the analytical formula Eq. (4.121). (c) Body factor (𝒎 = 𝟏 +

𝑪𝒅/𝑪𝒇) of the MIFIM structure as a function of the 𝑽𝒂𝒑𝒑 with 

the different dielectric thicknesses 𝒕𝑫 . The dotted lines are the 

body factors computed from the analytical formula Eq. (4.121). 
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4.2.9. Capacitance matching and internal voltage boosting 

Using the compact model, the influences of several critical experimental 

variables can be readily simulated without using the time-consuming TDGL-

PFS method. Among the variables, the influences of varying tD from 7 to 1 nm 

for the given tF of 10 nm, and the voltage ramping rate are examined as they are 

the critically influential parameters. Figure 4.21a shows the Ptot-Vtot, PF-VF, and 

PD-VD curves of MIFIM with tD of 7, 5, 3, and 1 nm, respectively. The variation 

in Cd could be calculated easily from the tD value and its dielectric constant (ϵd), 

and the ferroelectric capacitance, Cf, could be estimated as a sum of CNC which 

is a function of tD based on Eqn. (4.121) and the background capacitance Cf,b. 

The results are plotted in Fig. 4.21b, where it was noted that the Cf is not 

indepdent of tD. This intriguing relationship indicates that the simple ultimate 

matching between the positive DE capacitance and the negative FE capacitance 

(i.e., Cd= |Cf|) can never be achieved in this structure. Figure 4.21b shows that 

the relationship of |Cf |>Cd holds for the entire tD range. Nevertheless, the figure 

also indicates that the significant enhancement of the total capacitance (e.g., 

~3.5 times of Cd for tD= 1 nm) is available as the difference between the two 

values is reduced by decreasing tD. The increase in the total capacitance by the 

capacitance matching is equivalent to the increase of the differential voltage 

amplification on the dielectric layer (i.e., dVDE/dVtot→∞ as dVtot→0) as shown 

in Fig. 4.21c. When the body factor m of the MIFIM structure is defined as m 

≡ 1+Cd/Cf, this value is decreased to ~ 0.3 for tD=1 nm, so that it implies that 

the subthreshold swing of the hysteresis-free NCFET by the MD NC can be 

significantly lower than the theoretical limit in principle. However, a precaution 
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is needed when directly applying this result to a MOSFET due to the 

involvement of the highly nonlinear charge – voltage behavior of the 

semiconductor in addition to the heterogeneous effect from the ferroelectrics. 

In fact, there is another significant problem for such application even if the 

static significant internal voltage amplification is possible by the (semi) 

capacitance matching using this MD-NC mechanism. As can be seen in Fig. 

16c, the voltage window where the differential voltage amplification occurs 

becomes narrower as the amplification increases. This is because MD NC is 

only maintained during the switching in the stripe-domain structure and it 

recovers to a positive value as the single domain emerges by the poling. As tD 

becomes thinner, the voltage window for maintaining the stripe domain 

structure becomes smaller and the differential voltage amplication window also 

becomes smaller.  

 

Figure 4.22. Degradation of MD NC by the high-speed operation. 𝑷𝑭 − 𝑬𝑭 

curve for each ramp rate is computed from the compact model. 
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LGD polynomial (S-shape 𝑷𝑭 − 𝑬𝑭  curve) from the one-

dimensional Landau model is plotted as the reference (solid pink 

line). The slope of MD NC is saturated to the static value for a rise 

time 𝒕𝑷 less than 10 𝛍𝐬. 

 Lastly, the compact model was used to identify the operation frequency 

effect, by varying the voltage ramp rate. It was identified that MD NC is not 

free from degradation induced by a high-frequency operation, which can be 

somehow expected as the entire mechanism is based on the DW motion. As 

Eqn. (4.37) indicates, the decrease of the ferroelectric voltage Vf is realized only 

when the time-varying rate of the external voltage is smaller than the time-

varying rate of the DW motion. If the voltage ramping speed is too high, the 

DW motion would be lagged. This result was anticipated from the recent study 

by Luk’yanchuk et al. on the dynamic response of the negative capacitance by 

DW oscillation to an ac field.[100] In this TDGL model, a DW velocity during 

the lateral motion was identified to be in the order of 1 cm/s while the velocity 

during the N&G switching was identified to be in the order of 100 m/s which 

are consistent with the observed velocities from experiments.[58,115,116]. 

Within this range, the compact model states that MD NC can be maintained 

quasi-statically without a serious degradation up to ~5 ns of the ramp period as 

shown in Fig. 4.22. Note that MD NC of ferroelectrics entirely disappears when 

the rising time of the ramp bias is decreased to 0.1 ns. On the other hand, 

Luk’yanchuk et al. estimated that the ac response of MD NC can be maintained 

up to the frequency as high as THz range.[97,101] While this range of the 

operating frequency should be identified experimentally, this intrinsic 
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limitation from the dynamics of MD NC essentially requires additional 

consideration for the high-speed device operation  

 

4.2.10. Negative capacitance in a sinusoidal domain structure 

 The main discussion on MD NC in this study has been restricted to the 

hard domain structure with the abrupt polarization profile and the narrow 

domain walls. However, theoretical studies based on the C-T formalism have 

shown that the spatial distribution of the polarization becomes gradual, and the 

soft domain structure (which is often called “sinusoidal” structure) emerges as 

the temperature approaches the critical temperature, Tc of the paraelectric-

ferroelectric transition.[117] Moreover, according to the C-T formalism, the 

sinusoidal domains in the MIFIM structure (or single FE layer sandwiched by 

a metal electrode with a finite Thomas-Fermi screening length) are expected to 

exist even at a fairly lower temperature than Tc when the ferroelectric thickness 

tF is extremely small so that the period of the domain width is comparable to 

the domain wall thickness.[117] The sinusoidal regime has been experimentally 

confirmed to exist within a temperature interval of about 100 K near Tc for the 

ferroelectric thin films of atomic thickness.[113] The recent study on 

SrTiO3/PbTiO3 superlattice with a tF=~4.2 nm also showed that the soft 

domains exist at room temperature.[114] Hence, the sinusoidal domains are 

located at the area near Tc and a lower tF in the phase diagram of the domain 

state in the thin film.[118] Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that the sinusoidal 

domains did not appear in the present TDGL simulations which are also based 

on the C-T formalism unlike the results from the previous studies. While the 
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domain wall becomes gradual to the extent that the compact (hard domain) 

model no longer holds as tF decreases below 10nm, the sinusoidal domain 

patterns still did not emerge. The discrepancy between the previous results and 

the present simulations turns out to be attributed to the difference between the 

order of the transition each study assumed in the beginning. Specifically, an 

equation of the state is derived from the C-T formalism as follows, 
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, where Efz is the electric field along z-axis inside the ferroelectric layer, and the 

LGD free energy, FLGD is assumed as follows, 
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, where ϵb is a background dielectric constant of the ferroelectric layer, and Pzb 

is the non-ferroelectric polarization. Note that the higher powers of Pz are 

neglected in this analysis. The phase diagram of the hard and soft domain 

reported by Guerville et al. and Luk’yanchuk et al. is actually restricted to the 

ferroelectrics with the second order transition whose Landau-Ginzburg-

Devonshire (LGD) polynomial has a positive fourth order coefficient (B>0 in 

Eq. (4.123)).[118]  In their serial studies on the phase diagram, they solved 

the C-T equation by using the fourth-order polynomial (i.e. B should be positive 

for stability) not the sixth-order polynomial this study adopted in Eq. (4.30). 

Consequently, their results basically correspond to the 2nd order ferroelectrics. 

As the spontaneous polarization is continuously decreased to zero in the 2nd 

order transition as T→Tc0 (the bulk transition temperature), the sinusoidal 
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domains are expected to naturally evolve from the hard domains. In order to 

verify this statement, a solution of the C-T equation was numerically solved for 

the following parameters. LGD coefficients A, and B in the free energy equation 

are for the BaTiO3 epitaxially grown on SRO/DyScO3. They are found from 

those (a1, a11, and a111) of the bulk free energy of BaTiO3[67] under clamping 

boundary conditions of in-plane misfit strain, um=-0.012 as follows,[68] 
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The LGD parameters for the bulk free energy a1=3.3×105(T-368.5)  

Nm2/C2, a11=1.37×108 Nm6/C4, a111=2.76×109 Nm10/C6,[119] the 

electrostrictive coefficients Q12=-0.034 m4/C2,[120] the sum of the elastic 

compliance tensors s11+s12=6.4×10-12 m2/N,[68] and G44=3.264×10-11 Vm3/C 

which is adopted from Bratkovsky et al..[117] while the dielectric constant and 

the thickness of each layer are the same as the values adopted from Ahluwalia’s 

work.[89] Now the coefficient B is positive, and the FE layer is the 2nd order 

ferroelectrics. As shown in Fig. 4.23, the anticipated behavior is confirmed 

from the TDGL simulation with the different set of the LGD polynomial 

coefficients using Eqs. (4.124) and Eqn. (4.125). However, if the first-order 

transition (α11<0) is adopted in the C-T formalism (as this study did by 

following the parameters of the single crystal BaTiO3 from Ahluwalia’s 

work),[89] the hard domain abruptly decreases to zero polarization without the 
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intermediate sinusoidal domains as shown in Fig. 4.24, which is consistent with 

the discontinuous feature of the 1st order transition. 

  

 

Figure 4.23. Multi-domain structure of the 2nd order ferroelectrics in MIFIM 

structure with 𝒕𝐅 = 𝟏𝟎 𝐧𝐦, 𝒕𝐃 = 𝟕 𝐧𝐦. (a) Free energy diagram 

(𝑼𝒇 − 𝑷 ) of the 2nd order ferroelectric BaTiO3. (b) Polarization 

profile for hard domains at 𝑻 = 𝟑𝟎𝟎 𝐊  (c) Polarization profile 

for soft (sinusoidal) domains at 𝑻 = 𝟔𝟎𝟎 𝐊.  

 

Based on these results, it is evident that the evolution of the sinusoidal 

domains is easily captured in the 2nd order ferroelectrics rather than the 1st order 

ferroelectrics which this study adopted for the simulation. In this regard, the 

soft domains are expected to exist in most epitaxial ultrathin films, since the 

transition from the 1st order to the 2nd order ferroelectrics easily occurs in an 

epitaxial ferroelectric thin film on a substrate where the clamping effect is 

large.[121] Hence, the lack of mechanical effect in the previous TDGL 

simulations is responsible for the different results. While this difference does 

not alter the essential mechanism of MD NC in the regime of the hard domains, 

the negative capacitance from the sinusoidal domains which has not been dealt 

with in the previous simulations deserves further analysis.   
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Figure 4.24. Multi-domain structure of the 1st order ferroelectrics in MIFIM 

structure with 𝒕𝐅 = 𝟏𝟎 𝐧𝐦, 𝒕𝐃 = 𝟕 𝐧𝐦. (a) Free energy diagram 

(𝑼𝒇 − 𝑷) of the 1st order ferroelectric BaTiO3 used in the TDGL 

simulation. (c) Polarization profile for depoled state (𝑷 = 𝟎)  at 

𝑻 = 𝟒𝟎𝟎 𝐊. 

 

Recently, Yadav et al. proposed that the sinusoidal domains in the ultrathin 

film are a key to a manifestation of the intrinsic NC effect which is spatially 

confined in the diffusive domain wall.[114] In this regard, it is noteworthy that 

Bratkovsky et al.’s study on the continuum theory of ferroelectric states in the 

MIFIM structure anticipated the existence of the negative capacitance from the 

sinusoidal domain structure.[117] Their work enabled a simple but critical 

analysis of the electric response of the sinusoidal domains in the MIFIM 

structure.   

Close to the transition, the polarization is reasonably approximated by a 

single sinusoid with the wave vector kc in the x-direction, and an amplitude a, 

plus a spatially homogeneous (apparent) polarization p as follows. 

 ( , ) cos( )cos( )z c cP x z p a k x q z +  (4.127) 
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In this regime, qc≅π/tF, and the wave vector of the sinusoidal polarization, 

kc is given as follows, 
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Bratkovsky et al. showed that the total free energy per unit area of the 

MIFIM structure with the sinusoidal domains, F , is effectively approximated 

as follows,  
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, where E0 is the external field, and 
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The equilibrium amplitude of the sinusoids can be obtained by 

differentiating the free energy F with respect to the amplitude a, and the 

solution reads; 
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, where s=p/pc is defined as the relative polarization to the characteristic 

polarization / 3cp A B= − . Note that the sinusoidal domains become 

homogeneous domain as p becomes larger than pc. By substituting the 
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equilibrium amplitude of the sinusoids, a0 back into Eqn. (4.129), one finds the 

dimensionless free energy 2 1

0( ) 3 ( , )Ff s B t F p a − −= as follows, 
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 (4.133) 

, where e=E0/ζ is defined as the relative external field to the characteristic 

field 3/2 / 3B = .  
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Figure 4.25. Single-harmonic approximation model[117] of the sinusoidal 

domains in the MIFIM structure applied to BaTiO3 with the DE 

layers. 𝒕𝐃 is fixed to 7 nm, and the results were calculated at 𝑻 =

𝟑𝟖𝟎 𝐊. Blue dashed lines denote the sinusoidal domain state, and 

black dashed lines denote the homogeneous domain state for the 

reference. (a)  The free energy of the BaTiO3 with the DE layers. 

(b) Apparent 𝑷 − 𝑬𝟎 curves of the MIFIM structure. (c) 𝑷 − 𝑬𝒇 

curves of the BaTiO3 thin film in the MIFIM structure. 

 

Note that the free energy is dependent on the parameter y defined as the 

characteristic relative temperature which denotes the relative discrepancy from 

a critical temperature, Td (which is smaller than Tc) where a transition between 

the homogeneous domain and the sinusoidal domains occurs (i.e., when 0A = ), 

 
A

y


= −  (4.134) 

From this notation, it is evident that a positive y indicates that the sinusoidal 

domains are more stable than the homogeneous domain (i.e. 0A  ). Now the 

dimensionless equation of the state for MIFIM with the sinusoidal domains is 

obtained from ∂f/∂s=0 as follows, 
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Figure. 4.25 shows the results of this analytic model on the sinusoidal 

domains which is applied to investigate the electronic properties of the MIFIM 
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system with the various thicknesses of BaTiO3 while the total dielectric 

thickness tD is fixed to 7 nm. The blue dashed curves denote the sinusoidal 

domain state, while the black dashed curves denote the homogeneous domain 

state for the reference. The first column of the figures denotes the free energy 

density per volume 1

Ft F−  with respect to p. Note that the sinusoidal domains 

are always more stable than the homogeneous domain around p=0 as long as 

the characteristic temperature y remains positive. Note that the decrease of the 

ferroelectric thickness has an equivalent effect to the increase of the 

temperature close to the transition temperature Td, since it leads to the decrease 

of the characteristic temperature y as Bratkovsky et al. stated.[117] This model 

predicts that the presence of the more stable sinusoidal domains with respect to 

the homogeneous domain leads to the first-order-like transition of the p-E0 

curves (shown in the second column of Figure. 4.25) from the single loop of 

the ferroelectrics to double loop and eventually to linear curve via the multi-

domain states as tF decreases. Interestingly, this electronic response from the 

single-harmonic approximation to the multi-domain state is qualitatively 

consistent with the P-E curves in the TDGL simulations with the hard domains 

even though the higher harmonics for the narrow domain walls are neglected in 

this model. In this regard, Bratkovsky et al. stated that an account for the higher 

harmonics will lower the dips of the estimated free energy further, and the 

minimum at p=0 in the energy diagrams of the multi-domain state is actually 

deeper.[117] For this reason, they stated that the homogeneous switching is 

impossible to occur in the regime of the hard-domains since the energy barrier 

through the multi-domain state is much lower than that of the homogeneous 
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barrier.[117] However, as tF decreases below 10 nm (or equivalently the relative 

temperature y decreases), the total free energy density of the homogeneous 

domain becomes stabilized at p=0, and the difference between the energy 

density of two states decreases. P-E0 curves in this range show that the actual 

domain state around p=0 is the sinusoidal multi-domain structure while the 

abrupt transition from the homogeneous state to the soft domains at both field 

regions leads to the small hysteresis since the homogeneous domain is always 

metastable structure as long as y>0.  

 The p-Ef curves in the third column of Fig. 4.25 shows the negative 

capacitance in the sinusoidal domains embedded in the electronic response of 

MIFIM. These curves can be directly calculated from the relation between the 

external field E0 and the ferroelectric Ef with an additional dimensionless 

parameter 
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Substituting Eq. (4.136) into Eq. (4.135) leads to a dimensionless equation 

of the ferroelectric state in the MIFIM structure (i.e., a dimensionless p-Ef curve) 

as follows, 
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, where ef=Ef/ζf is the relative ferroelectric field to the characteristic 

ferroelectric field 
33f cBp = . As shown in Fig. 4.25, One finds that the S-

shaped curve of the sinusoidal domains appears as tF decreases below 10 nm 

which is close to the phase transition (i.e. small y), and the slope of the curve at 

Ef=0 is negative. On the other hand, as tF increases (far from the transition) a 

peculiar inverted S-curve appears around p=0 so that the slope at Ef=0 becomes 

positive. However, as Bratkovsky et al. pointed out, this region (i.e. large y) is 

actually beyond the applicability of the single-harmonic approximation, and 

thus, it should be treated as the hard-domain structure for a more accurate 

analysis.[117] As a matter of fact, from the previous study by Bratkovsky et 

al.[44] and the compact (hard domain) mod el of the present work, the slope of 

the curve at Ef=0 is negative as shown in Eqn. (S5.7). Nevertheless, the single-

harmonic approximation shows that MD NC of the sinusoidal domains 

converges to that of the intrinsic NC near the phase transition, which is also 

consistent with the TDGL simulation result in Fig. 4.13 and offers an insight 

into this phenomenon in the perspective of the phase transition between the 

homogeneous domain and the sinusoidal domains of ferroelectrics. 
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4.3. Conclusion 

 

In conclusion, the (quasi-) static NC could be achieved within a limited 

parameter space, determined by the FE and DE film thicknesses, operation 

voltage, and switching speed, even when the FE switching is mediated by the 

multi-domain structure. It is unlikely that the initial expectation of the NC 

stabilization based on the homogeneous model of the phenomenological LGD 

energy function will be experimentally proven. When the FE film was thick 

enough in the MIFIM (or MFIM) structure, the FE switching was dominantly 

accomplished by the abrupt switching via reverse domain nucleation and 

growth. This switching is accompanied by a significant internal voltage 

boosting, which corresponds to the transient NC effect but inevitably involves 

a significant hysteresis. As the FE film became thinner, an interesting multi-

domain structure, stripe domain structure, was achieved, of which the domain 

wall motion was quite resilient to the transition to the single domain structure 

compared with the nucleation and growth case. Such a sluggish domain wall 

motion could be identified from the very small domain wall field compared 

with the applied field, which is identified from the compact modeling. Once 

this stripe domain structure is set up within the entire FE layer, the system can 

show the (quasi-) static NC effect, with minimal involvement of the hysteresis 

effect. Under the optimized condition, which corresponds to the case with the 

FE film thickness being near the critical thickness, operation voltage range 

being consistent to the stripe domain configuration, and voltage drive speed 

being lower than the DW migration speed, the MIFIM can show hysteresis-free 
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static NC behavior. The FE film with a thickness lower than the FE-stabilization 

limit, as it is under the homogeneously depoled state at a short circuit condition, 

also tends to both show and keep the stripe domain structure during the voltage 

sweep once the structure is formed at a certain voltage. These findings imply 

that the observed (quasi-) static NC is still subject to the variation by the 

dynamic parameters, such as operation frequency, which was proved to be 

indeed the case from the sweep-speed dependent simulation. 

The physical implications of the extensive simulation results were reviewed 

from the compact modeling based on the analytical formulae describing the 

static electrostatics of the multi-domain MIFIM structure, which was originally 

suggested by Bratkovsky and Levanyuk.[44] In this work, the authors further 

develop the previous model to the dynamic case based on the TDGL formalism, 

and can create a method to directly evaluate the correlation between the electric 

field at the domain wall and the polarization switching. This finding provides a 

succinct answer to a very fundamental question to the NC effect in multi-

domain switching; how can the overall (apparent) domain switching proceed 

according to the applied field even when the entire FE film is under the NC 

state? This is because the NC state coincides with the case where the direction 

of the (differential) electric field is opposite to the direction of the (differential) 

applied electric field. Interestingly, the multi-domain (especially stripe domain) 

structure induces two components of the electric field at the domain wall, as a 

result of the combined effect of the external field and internal depolarization 

field, which corresponds to the homogeneous and inhomogeneous fields. 

Among these, the homogeneous field direction is consistent with that of the 
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depolarization field direction, but the direction of the inhomogeneous field is 

identical to that of the external field. During the domain wall motion, the 

inhomogeneous field on the domain wall plays a dominant role, making the 

domain switching proceed even when the FE film shows the NC behavior.  
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5. Conclusion 

 

In this dissertation, the fundamental physics for negative capacitance 

phenomena in ferroelectric thin films were investigated. In addition, the 

limitations of the phenomenological LGD model are addressed, and a more 

general theory is presented. Furthermore, by conducting a quantitative analysis 

based on this model, the possibility for device application of the NC effect was 

investigated. 

First, the V-drop phenomenon that was recently found in a ferroelectric single 

capacitor's charging and discharging process was investigated. This 

phenomenon was presented as direct evidence for the intrinsic NC effect in the 

1-D LGD model. This model assumes a homogeneous switching that the 

switching process appears only through the SD structure. Thus, this model 

ignores the multi-domain structure in ferroelectrics. However, according to 

previous studies on ferroelectrics, it is well known that the MD state appears in 

the N&G mode, in which domains grow from the nuclei of the opposite 

direction. If the switching is progressed through the multi-domain structure, the 

intrinsic NC effect cannot be manifested because the polarization does not pass 

through the double-well barrier of the 1-D LGD model. Therefore, a new model 

was necessary to explain that the V-drop phenomenon appears in the MD state. 

For this purpose, both Merz's Law describing the relationship between the 

speed of DW and the electric field applied to the FE thin film and the KAI 

model considering the geometrical change during the switching process 

through the MD structure were used to derive the retarded nucleation model 
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that fully reproduces the V-drop phenomenon. According to this model, if the 

nucleation is delayed, the consumed amount of the charge compensating the 

switched polarization can be greater than the accumulated amount of the 

incoming charge from the source. In this study, the V-drop effect was observed 

in the epitaxial BaTiO3 thin film, and the retarded nucleation model was applied 

to interpret this effect. V-drop can be precisely simulated by the reverse domain 

nucleation and propagation of which charge effect cannot be fully compensated 

for by the supplied charge from the external charge source. The disappearance 

of the V-drop effect was also observed by repeated FE switching only up to 10 

cycles, which can hardly be explained by the involvement of the intrinsic NC 

effect. The retained reverse domain nuclei even after the subsequent poling, can 

explain such behavior. Furthermore, this study introduced a new measurement 

technique called double pulse measurement and revealed that the experimental 

results could not be explained by the NC effect. In the double pulse 

measurement, additional switching occurs by the next pulse from the state 

initially switched by the first pulse. According to the LGD model, the NC 

phenomenon should be able to occur even in the second pulse. However, this 

was not the case in actual experimental results, explained by the retarded 

nucleation model. According to this model, it can be interpreted that the 

nucleation is not delayed in the second pulse because sufficient nucleation 

already occurs by the first pulse. As a result, this new model revealed that the 

V-drop phenomenon in ferroelectric single layer capacitors is hardly accepted 

as evidence for the NC effect, and this singularity can also be fully understood 

in the MD structure. 
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Second, the effect of the MD state on the stabilization of NC through the FE-

DE bilayer structure was investigated. According to the 1-D LGD model, the 

energy of the FE/DE bi-layer device can be minimized at P=0 by deposition of 

the DE device on the FE device. Since the polarization of the FE layer is located 

at P=0, it is possible to realize the static NC effect without hysteresis. In recent 

studies, the P-E curve of the FE layer in the bi-layer device was extracted 

through the short pulse measurement, and it was revealed that it has an ‘S’-

shaped curve. This ‘S-curve’ and the double-well potential found in the 

experiments seem completely consistent with the 1-D LGD model. 

Since the 1-D LGD model does not consider the MD state, only the SD structure 

should exist in the FE layer. However, according to previous studies, it is well 

known that even in the bi-layer structure, the FE thin film with the MD structure 

is more stable. Therefore, the influence of the MD structure in the FE/DE bi-

layer cannot be ignored, and an in-depth investigation into whether the ‘S-curve’ 

or double-well potential can be induced from this MD structure was necessary. 

For this purpose, in this study, a theoretical model in which the MD structure 

exists in the bi-layer system was implemented. This was possible by combining 

the C-T formalism, which is the theoretical basis for the bi-layer structure, and 

the TDGL equation that can simulate the switching through the MD structure. 

As a result of this numerical model applied to the bi-layer structure of the 

epitaxial BTO thin film and the passive DE layer, it was theoretically confirmed 

that the 'S-curve' is very similar to that of the LGD model appears in the FE 

thin film with the MD structure. To elucidate the fundamental principle of this 

MD NC phenomenon, an analytical model was derived by referring to the 
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Bratkovsky-Levanyuck model. This analytical model assumes that the domain 

switching of the FE film in the bi-layer is governed by the local electric field 

across the DW. This model revealed that even when a reverse field is applied to 

the FE layer on average by the large depolarization field, the electric field 

applied to the DW always maintains the same direction as the external electric 

field, enabling the NC effect in the MD state. In other words, it is identified that 

the domain wall motion in the stripe domain structure remains dominated by 

the external field, even when the entire film is in the (quasi-)static NC state. 

This result indicates that the 'S-curve' of the FE thin film shown in the recent 

short pulse measurement results does not offer a solid justification for the 1-D 

LGD model. Instead, this model reveals that the transient NC phenomenon can 

appear in the form of an S-curve through the MD structure even in the FE/DE 

bilayer system. 

 This work confirmed that every NC phenomenon in the FE thin film that was 

experimentally observed could appear through the MD structure. Furthermore, 

some of the experimental results that were difficult to understand within the 

LGD model could be interpreted as structural and physical effects by MD 

within the presented models. This result suggests that it is necessary to break 

away from the conventional 1-dimensional point of view, and an in-depth study 

on the fundamental physics of the MD structure in the FE thin film should be 

conducted to understand the NC effect accurately. 
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Abstract (in Korean) 

1960 년 MOSFET이 개발된 이래 이 소자의 축소화는 빠르게 

진행되고 있다. 2000 년대 초부터 본격적으로 개발된 나노 스케일 

MOSFET 소자의 성능은 strain engineering을 통한 mobility 향상, 고유 

전율 게이트 산화물 도입을 통한 EOT 감소 등 소재의 혁신과 

FDSOI (Full Depeleted Silicon on Insulator), FinFET 및 GAA (Gate All 

Around)와 같은 새로운 구조적 혁신으로 크게 향상되었다. 그럼에도 

불구하고 최근 소자의 급격한 축소화로 MOSFET 동작의 에너지 

효율 저하가 심각한 문제로 대두되고 있다. MOSFET의 에너지 

효율은 공급 전압 Vdd와 Off 전류를 줄임으로써 향상될 수 있다. 

이를 위해서는 궁극적으로 MOSFET 소자의 On-Off 스위칭 기울기, 

즉 subthreshold slope 최대화해야한다. Subthresold slope을 증가시키는 

한 가지 해결책은 게이트 산화물의 커패시턴스를 높이는 것이다. 

2007 년부터 게이트 산화물로 비정질 HfO2 박막을 사용하는 high-k 

metal gate (HKMG) 기술이 적용되어 등가 산화물 두께 (EOT)를 

0.8nm까지 감소했다. 그러나 HKMG 기술을 통한 EOT 감소는 채널 

Si 층과 고유 전율 산화물 사이의 SiO2 박막의 형성으로 인해 0.5nm 

이하로 달성하기 어렵다는 점에서 물질적 한계가 있다. 또한 EOT가 

이상적으로 0nm에 가깝게 감소하더라도 source의 전자는 열적 요동 

으로 인해 임계 값 이하 영역에서 Boltzmann 분포를 갖기 때문에 

실온에서 게이트 전류를 10 배 증가시키기 위해 60mV 이상의 
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전압을 인가해야한다. 이는 EOT가 아무리 감소하더라도 subthreshold 

기울기의 역수 값이 실온에서 60mV/dec보다 낮을 수 없음을 

의미하며, 이를 Boltzmann 한계라고 부른다. 따라서 Boltzmann 

한계는 MOSFET 장치의 에너지 효율을 개선하는 데 근본적인 

장애물로 작용한다. 

그러나 2008 년 Salahuddin과 Datta는 음의 정전 용량을 갖는 

게이트 산화물을 통해 Boltzmann 한계를 극복할 수 있다고 주장했다. 

게이트 산화물의 커패시턴스가 음수이면 증가된 게이트 전압이 

게이트 산화물 층과 채널 층으로 나뉘어 걸리지 않고 오히려 

게이트 산화물에 인가되는 전압이 감소하여 채널 전압이 더 빠르게 

증가한다. 즉, 게이트 산화물의 NC에 의해 전압 증폭 효과가 

유도된다. 따라서 NCFET (Negatieve Capacitance Field Effect 

Transistor)라고 불리는 이 소자는 기존 MOSFET 소자의 에너지 효율 

문제를 극복할 수 있다. 이 아이디어를 실현하기 위해 Salahuddin 

그룹은 강유전성 재료가 NC 효과를 갖는 게이트 산화물의 적절한 

후보가 될 수 있다고 제안했다. 

이 논문에서는 강유전체에서 NC 현상의 근본 메커니즘에 대한 

이론적 연구가 수행되었다. 강유전체에 대한 NC 효과의 기존 

이론은 Landau-Ginzburg-Devonshire (LGD) 모델을 기반으로 한다. 이 

모델은 강유전체의 1 차원적 자유 에너지를 설명하는 현상학적 

모델이다. 즉, 이 모델은 강유전체에서 단일 도메인 (SD)으로 
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균일한 분극이 존재한다는 가정에 근거한다. 따라서 이 1-D 모델은 

실제 강유전성 박막에서 흔히 볼 수 있는 다중 도메인 (MD) 구조를 

무시한다. 이 점에서 본 연구는 MD 구조의 효과를 고려한 새로운 

모델을 소개하고, 이로부터 MD 구조가 강유전성 박막에 형성되는 

일반적인 경우에도 강유전체 (FE) – 유전체 (DE) 이중층 구조에서 

NC 효과가 나타남을 밝혔다. 

2014 년에 Khan et al.은 1-D LGD 모델에서의 NC 효과에 대한 

직접적인 증거로 외부 저항에 직렬로 연결된 강유전체 단일층의 

충방전 중에 발생하는 과도적 전압 강하 현상을 제시했다. 그러나 

고전적인 강유전성 박막의 switching 이론에 따르면, switching은 

균일한 스위칭이 아닌 반대 방향 domain의 핵 생성 및 DW의 

이동을 통해 발생하는 것으로 잘 알려져 있다. 이 점에서 본 연구는 

고전적인 switching kinetics 이론을 적용하여 과도적 전압 강하가 NC 

효과가 아니라 지연된 핵 생성에 의해 발생함을 보여주었다. 또한 

이 연구에서 double pulse 측정 실험을 고안하여 이 실험 결과를 1-D 

LGD 모델로 설명할 수 없음을 보여주었다. 

다음으로 본 연구는 MD 구조를 갖는 FE-DE 적층 구조의 NC 

안정화를 위한 기본 메커니즘을 제시하였다. 이 구조에서 NC 

안정화의 이전 개념은 MD 구조를 고려하지 않은 현상론적 모델 인 

1-D LGD 모델을 기반으로 한다. 본 연구는 FE 층의 분극-전압 (P-V) 

곡선이 MD 구조를 고려하더라도 준정적 방식으로 S 모양의 
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곡선으로 나타날 수 있는지를 확인했다. 먼저, 이를 위해 MD 

구조에서 고전적인 switching 역학을 수치적으로 재현하기 위해 

Phase field simulation을 구현했으며, 그 결과 FE-DE 적층 구조에서 준 

정적 NC 현상이 나타나는 것을 발견했다. 또한, MD 구조에 

나타나는 NC 효과의 근본적인 메커니즘을 밝히기 위해 Bratkovsky-

Levanyuk 모델로부터 새로운 해석적 모델을 유도하였다. 마지막으로 

이전의 실험 결과들을 새로 제안한 모델을 통해 분석하고 1-D LGD 

모델과 맞지 않는 실험 결과들을 이 MD NC 모델로부터 재 

해석하였다.  
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